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TOP LEAF IN PURCHASE—Richard Smotherman, 13-year old son of Mr.
and Mrs. Max Smotherman, Route One, was named as the first place winner in the Purchase Area 4-H and FFA dark fired tobacco show and sale
today. With Richard and his parents are Shorty Fletcher, vice-president and

manager of the U. S. Tobacco Co., which sponsored the prices for the
show, and Holmes Ellis, general manager of the Western Dark fired Tobacco Growers Association.
Staff Photo bi David HI

Upward Move Of Economic Indicators
Suggests Continued Advance In Growth
WASHINGTON (AP) — The
government said today that its index of
leading economic indicators edged
upward slightly in December,
suggesting a continued but moderate
advance in the nation's economic
growth.
The Commerce Department said the
index, which is designed to provide a
clue to future economic activity,
climbed four-tenths of a per cent in
December.
At the same time, Commerce revised
its original estimate of the index's

performance in November to show no
change. November had been reported
originally as showing a four-tenths of a
per cent increase.
In other developments, the government reported good news for
prospective home buyers — thrift institutions are reporting a continuing
record flow of deposits, meaning that
lower borrowing costs may come.
But the nation's balance of trade
books, while showing a record surplus
for the year, saw a sharp incline in
imports for December, signaling a

possible sustained erosion of the U.S.
trade position. And worker productivity
was down in December, the government said.
The latest performance of the
economic indicator index means that
its figures have been virtually unchanged over a four-month period as a
result of slight fluctuations both up and
down. The December index stood twotenths of a per cent below its position in
August.
Commerce said the biggest factor in
the December performance of the index

Carroll To Give Budget Message
To Joint Session Of Legislature
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) — The
Kentucky General Assembly delays
opening today's session until 6 p.m.,one
hour before Gov. Julian Carroll is
expected to deliver his budget message
to a joint legislative session.
And neither house is expected to take
much action prior to receiving the
biennial budget.
The Senate took no action on bills
Tuesday, adopting only a simple
resolution asking that the Daviess
County town of Maple Mount be placed
on the Kentucky map.
The House approved a Senate-passed
bill that would guarantee continued
financial support to circuit courts and
circuit clerks.
The measure, SB 69, must go back to
the Senate for concurrence in a floor
amendment before it is sent to the
governor for his signature.
The legislation has an emergency
clause, which means it would take
effect immediately after it signed by
the governor.
Fiscal courts would be required to
continue to furnish circuit court and

Mostly Cloudy
Mostly cloudy with a slight chance of
snow showers tonight, low in the low
20s. Partly cloudy and cool Thursday,
high in the upper 30s. Friday partly
cloudy and not as cold.

circuit clerks the same space facilities,
and financing as were furnished by
fiscal courts up to Jan. 1 of this year,
under provisions of the measure.
The judicial article approved by
Kentucky voters in the last general
election created a unified "court of
justice," effective Jan. 1. However
there has been some question as to

was a one per cent increase in the
length of the work week for production
workers in manufacturing. The work
week amounted to 40.3 hours in
December.
—Other factors v contributing to ,the
index's rise were a lower layoff rate in
manufacturing, an increase in cash and
nearcash in banks and non-financial
institutions, a higher number of new
businesses formed and a greater
volume of new . orders received by
producers of consumer products and
materials.
Factors pointing lower were smaller
prices for key goods at wholesale, the
smaller volume of contracts and orders
for factories and facilities, lower stock
prices, a smaller supply of money in
circulation, a smaller number of new
building permits issued arid faster
deliveries to companies by suppliers.

A report on the status of land
acquisition needed for airport expansion was the topic of much
discussion at the regular quarterly
meeting of the Murray-Calloway
County Airport Board Tuesday.
County Attorney Sid Easley gave the
board a report on condemnation
proceedings that have been instituted to
gain land needed by the airport from
Jerry Bibb. Easley said that suit was
filed in late December, and that three
appraisers were appointed to appraise
the property.
Appraisers Frank Ryan, Bill Fandrich and Fred Barber appraised the
value to the board at $30,000 for the
26.45 acres needed.
On January 20, a summons was
issued, but Easley said that the
sheriff's department had not served the
summons by yesterday's meeting.
The board gave authority to Easley to
hire two appraisers for the board to
give opinions if and when they are
needed in court action required on the
matter.
In other action, discussion centered
on the acquisition of overflight
easements needed from Lynn Parker
t 6.88 acres) and Forrest Coleman,(.05
acre). The additional easements are
needed on the southwest end of the
runway, due to increased FAA
regulations. The local board will only
bear 12.5 per cent of the total cost of the
easements, with 75 per cent coming
from federal funds and the remainder
from the state funds.
A report was given on the construction of the airport manager's
residence, which is virtually complete.
The cost will be around 822,000, and
should be completely finished by Feb.
15.
The board* called for investigation
and further reports on a request from a
group wanting to form a parachute club
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to practice in the airport vicinity.
Airport manager Johnny Parker said at
the meeting that in his personal
opinion, the club would be good for the
airport, because it would draw people
to the area and increase the community
awareness of the airport.
The board agreed to contact other
area airports and conduct an investigation before reaching a final
decision.
A discussion for "turn-arounds" at
the end of each runway at the airport
was cut short by a motion to adjourn.
The suggestion came from the airport
manager, and would allow the airport
to accommodate much larger aircraft
than it can now, because the planes
have no place to turn around. However,
no action was taken on the issue at last
night's meeting.

Winter Concert
Slated By Band
The three bands of Murray High
School will present their.fourth annual
Winter Concert in the MRS cafeteria
this Thursday at ?p. m.
The concert band, directed by James
Light, will perform "Brighton Beach"
march, "Lady of Spain," "Battaghlia"
and "Panorama U. S. A."
The symphonic band, under the
direction of Joe Sills, will follow with
"National
Emblem"
march,
-Jubilance," "American Folk Rhapsody No. 2," and a John Denver
medley.
Concluding the evening will be the
MHS Stage Band which will perform
selections from the program they will
present at the Kentucky Music
Educators' Convention in Louisville
later this year.
The winter concert is an annual event
that serves as part of a building
program from the MHS bands by being
a goal on the way to developing better
musicianship in each member, band
director Sills said. It is also directed
toward the listener with several varied
styles of music including marches,
overtures and specialty tunes, he added.
The concert is presented at no charge
and everyone is invited to attend.

whether fiscal courts would be required
to fund the circuit courts since the new
constitutional amendment in effect
does away with fiscal courts by 1978.
"We have to pass this to keep the
court system going," House Majorit
leader Bobby Richardson, D-Glasgow.
told the House members.
tSee Legislature,Page 14)

Doris Gorrell Memorial
Fund Is Established Here
A "Doris Martin Gorrell Memorial
Children's Fund" has been established
in memory of the late Mrs. Gorrell, a
former Murray resident and Hardinsburg nurse. Mrs. Gorrell was killed
Dec. 15, 1975, in a fatal car accident
east of Owensboro.
The fund was initiated by the Hannah
Circle of the First Methodist Church
where she was a former member when
living in Murray. She was the past
president of the organization before
moving to Hardinsburg in 1974. The
fund's purpose is to monthly support a
foreign orphan in memory of Mrs.
Gorrell and her love for handicapped
indigent children. The separate
Memorial Fund account is directed by a
three member committee chosen from
the Hannah Circle.

Persons wishing to support the
Memorial Fund may make deductable
contributions to the First United
Methodist Church, Fifth and Maple
Street, Murray, Ky. 42071, and write
designated to the "Doris Martin Gorrell
Memorial Children's Fund."
All contributions will be immediately
acknowledged. Questions and inquiries
may be directed to Mrs. George L.
Stockton, 1601 Hermitage Place,
Murray,Ky. 42071.
Mrs. Correll was a graduate of
Owensboro High School, Murray State
University, and received her Master of
Arts in Nursing Education from
Indiana University. Survivors are her
husband, Norris Gorrell and sevenyear-old daughter Lisa Gail, both of
Hardinsburg. Her parents are Mr. and
Mrs. Earl J. Martin of Owensboro.

SECRETARY HONORED—Mrs. Linda Roach,secretary in the office of Executive Secretary of the Chamber of Commerce lames L lohnson, was honored today for 15 years service to the chamber. With Mrs. Roach are Chamber
President Ed Chrisman and Johnson. Mrs. Roach has resigned her position effective February 1.
Staff Photo bv David Hill

State Officials Prepare To Launch All-Out Attack On Blackbirds
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) — State
officials are preparing to launch an all
out night attack on millions of blackbirds in western Kentucky this week,
but first President Ford must sign
emergency legislation authorizing the
extermination program.
State Agriculture Commissioner Torn
Harris said Tuesday after both houses
of Congress passed the emergency
legislation that the eradication
program could begin within 48 hours of
final federal approval.
But he said the state must obtain the
cimastal detergent Tergitol to spray on
the birds and that the weather conditions must be right for the program to
4

begin this week, barring further delays.
The congressional action drew fire
from Christine Stevens, president of the
Society for Animal Protection
Legislation. She said: "I was horrified
to learn that it went through in a single
day. Nobody knew about it," she said.
'It is irresponsible legislation and we
very much hope the President will veto
the bill."
She noted that the Interior Department already can authorize use of
Tergitol in an emergency. "If there is
no emdgency, the birds should not
have this terrible death inflicted on
them," said Mrs. Stevens.
She said it was shocking that
•

Congress would choose to bypass environmental legislation banning use of
the chemical except for emergencies.
To be effective, Tergitol must be
applied during cold, damp weather It
washes away protective oils from the
birds feathers causing them to die from
exposure.
Harris said helicopters and a state
airplane are standingty and that work
crews are ready to begin the extermination program at a local county
site where six million birds roost.
He said fire hoses would be used to
spray water on the birds in the event
the temperatures are cold enough but
there is no rain.

An estimated 77 million birds are
roosting in a "one hundred mile
radius," in western Kentucky and
Tennessee. according to U.S. Sen.
Walter D. Huddleston, D-Ky., sponsor
of the legislation.
Both houses of Congress, at the
_Taxing of member of the Kentucky and
Tennessee delegations, pushed the
emergency legislation through Tuesday
to authorize officials of the two stills to
begin using Tergitol.
Huddleston said after the president's
344aalare the governors of Kentucky
and Tennessee must then certify that
"a significant hazard to human health.
safety or property exists," as a resulte

the birds before the extermination
program can begin.
Tergitol was used by the Army last
winter to exterminated several million
blackbirds roosting at the Ft. Campbell, Ky., military resrvation.
Federal court suits by environmental
groups, however, have blocked the use
of the chemical since then and no other
effective method of dealing with the
birds has been found.
The large pine thickett where
millions of birds roosted at Ft. Campbell last year has been bulldozed away
but that simply caused the birds to
move to another area
State officials have tried other

methods—including
biosonies and
poisoning, but neither has proved
successful, according to pest control
specialists Coburn and Gayle
Biosonics is a procedure whereby
fireworks are set off in the roosts and
amplified bird distress signals are
broadcast in an attempt to freighten the
birds.
Harris said the state plans to concentrate first on the Logan County roost
but that others will be exterminate
also
He said the state already has drawn
up plans to remove carcuses of dead
birds and to dispose of them without
creating a hazard to health.
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District Meet, Women's
Clubs At Mayfield
The First District meeting
of the Kentucky Federation of
Women's Clubs will be held
Saturday, February 7, at
Wilson Hall of the First
Baptist Church, Mayfield.
Registration will begin at
9:30 a.m. with coffee hours.
This will be a workshop with
all clubs of the first district in
attendance. Mrs. A. C.

Miss Sledd Installed As Worthy
Advisor, Rainbow For Girls

LaFollette of the Murray
Woman's Club is district
Miss Rhonda Sledd was
governor.
installed as worthy advisor of
Murray Assembly No. 19
The Mayfield Woman's Club Order of the Rainbow for Girls
will be host for the district at the meeting held Tuesday,
meeting. All members of area January 20, at seven p.m. at
Woman's Clubs, including the Masonic Hall.
Murray and Hazel Woman's
Following her vows, Miss
Clubs, are urged to be present, Sledd was escorted to her
a spokesman said.
station by her father, Henry
Sledd, through an honor guard

Spring Flowering Bulbs
May Be Planted This Month
You probably aren't
doing a whole lot of thinking
about gardens and flowers
and such these days. But
believe it or not, now is the
time to decide about your
summer flowering bulbs and depending on your
flower choice, you can start
planting as early as
January.
The U.S. Department of
Agriculture has a booklet
that gives you tips on how to
select and care for summer
flowering bulbs so you'll be
a successful gardener. For
a copy of Summer
Flowering Bulbs send 25
cents to Consumer Information Center, Dept. 82.
Pueblo, Colorado 81009.
Here'
are
some
highlights:
- Select healthy, mature
bulbs. This means a bulb
that is firm and with an
unblemished skin.
-If you buy bulbs before

planting time, keep them in
a cool, dry area. A temperature of 60 to 65 degrees
is cool enough to prevent
most bulbs from drying out
until you plant them.
--Before you prepare the
new flowerbeds, test the
drainage of the soil. Dig a
hole about a foot deep and
fill it with water. The next
day,fill the hole with water
again, and see how long it
remains. If the water
drains away in 8 to 10 hours,
the soil will drain well
enough for planting. If the
water stays in the hole after 10 hours, you'll need to
improve the drainage. You
can do this by digging
furrows along the sides of
the future flower bed, and
adding the soil from the
furrows to the bed.
--Dig and plant your
flowerbeds when the soil is
fairly dry.
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Rhonda Sledd
-Worthy Advisor
of Masons composed of Zane
Coleman, Bill Cates, Pete
Estes, Max Weatherford, Joe
Lasater, and Harold Sheppard, as the song,"My Way,"
was played.
Other officers installed were
Deidra Folsom, worthy
associate advisor; Linda
Knight, charity; Susan Cates,
hope; Kathy Black, faith;
Lesa Robertson, recorder;
Tina George, treasurer;
Susan Webber, chaplain;
Susan Estes, drill leader;
Greta Timmerman, love;
Vickie Weatherford, religion;
Donna Smith, nature; Phyllis
Coleman, patriotism; Johnda
Moss, service; Verenda
Mathis, musician; Mrs. Twila
Coleman, mother advisor.
Serving as installing officers were Mrs. Barbara
Windsor, worthy advisor;
Mrs. Frances Churchill,
chaplain; Miss Debbie Nance,
recorder; Miss Paula Cook,
marshall; Mrs. Louise Short,
musitian.
Installed as members of the
Advisory Board for 1976 were
Max Weatherford, Marilyn
Weatherford, Ina- Sledd,
Henry
Sledd,
Frances
Churchill, Twila Coleman,
Zane Coleman, Sybil Lasater,
Pete Estes, Becky Phillips,
and Pat Henley.
The newly installed worthy
advisor, Miss Sledd, thanked
those who had helped her
attain the highest office the
assembly can offer. She announced her theme as "The
Victory of Faith;" her flower,
daisy; her colors, yellow and
white; her scripture, I John
5:1-4; songs, "My Way" and
"The Impossible Dream."
Miss Sledd presented gifts to
her installing officers after
which she introduced her
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Henry
Sledd, her sister, Mrs. Barbara Windsor, and her
brother-in-law, Randy Windsor. Her father presented her
a gift from the family. She was

the recipient of other gifts by
Mrs. Frances Churchill, Mrs.
TwiLs Coleman, Miss Verenda
Mathis, and Miss Debbie
Nance.
A special gift by her sister,
Mrs. Barbara Windsor, was
the gavel used during her
term as worthy advisor.
Presiding at the opening of
the assembly were Miss
Verenda Mathis, worthy
advisor, and Miss Phyllis
Coleman, recorder, who read
the minutes.
Those introduced and given
a special welcome were Miss
Tina
George,
grand
representative to North
Dakota;
Miss
Phyllis
Coleman, grand treasurer;
Miss Verenda Mathis, grand
representative
to
New
Hampshire; Miss Debbie
Nance,
past
grand
representative to Hawaii;
Miss Lena Robertson, past
grand representative to
Tennessee and past grand
service; Mrs. Barbara
Windsor,
past
grand
representative to Michigan
and past grand service; Mrs.
Patricia Henley, past grand
historian;
Mrs.
Becky
Phillips,
past
grand
representative to Oregon.
Also introduced were Mrs.
Frances Churchill, past
mother advisor; Mrs. Mary
Ann Cates, associate grand
conductress, and Bill Cates,
past grand patron, Kentucky
Order of the Eastern Star 433;
-Mrs. Nina Lee Holt, deputy
grand matron of District 22
OES 443; Mrs. Margo
Cromwell, Grand Martha OES
539; Kermit Cromwell, past
patron OES 539; Ken
Maynard, past patron OES
519.
Awards were presented by
Mrs. Coleman, mother advisor, to Verenda Mathis and
Tina George, merit bars for
the term; Phyllis Coleman,
perfect attendance for two
years, two year drop and
white Rainbow Bible.
Announcements were made
concerning
favors
the

Birthday Supper
For Euel Bray
Held Saturday
Euel L Bray of Murray
Route One was honored with a
birthday supper on Saturday,
January 17.
Friends and relatives who
called their home for the
supper with Mr. and Mrs.
Bray were Mr. and Mrs. Joe
Christopher, Mr. and Mrs.
John Flume, Mr. and Mrs.
George McAlister, Kenneth
Ray and son, David Clapp,
Ray Rolfe, Mr. and Mrs. Doris
Jackson, Mrs. Lois Wilson,
Mrs. Loretta Fair, Mrs. Elva
Coleman, Mr and Mrs.
Richard Paschall and granddaughter,Selina.

I Women log, Too

4 Big Days

Rainbow Girls will do for the
rest homes and of the
smorgasbord during Miss
Sledd's term.
Miss Sledd was also
crowned as "Miss Rainbow"
for the second straight year.
This is an award given to the
member with the most points
earned during the year.
For the installation the
stations were covered with
white cloths with white and
yellow daisies.
A social hour was held with
Mr. and Mrs. Sledd as hosts.
Becky Phillips assisted in
serving the guests at the table
covered with a yellow cloth
under white lace. The punch
bowl was garlanded with
greenery and white daisies.
Fruit punch, decorated cake,
mints,and nuts were served.
Others present were Mrs.
Sue Bagwell, Miss Paula
Arnett, C. R. Wrather, Trevor
Mathis, Geraldine Mathis,
Randy
McClure, Hilda
McGuire,
Audie
May
Alexander, Mrs. Harold Moss,
Jill Moss, Shirley Sheppard,
and Mr. and Mrs. Gilbert
Webber.
The next meeting will be
held Tuesday, February 2, at
seven p.m. at the Masonic
Hall.
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By CSCILY BROWNSTONE
keseceNed Press Ford Mac

By CECILY BROWNSTONE
Associated Press Feed Editor
ORIENTAL DINNER
Seafood with Marinated
Cucumbers
Chicken Maklo
Rice
Lettuce and Tomato Salad
Fruit Sherbet
Beverage
CHICKEN MAKI°
2 tablespoons
p
brown
sugar,
lys cup Japanese-style soy
!UWE

Vs cup dry sherry
1 clove garlic, minced
1 tablespoon minced fresh
ginger root
344-pound roasting chicken,
cut up
In an oblong 3-quart glass
baking dish (13% by ask by 1%
inches) or similar utensil stir
together the sugar, soy sauce,
sherry, garlic and ginger root
until sugar dissolves. Arrange
thicken, skin side down, in one
layer in the dish. Bake in a
preheated 350-degree oven for
/
1
4 hour ; turn chicken skin side
up and continue baking with
tender — 44 hour longer. The
sauce will probably be thin; if
you like you can pow it into a
small:Fan and boll it until
It is
y syrupy and reduced. you do this, first remove the chicken to a serving
dish and keep warm in a low
oven; spoon the reduced Sauce
— it will be more concentrated
In flavor — over the chicken
and serve. Makes 4 to 6
servings.
CHILL COOKIE DOUGH
Roll-and-cut cookies are
easier to handle when the
dough is chilled. A pastry
cloth, lightly sprinkled with
flour, and a stockinette rolling
pin cover, help prevent the
dough from sticking. Dip
cookie cutters into flour before
pressing into dough. And when
you re-roll the trimmings,
merely lay them together with
edges slightly overlapping and
press with a rolling pin.
Wadding them together before
re-rolling toughens cookies.
For delicate roll-and-cut
cookies, use a unature of half
flour and half confectioners
sugar to dust rolling pin and
surface.
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Wedaesday,January 28
Murray Art Guild will be
open from twelve noon to four
p.m.
.

Mc Mrap

g

0

MSU Amateur Radio Chili
will meet at Ham Shack at
seven p.m.

elege
4

To Be Married

Thursday,January ts
Ellis Center will open at ten
a. m. for senior citizens with
devotion at 10:05 and table
games at one p. m.
Murray Art Guild will be
open from twelve noon to four
p. m.

If th
Fits,

Murray Little League will
have a meeting at the Faculty
Room of the Office Building at
Murray State University at
seven p.m.
Thursday,January 29
Demonstration and lecture
on pottery will be presented by
Byron Temple of Lambertville, N. J., at 7:30 p.m. in
Room 423 of Price Doyle Fine
Arts Center, MSU. No admission charge.

DEAR A
just don't
himself.
I refer to
Army office
uniform ins
I am sure
up the prest
to know th,
served then
However,
unless he is
his uniform

Friday,January 30
Shopping for Murray Senior
Citizens to Bel Air Shopping
Center
and
Downtown
Shopping Center will be at
12:30 p. m.
Murray Art Guild will be
open from twelve noon to four
p.m.
Saturday,January 31
Murray Art Guild will be
open from twelve noon to four
p.m.

DEAR M
every reguL
ex-servicemi
from W.W.

4-ttt
.

Miss Cathy Easley
Saturday, January 31
Oliver and Jericho Harp
mini concert will be at
University School Auditorium
from eight to ten p.m. No
admission charge.

Mr. and Mrs. Hollis Easley of Mayfield Route Seven announce the engagement and approaching marriage of their
eldest daughter, Cathy, to Jay Norman, son of Mr. and Mrs.
Ronnie Norman of Mayfield Route Six.
The bride-elect is a senior at Calloway County High School
and is employed at the Pizza Hut in Mayfield.
Mr. Norman is a 1975 graduate of Mayfield High School and
Suaday,February 1
Robert Lynch, Paducah, is employed in construction work with his father.
The wedding will be solemnized on Friday, April 16, at seven
will present a piano recital in
the Recital Hall, Fine Arts p.m. at the Pryorsburg Baptist Church, Pryorsburg. A reception will be held at the church immediately after the
Annex, MSU,at 3:30 p.m.
Oere111011y.

All friends and relatives of the couple are invited to attend.
Exhibits
Jennifer
by
Pfeifer, Louisville, drawing, Only out of town invitations will be sent.
Dennis Weeks, Brockton,
Maine, photography, Julie
Forrest Kearns, Cynthiana,
Also visit oar gores in
Mayfield& Pavia
drawing, and Magic Silver
Show, competitive show in
SHOES
photography, will open at
Clara M. Eagle Gallery, Price
Doyle Fine Arts Center, MSU,
and run through February 4.
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Meanwhile
Everyone
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Enclose slat

The paper money we use
today developed from a custom that began- in England
during the 1600's according
to World Book Encyclopedia.
Use your electric frying pan
to make fudge. The controlled
heat makes a better grade of
fudge.
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TOE SOCKS
$2.97 10
Value

IrPg.

down

Sale! Big Selection 7
Children's Shoes
20% to 50% Ott

For Information
Regarill9

Electrolysis

* All Advertised Merchandise is at Least
30% Oft Our Everyday Low Prices

(Permanent
Removal of Hair)

*Open Nights lii Vallee Your MASTER CHARGE Card

Call 7534858

Wick
Tubb

10-7 Mon.-Thurs. Bel-Air Shopping Center
10-8 Friday
9-8 Sat.
Murray
1-6 Sun.
Getto know us; you'll like us.

Wi

10
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Fun

20'

Biig
g Sh f® SALE

Flov

2 A9c
With Coupon

Special
Bras
Reg. $4.50
Now $2"
20% off on Slips,
Panties, Girdles
and Gowns

New Spring
Fashions
Arriving Daily
ii

New Store Hews: Daily 10 t• Sander 1 to 5

THE WARMUP SUIT, for
jogging—or working in the
yard—gets a Chinese
coolie jacket look with
padded pouch pocket and
toggle closing. It's weardated, made of acrylic.
(Jennifer
Story
for
Chrissie Evert)

There's more to like at Burger Chef
Please Presage Ceeeea WW1 Ordering
Geed At
NM"& Mayfield

Offer Expires Feb. 7, 1976 -

1304

VOIMaffi West Mile

Coupon-

ati
121
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Good Sam Club Plans Meet And

HOSPI1Al NEWS

"Dean.--A6/1If the Uniform
Fits, Wear It!
By Abigail Van Buren
C 1976 by C110rAio Tobune h I 74.1.1 Synd ,nc

DEATABBY: Please don't think I am nitpicking, but I
just don't like to see an ex-serviceman make a fool of
himself.
I refer to the gentleman who had been a high-ranking
Army officer in World War II And insisted on wearing his
uniform instead of a tuxedo to social functions.
I am sure there are many more like him who hate to give
up the prestige they once had. On the other hand, I am glad
to know that there are still men who are proud to have
served their country.
However, it would be a kindness to let him know that
unless he is on active duty, it is not only improper to wear
his uniform, it is against the law!
- MIKE IN AURORA,ILL.
DEAR MIKE: Thanks for the info. I realize that for
every regulation there's a reason, but I think that the
ea-serviceman (or woman) who can still button his uniform
from W.W. II should be allowed to wear it!

te Seven anrage of their
dr. and kirk.
High School
h School and
I 16, at seven
irg. A recepy after the
ad to attend.

DEAR ABBY: I live in a duplex apartment building. The
lady who occupies the other apartment has access to mine. I
gave her a key for security reasons because I work out of
town.
She doesn't have a phone so I gave her permission to use
mine. She does not abuse the privilege, but because she is in
my apartment almost daily a problem has arisen.
I keep a bottle of whiskey in my kitchen cabinet for
guests who drink. My neighbor nips a little, and during the
last year my liquor supply has dwindled about two inches a
week.
I have devised a method that should eliminate this
problem. First, I make a pot of hot tea. To this I add a
liberal amount of salt and add some lemon concentrate to
lighten the color. Once in the bottle, the mixture resembles
the original contents and surprisingly enough, it tastes like
sour whiskey.
Do you consider my solution in bad taste?
B.F.
DEAR B.F.: Not if you can get away with it.
DEAR ABBY: Re that Peeping Tom, whose wife caught
him peeping on one of her sisters who was taking a bath
and again on another sister who was changing her clothes:
You said he was a "voyeur" and suggested that he get
help at the nearest mental health clinic.
Are you kidding? Most homes have window shades to
pull down and bathroom doors with locks. Sounds to me as
though the sisters were asking for it. But if they were not
worth peeping at, by all means the guy should be hauled off
to a mental health clinic.
Meanwhile, Bon voyeur, Tom!
LARRY D. IN FAIRFAX
Everyone has a problem. What's yours? Fee a personal
reply, write to ABBY: Box No. 69700, L.A., Calif. 90069.
Enclose stamped, self-addressed envelope, please.

Members of the Elm Grove 4-H Club attending the recent
meeting held at Paradise
Kennels were, left to right, top row, Tom Jones, Nick
Willoughby, Tina Spillar, Mrs.
Snyder, 4-H leader, bottom row, Sharon Snyder, Cindy
Jones, Christie Arnold, and
Carlie Morrison.

Forrest Historical Area
Opens Hiking Trail
are some of the tastest
growing outdoor recreational
activities, and our department
is hard at work providing
trails to facilitate these activites. In addition to the
Nathan Bedford Forest Trail,
we plan to have trails open at
several other areas by this
summer."
The Nathan Bedford Forest
backpacking trail follows
mountain laurel ridges, oakhickory hollows, and the shore
Recreation Area System." of Kentucky Lake. Adironsaid Conservation Com- dack-type shelters are
located
missioner B. R. Allison.
at three campsites along the
"Backpacking and hiking trail

A 20-mile backpacking trail
has been opened at Nathan
Bedford Forrest State Historic
Area, the 3,000-acre site on
Kentucky Lake nine miles
east of Camden.
"The opening of this new
backpacking trail is a part of
the Department of Conservation's policy of increased
utilization of the land and
scenic resources of our
Tennessee
Outdoor

Mrs. Lynn Speaks At
Meet Of Theta Group
Juanita Lynn of Juanita's
Florist was the special guest
speaker at the meeting of the
Theta Department of the
Murray Woman's Club held on
Monday. January 19, at 7:30 p.
m.at the club house.
The speaker presented the
program on the subject of
"Sick House Plants." She
showed and discussed some
plants and gave the reasons

SALE!!

saturday
7sGood
ougm
irivAosE

1411'
3.

Wicker
Tables $1995

10% on

10%

All
Leather

Wicker
Furniture

Friday
Sun.

Off

Goods

20% Off

50% Off .

Flowerpots

10% on

The

Squash Blossom
107 N. 4th St.

By Helen F. Andrew M •
Health Educator
Juanita Lynn
for their not growing properly.
Members also brought plants
for the speaker to give advice
as to their care. A general
question
and
answer
discussion followed.
Mrs. Lloyd Boyd, a member
of the program committee,
introduced Mrs. Lynn in the
absence of the vice-chairman,
Mrs. Cliff Campbell, who was
The department voted to
make a donation to the Girl
Scouts. A collection was also
taken for CARE.
Reports were given by Mrs.
Arlie Scott on the Blind
Corners project, Mrs. Roy
Starks on the Hearing project,
and Mrs. Castle Parker, Civic
chairman. The members
completed the forms on the
special crime project of
"Hands Up."

All Greeting Cards
And Stationery
Buy 1 Get 1 Free
alle *pedal Mansion, CO.
t

are Mr. and Mrs. Ned Wilson,
Mr. and Mrs. Eugene
Schanbacher, Mr. and Mrs.
Fred Morton, and Mr. and
Mrs. Nix Crawford.

DECA Members
Hear Salesman
The
Murray
Area
Vocational Education Center
met January 14 and received
tips on selling. The club is also
preparing for a new sales
project.
An area salesman, Richard
Shackney was asked to speak
to the January chapter
meeting on selling. He was
introduced by Donna Tabers.
All the DECA members
attended the DECA meeting
and heard the program. By
having a person that works in
the area of selling everyday,
the DECA members were able
to receive some practical
information on selling. They
will be able to use this information later on their
distributive jobs.

Toasting almonds, filberts
and walnuts really brings out
their flavor. Spread them in a
single layer in a very shallow
pan and use a moderate or a
hot oven - bui watch carefully
so they do not scorch.

.11

Danny Hudspeth of
Murray has been named
to the honor list at East
Arkansas
Community
College, Forest City, Ark.
To be included on the
honor list a student must
maintain grade point
averages between 3.0
and 3.49 and must complete twelve credit hours
or more of college credit.
Danny is the son of Mr.
and Mrs. Lewis Hudspeth,
403 South Second Street,
Murray.

r NEEDLE (4
7
WOR

Murray 753-3111

4

Needle Point
(lasses
For
•Ster

information
?VI 6194

phone

le••.11 r.7 f,b,1111. y

BENTON MEAT MARKET

For a meatless supper, serve
a mixture of cooked vegetables
in a curry sauce over cooked
rice. Pass peanuts (whole or
ground) and fruit chutney.

GYieaitit-wiCe

Close Out

121$ •ss

Brushing a loaf of yeast
bread with slightly beaten egg
white before it goes in the oven
helps produce a crisp crust. Because you need only a small
amount of the egg white, you
can pour the rest of it into a
small jar and put it in the
freezer for use another time.

The Twin Lakers Good Sam
Club will have a dinner
meeting
at
DeVanti's
Restaurant on Chestnut Street
on Saturday, February 7, at
six p.m. New officers will be
elected, and all members are
urged to attend.
Plans for the dinner and
meeting were planned at the
business meeting of the
camping club held Thursday,
January 15, at the home of Mr.
and Mrs. J. B. Burkeen.
Jimmy Herndon, president,
presided.
Mrs. Jimmy
Graham, secretary-treasurer,
read the minutes and gave the
financial report. Names of
wagon masters and assistant
wagon
masters
were
dis:ributed.
Refreshments were served
by Mr. and Mrs. Burkeen to
Mr. and Mrs. Herndon and
daughiers. Gina and Cheryl,
Mr. and Mrs. Jimmy Graham
and daughter,Ginger, Mr. and
Mrs. Harold Eversmeyer, Mr.
and Mrs. C. W. Jones, and Mr.
and Mrs. John Bowker,
members, and Mr. and Mrs.
Dennis B. Burkeen, guests.
Other members of the club

WE ACCEPT FOOD STAMPS
Closed Noon Saturday

Fresh Pork Brains

Turquoise
Jewelry
40% off
Cane
Hanging
Chairs

January 25,1976
Adults 119
Nursery 3
NO NEWBORN ADMISSIONS
DISMISSALS
Mr. Timmy Storey, Rt. 3,
Murray, Mr. Edward E.
Smith, 820 S. 9th., Murray,
Mrs. Josephine Darnell, 1622
Catalina Dr., Murray, Mrs.
Carol J. McKee and Baby
Girl, 745 Nash Dr., Murray,
Mr. Billy J. Schroader, Rt. 1,
Almo, Mr. Clifton L. Jones,
Rt. 7, Murray, Mr. Hillery H.
Johnson, Rt. 6, Paris, Tn., Mr.
Loman C. McDougal,Cardinal
Ridge Tr. Ct. Rt, 2, Murray,
Mrs. Laverne A. Miller
(, Expired I, 1301 Wells Blvd.,
Murray, Mrs. Hutchie Smith
expired I, Rt. 1, Kirksey, Ky.

Dinner At.DeVanti's in February

304 E. 4th St. Benton, Ky. - 527-8688

Through January

Wicker
Baskets

-J

Mrs. Z. C. Enix read the
minutes and called the roll.
The financial report was given
by Mrs. Robert Hendon, and
the business was conducted by
Mrs. J. B. Burkeen,chairman.
Refreshments were served
by the hostesses, Mrs. C. W
Jones, Mrs. Homer Miller.
and Mrs. Louis Kerlick, to the
twenty-six persons present.
Other members present
were Mesdames Gene Bailey,
Harold Beaman, Durwood
Beatty, LaVerne Burke,
James Byrn, Eugene Geurin,
Charles Hale, A. L. Hough,
Doris Nance, Theron C. Riley,
Ewing Swann, Howell Thurman, and Earl Warford, Miss
Lucy Forrest, and Miss
Martha Guier.

Permits should be obtained
at the office for overnight use
of the trail and campsites. In
addition to this trail, the
Historic Area has over 50
miles of other trails of various
lengths, and also contains a 38
site campground suitable for
heavy tents or travel trailers.
Rustic camping is also
allowed along the bank of
Kentucky Lake in certain
areas.
Nathan Bedford Forest
State Historic Area was
formerly known as Nathan
Bedford Forrest State Park.
On Nov. 4, 1864, Confederate
General Nathan Bedford
Forrest
attacked
and
destroyed an important Union
supply depot on the Tennessee
River near Johnsonville.
Forrest and his cavalry forces
also captured or sank several
Yankee gunboats.
This significant battle
marks the only time in history
that a cavalry force was able
to engage and defeat a naval
force. Land was set aside in
1929 to commemorate the
event and Forrest, one of the
greatest military leaders and
tacticians of the Civil War.
For further information on
the backpacking trail or other
area facilities, contact the
Superintendent. Nathan
Bedford Forrest State Historic
Area, Eva, Tenn. 38333
telephone: (901) 584-6356).

January 24,1976
Adults 104
Nursery 4
NEWBORN ADMISSIONS
Baby Girl Coles ( mother
Edna), Rt. 1, Buchanan, Tn.
DISMISSALS
Bennie Simmons,812 S. 9th.,
Murray, Mrs. Harnett J.
Chesser and Baby Boy, Rt. 1,
Hazel, Master Michael C.
Jezik, Rt. 1, Benton, James L.
Duncan, Rt. 1, Almo, James
E. Cooper, Rt. 7, Mayfield,
Mrs. Pamela L. Higgins and
Baby Girl, Box 83, Lynn
Grove, Mrs. Luvena Hudson,
524 Whitnell, Murray, Mrs.
Bonnie L. Nelson, Rt. 1, Almo,
Mrs. Agnes 0. Cothran, Rt. 3,
Box 326B, Murray, Mrs. Carol
Robbins, Rt. 8, Murray, Mrs.
Wanda Osborne, Rt. 4,
Murray, April E. Coursey, Rt,
1, Symsonia, Barbara E.
Tucker, 500 Olive, Murray,
Noble Paschall, Rt. 1, Hazel,
Miss Debbie L. McClure, Rt. 2,
Murray, Miss Connie Steely,
Rt. 7, Box 303, Murray,
Charles R. McCoy, Rt. 3,
Murray,
Thomas
S.
Etheridge, Mayfield, Mrs.
Verna M. Eldridge, Almo,
Mrs. Novie Paschall, Rt. 7,
Murray, Franklin Oliver, Rt.
1, Buchanan, Tn., Toy W.
Grooms, 412 S. 10th., Murray,
Mrs. Audra M. Thweatt, Rt. 3,
Benton.

65'
,4
12 et. Mtg. 69
Lb.

Field's Smoked Link Sausage
Fields' HOT DOGS
Lb.

79'

Natund Feeds
The growing interest in a
simple, natural diet among
the teens-and-twenties crowd
is a trend that cheers health
professionals who have been
worrying audibly about the
American consumption of
rich, empty calories.
The nutrition sense they
demonstrate is an admirable
example for their elders and
will, hopefully, help to bring
this country back to a more
healthful way of life.
Vegetarianism, which is one
aspect of this trend, has much
to commend it both nutritionally and economically
quite aside from the moral
issue of world hunger, which
concerns many of the young
people.
However, anyone who un
dertakes to eliminate animal
products from his diet should
be aware that there are
hazards for the uninformed
As protection against poorly
balanced fad diets as well as
the inadequacies of the gener
ally accepted American fare.
too high in animal fat and
sugar, everyone needs to un
derstand the basics of good
nutrition.
These include a knowledge
of how to obtain the essential
amino acids which combine to
provide protein of high bio
logical value. They are all
present in most and dairy
products. But any may also
be obtained by combining
legumes (beans, lentils, peas
etc.) and whole-grain cereal%
such as wheat and rice.
"Dist for a Small Planet"
available in paperback book

s:s1.1.909
00,0filest
racks-is a very useful guide
to show how to ensure balanced vegetable protein.
The more limited the variety of foods included in the
diet, the more knowledge is
required about the essential
nutrients found in each food.
A diet of brown rice and
vegetables is likely to be inadequate in both protein and
vitamins and may lead to
deficiency diseases.
Parents whose children refuse to eat meat need not be
anxious if their diet includes
cereals, vegetable proteins
web as {legumes, nuts, and/or
commercial meat analogs, and
U an extra safety factor,
some dairy products.
For the person who would
hie to eliminate meat from
the diet but lacks the time or
interest to pursue the science
of nutrition exhaustively
there is a helpful rule-of
thumb: A variety of natural
foods including fruits, grains,
lints and vegetables simply
provides a balanced.
feudl diet.
A briet4 simple set of marl
tion lessons entitled "It's Your
World of Good Food" is avail
able for 56 cents from Depart
ment of Health. General Con
brence of Seventh-day Adventists, Washington D.C.
20012.
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Corn Fed Beef ' .

:
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gy thkelalls:
i
st'S ‘o:0**41* s'\1).5°
16

win lb. A verage
1 SO.Cut, Wrapped An
Frozen To Your
Specifications

69'

GUARANTEED SATISFACTION
American

Smoked

Cheese
5.... $65°

Hog Jowl

rmour Crescent

lb- 654

NO LIMIT ON QUANTITIES

Bacon
Ih•

75'
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Editorials and opimoneted articles on this page are presented fur
thr purpose of providing a forum for the free exchange of diffenrig
.punora Letters to the editor in response to editorials and
lunited articles are etasturagtd
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Ideas On Hunting

with a cheek, never cash. If it sounds
like something you need or want, go
ahead and take it. In most states, if not
all, laws allow you to return Health and
Accident policies for a full refund
within 10 days after arrival.
Heartllne: Can you tell me what R. S.
V. P. is? I am a retired person who
would like to be more active. H. B.
Answer: R. S. V. P. stands for
Retired Senior Volunteer Program and
is a volunteer program for older persons who are interested in contributing
their time, skills and concern to aid
others in their community.
Since experience is the best teacher,
it follows that people of retirement age
have much to offer in knowledge,skills,
patience and unending dedication. If
you are retired, at least 60 years of age,
are willing to give a small portion of
your time on a regular basis and in
search of an opportunity to be useful,
needed and appreciated, write to
ACTION, Washington, D. C. 20525.
There are no restrictions based on
education,income or experience.
Heartline gives you helpful information in the free leaflet, "Three
Basic Types of Health Insurance." To
obtain your copy, address a long envelope to yourself, put 13 cents postage
on it and enclose it in an envelope addressed to Heartline, Box 4994, Des
Moines, Iowa 50306.

"Low Down!,

1

FROM THE

Congressional
Record
By JOE CRUMP

(A

Casein Jor Readers Who Haven't TOTS
the Congreardonest Record Daily)

to

RettVialO

's

BLASTS PIOUS STAND
ON SALARY INCREASE
REP. CHARLES H. WILSON
(Calif.)...While I realize that it is
against tradition for one Member of
Congress to speak ill of another, I
cannot in good conscience allow the
hypocritical remarks of Representative

10 Years Ago
James Parker, District Representative, Buford Hurt, State Manager,
and T. C. Collie, Field Representative,
all of Woodmen of the World, are pielured discussing plans for the open
house at the new WOW Building at
Third and Maple Streets on January 30.
The first order of safety clothing,
made entirely in the new Murray plant
.; of Sager Glove Company, was shipped
to United States Steel at Gary, Ind., on
January 25.
. Kathy Rayburn, Kathy Scott,
Kathleen Madrey, Rebecca Hendon,
Ralph Tesseneer, Marilyn Alexander,
Christine Kodrnan, Jane Scott, Sammy
; Collins, Cathy Luther, Ronnie Poole,
Christy Scott, Vickie Copeland, Mary
t Jane Buchanan, Mary Winter, and
r, James Farlow of College High School
will play in the Quad State String
Orchestra on January 31. Prof. Neale
Mason will be the conductor.
: The marriage of Joy Penick and
;Larry Young was solemnized on
December 31 at the West Fork Baptist
7- Church.

20 Years Ago
The Murray Tobacco Market had an
average of $34.53 on January 26 which
was the highest average in the area.
Dr. R. B. Crouch,son of Mr. and Mrs.
Fleetwood Crouch of Lynn Grove, who
is an assistant professor of
mathematics at New Mexico A & M
College, Las Cruces, has had a research
paper on Monomial Groups published in
the latest issue of "Transactions of the
American Mathematical Society."
Mrs. 0. H. Austin of Lexington,
Tenn., the former Wadie Miller of
Murray,died January 26.
• New Concord beat Lynn Grove and
Almo beat Murray Training School in
the semi-finals of the Calloway County
; High School Basketball Tournament.
, The Harlem Globetrotters will play
the Philadelphia Sphas at the Murray
• State College gym on March 12.

Alphonzo Bell, of California to go
challenged...
"The honorable gentleman who is a
good friend of mine, has said that he is
against a pay raise for Members of
Congress, that he is against increased
staff and travel allowances, and that he
is against increased mailing privileges
for Members. And he has said all of this
in righteous tones, ringing of piety, and
Indignant in his concern for the taxpayers...
"I hope my honored colleague was
not too chagringed to read UPI's
disclosure that this great advocate of
economy has himself voted for increases in staff pay and air travel
allowances...
"Since coming to Congress in 1961,
Congressman Bell has voted for every
pay raise, when he has not been absent.
I challenge him to show his record of
when he has specifically voted against
increases in salary for Members and
staff...
"Frankly, I am embarrassed for the
man. What the folks in California must
think I can only guess...
"I voted in favor of a salary increase
for Members that is indexed to the
standard of living. I did this simply
because my research shows that this is
one of the most sensible ways of insuring that salaries for anyone—be
they
industry
workers
or
Congressmen—keep up with the
economy. A tied-in wage increase is
becoming standard practice in many
industries, and in Govermmeut...
"So this heroic figure, sends a personal check to the Tressnry Department every month of the raise to which
he says he is not entitled.
"I would be touched, as lam sure all
of you would be, did we not know that
our honored colleague is also a
multimillionaire, in fact. He inherited
great family wealth. While this, I am
sure, does not make his act of refunding
money any less beneficial to a grateful
nation, it does go a long way to explaining how he can afford to do so..."
+++++
CRUMP'S GRASS
ROOTS COMMENT
Cost-of-living increases in union
contracts and automatic pay raises for
congressmen is, of course, built-in
inflation. Those on Social Security are
expecting their cost-of-living increases
as of July 1st; it's now the law.

The Murray Ledger & Times
The Murray ledger S Times is
published ovary afternoon •royal Sun.
days. July 4. Christmas Day, New Year's
Day and Thanksgiving by Murray
Newspapers. Inc. 103 N. 4th St, Murray.
Ky , 42071.
Second Class Postage Paid of Murray
Ky 47077
SUBSCRIPTION RATES In areas served
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hEARTIIN
HEARTLINE
HEARTLINE is a service for senior
citizens of all ages. Its purpose is to
answer questions and solve problems
fast. If you have a question or a
problem not answered in these
columns, write HEARTLINE, 8514 N.
Main St., Dayton, Ohio 45415. Senior
citizens will receive prompt replies.
The most useful replies will be printed
in this column.
Heartline: I am a 62-year-old widow
and lonely. I would like to find someone
.
1 to write. Can you help me? F. S. T.
Answer: Yes, Heartline has a Pen..Pal Club for people over 50 years old.
14 For complete information write:
Heartline American 60 Club,8514 North
k Main St., Dayton,Ohio 45415.
Heartline: Why do most of these
4*
t..
44 insurance agents who sell Medicare
supplements insist that if you don't take
it now, you can't take it because the
enrollment period will be over? The
,enrollment period always seems to end
the day the agent knocks on my door. D.
N.
Answer: Many companies do have
legitimate enrollment periods because
the agents travel large areas on
schedules. However, in many cases,
it this is a "come-on" to get you to enroll
.."; right then because that agent wants or
needs his commission right then.
It is difficult to know which is which.
5 Do not buy unless you are sure. Pay

•

Editor

by carriers, $2.25 por month, poyoblio in
advance
moll in Calloway County
and to
nton, Nordin, Moyfloki, Sedalia
and Farmington. Ky
and Paris.
Ikrchorion and Purroar, Tenn , $7300
per year IN moil to other destinattoris,
$30.00 per year
Member of Associated Press, Kentucky Press Association and Southecn

Newspaper Publishers Association

Dear Editor:
Man does not hunt to kill, but kills so
he may have hunted. This letter is in
response to a recent letter on hunting
which appeared in The Murray Ledger
and Times on January 21, 1976. It is felt
that hunting, not a particular journalistic style, is the issue in the letter.
Perhaps some brief, basic facts and
explanations about hunting will help
reorganize the thoughts and supply the
"knowledgeable light" to shady, foggy
ideologies.
Bowhunters and all hunters exhibit
"responsible
conservation"
biologically, economically and through
conservation education programs.
Biologically, we mean having a complete understanding of the animals
habits and habitat. The purpose not
being to increase our kill ratio but to
keep a delicate balance of healthy
animals within nature's complex
system. This delicate balance is
stabilized by the hunter's pocketbook.
Through the sale of hunting licenses,
excise taxes on firearms, ammunition,
archery equipment and money raising
projects by sportsmen groups, hunters
supply millions of dollars for animal
conservation programs. This money
insures knowledgeable, professional
Fish and Wildlife Departments in each
state, a variety of wildlife research
programs, hundreds of wildlife
management
areas
(Refuge),
thousands of acres of wetlands for
waterfowl and many non-hunted birds
and a large staff of lawyers to prevent
encroachment and urbanization of
wildlife areas by persons whose
"moneterial values" overwhelm their
love for Nature. The list goes on and on.
On a nationwide basis bowhunters
have educational programs on all
facets of hunting. The few listed above
constitute a small portion of the total
conservation education programs
exposed to children and adults. Nonhunters receiving these educational
programs out number hunters by a 100
to 1 margin.
The letter spoke of "instant and
pathless kills" by the bowhunter. Any
wildlife biologist al' knowledgeable
hunter can relate the biological reactions within an animal when taken by a
razor-sharp broadhead. It is a quick,
efficient and painless method of controlling wildlife populations.
While with the biologist, those concerned should ask him to show them
some photographs of starving, diseased
and tumor-infested species of wildlife
taken within non-hunting areas. There

Sensing -The News

Bible Thought
Be ye kind one to another.
tender-hearted, forgiving one
another, even as God for
Christ's sake bath forgiven you.
Ephesians 4:32.
That is it brother! BYKOTA
— be kind, tenderhearted and

forgiving. It will bring you
great joy—and peace.

Isn't It The Truth
When we hear the pronouncements of
the various press secretaries in
Washington, we are reminded of the
madam of a brothel who, when she goes to
church on Sunday, clasps the biggest
prayer book in the congregation

price
served

won't be many pictures: in nun-hunted
areas it is very hard to find any species
of wildlife at all.
Are you a vegetarian? Perhaps you
have been to a slaughterhouse or
poultry farm and witnessed the
"assembly line process" of providing
meat for your table. Some prefer that
hunting not be called a sport. The
hunter's assembly line deals with
animal habitats consisting of thousands
of acres. Unlike the biological
weaknesses of man, the wild animals of
today have had to adapt physically and
habitually in order to survive. They are
intelligent forms of life. The bowhunter
uses a close range and efficient weapon
to take game. Perhaps this is why the
success ratio of bowhunters is from 5 to
180-0.
If you are a vegetarian and tired of
your diet, there are two methods to
remedy the situation. The first method
deals with going to a slaughterhouse,
placing a pig in a three by five fenced
area, sticking it with a knife and
watchinga squealing,kicking, bleeding
display of death.
The "non-sporting hunting" method
deals with biologically and mentally
adapted wild animals in thousands of
land acres and taken in all weather
conditions using an efficient, close
range weapon.
Hunters do not force or demand
anyone to be a hunter. Hunting,
especially bowhunting, is a very individual sport. An individual, voluntary
decision to hunt is a must because of the
physical, mental, emotional and
economical sacrifices which have to be
made. By practicing the aforementioned
guidelines
of
wildlife
management, a deep respect and love
for all wildlife has been displayed.
Please do not condemn those who are
participating in the preservation of our
wildlife.
There are many persons with wellintentioned
but
misinformed
idealologies. I would sincerely welcome
the opportunity to speak with anyone on
this
important
issue.
Any
knowledgeable hunter or sportsman
group would eagerly discuss and exchange ideas on this issue.
exchange ideas on this issue.
This exchange of ideas would enable
the hunters to continue their policy of
conservation education to all persons in
our society.
Sincerely supportive of hunting,
Randy Lowe
Murray, Ky.

The Church And Liquor Traffic
Dear Editor:
"The liquor traffic exists in this
country only by the sufferance of the
Christian churches, which are masters
of the situation so far as the abolition of
the traffic is concerned," said Neal
Dow, a great prohibitionist. G. Campbell Morgan once said, "If the church
were united, do you think we would
have our nations blighted as they are
today by drink traffic?
The church is guiltily silent and
guiltily inactive. Individuals are at
work, but the church has never risen to
the majesty of her possibility and
gripped the question." When
authorities tell us that youth are turning from other drugs to alcohol and
many parents seem to be relieved, not
realizing it is the most dangerous of all,
it does alarm any one who cares.
Churches, let us heed Ephesians 6:1018 and see that as Christians "stand
against the wiles of the devil." Do we
not realize that we aid the enemy
simply by not opposing him? One has
said,"A person identifies himself not so
much in what he stands for as what he
stands against." Adolescent drinking of
alcohol is one of the big problems facing
America, and they—ages 18-25 are the
greatest users, of the large percentage
of drinkers today. A certain percentage
of these will become alcoholics, and the
average age of the alcoholic is midthirties.
We wish that they had been taught
that alcohol is a poison, in any amount.
and can destroy tissues and brain cells
that are irreplaceable; that it is habit-

childrei

forming and likely will not let them
drink in moderation; and they are in
bondage instead of free. Churches,
parents, friends of youth, let us not be
silent before them and God. We can
speak out to our legislators in letters,in
our churches and in our homes to help
rescue people. Those who are addicted
need to know that God's power can lift
them out of bondage; those who are just
beginning to drink need to know that it
is the cause of, or contributing factor to
crime, which is infesting our nation.
They need to know from the church
that the Bible says, "The drunkard
shall not inherit Kingdom of God," I
Car. 6:10. Does our church program
warn children and youth? As ministers,
are you interested in this problem
enough to speak out, or do you fear the
drinkers who may be in your
congregation?
Legalizing Alcohol never made it less
harmful when it is taken into our
bodies. Let us stand out against this evil
in every way we canLand take our stand
instead of being silent as Christians.
Sincerely,
Lorene Clayton
Hazel, Ky.
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From the window of a train moving
on tracks first laid down during the
Grant administration, a traveler gets
glimpses of an industrial and
residential wasteland in Pennsylvania
and New Jersey.
For mile after mile, the scene is one
of derelict factories and decayed
tenements. From Philadelphia to
Newark the buildings along the right-ofway itself is a dumping ground for
abandoned refrigerators, rusted
automobile parts and litter of every
description.
It would be a mistake to describe the
Northeast Corridor wholly in these
terms. But this wretchedness and
uglification are significant aspects of
what was once the richest region of the
country. Today, this belt of decay along
a once great railroad line is a grim
reminder of the proliferation of
problems in an area which flourished in
the 19th century and the early part of
this century.
What is wrong in the troubled Northeast area along the old Pennsylvania
Railroad tracks? This area is an old
industrial region that dates from the
steam and gaslight era. The factories of
yesteryear are unsuitable for today's
operations. Public services are
inadequate. Once respectable neighborhoods have been filled with
newcomers who have little self-reliance
or local community spirit. Decayed
areas have become breeding grounds
for crime. Mobsters and brutal,
arrogant union leaders, allied or part of
the same balance of forces, have
created impossible conditions for industry. Indeed the entire complex of
causes and problems has been
cataloged many times.
These problems and conditions exist
not only along this rail line but in major
cities such as Newark and, most
significantly, New York City. Much of
the metropolis is run down and in need
of replacement. The fabulous New York
skyline took form largely between 1900
and 1925. That's the time frame in
which the great surge of construction
took place.
Now, Many of the once extraordinary
buildings of Gotham are old and in need
of massive reconditioning or
replacement. The subway system, built
many years ago, also is in need of
reconstruction. Unfortunately,
modernization of the metropolis is out
of the question. Mismanagement of
public finances leaves New York City
without the resources or the credit for
renewal.
What is the alternative? The alternative is deconcentration_of New York
City and other decayed areas in the
Northeast Corridor.
The tides of development and industrial growth have flowed West and
South in the last generation. The major
opportunities for new energy and
resource development—and industry—are in the trans-Mississippi
region of the United States, in states
such as Utah, Montana, and North
Dakota.
A few years ago, Gov. Forest H.
Anderson of Montana told the
Federation of Rocky Mountain States
that "people are going to come to the
mountain and plains states to escape
the sick cities. This exodus has already
begun and it cannot be stopped." He
observed that if the nation's giant cities
"continue to deteriorate, it's going to
become necessary to redistribute the
population of this country in order to
alleviate the pressure in certain
areas."

mining

Gov. Anderson is the only prominent
American to state this truth in unvarnished fashion. Redistribution of
population, or deconcentration of the
sick centers in the Northeast, is the only
feasible alternative to repeated
municipal bankruptcies and federal
bailouts. The people of other regions
can't afford such counterproductive
assistance to decayed areas.
Under the American system,
deconcentration cannot be decreed by
government. But it can be encouraged
by a refusal to give fiscal transfusions
,to terminally ill communities. It also
can be encouraged by tax incentives to
people and industries that move into
open lands, so to speak, in a new version of traditional homesteading.
Indeed a major population movement
already is in progress. The New York
Times News Service recently reported
that "The gradual but massive shift of
the American population away from the
industrialized North and toward the
South and West documented by the 1970
Census has accelerated greatly in the
last five years, according to a middecade estimate of state populations
released by the Census Bureau."
The need for a deconcentration of
population is a real one in several
countries. In Great Britain, for
example, much effort goes into urging
companies to leave the swollen London
metropolitan area and relocate in
Wales, the North of England and other
underdeveloped regions.
A free market will bring about a
redistribution of population, industries
and services in the United States. The
federal government, however, interferes in this process when it seeks to
subsidize sick cities. Federal aid and
loan guarantees cannot restore the
economic health of a decayed region.
Such measures only weaken the entire
economy and
thwart normal
development on a transcontinental
basis.

Funny
Funny World
A government geologist, sitting down to
breakfast in a Houston coffee shop, looked
at the menu,smiled, and told the waitress,
"I'll have the number three club breakfast, please." She wrote it down and told
him, "It's on the house. I've been working
here for two months and you're the first
one who said,'please'."
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An Indian farmer sold out to housing
tract developer and moved into the city. In
the morning, after spending the first night
in their new home, his wife said, "Well,
Pa, hain't it about time you was gettin' up
t' build the fire?" "Nope, not me,"
he
replied. "We might as well git used t'these
city conveniences right from the start. I'll
just call the fire department."
Mr. R. W. Wilkinson, prosecuting attorney, said that Mr. and Mrs. Ryan were
sitting at home watching television in the
living room when they heard a shout. As
Mr. Ryan opened the door leading to the
kitchen, he saw a window being smashed
from the outside and a hand come though.
The hand caught hold of the blinds and
tried to pull them through the window.
Outside, the defendant was shouting,"The
Germans are after me." Mr. Quinn explained that the defendant's comments
about the Germans could have come from
the fact that he was in the army during the
war. There would have probably been no
Germans in the area during that night.
(Congleton, England,Chronicle)
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Antibiotics For Colds
By F.J.L 131asingsime, M.D.
Should your physician give
you an antibiotic as part of the
treatment of a cold'
This gumption has been the subject of deflate for. long time
Many practicing physicians contend that antibiotics should be
givet while mot public health
officials and medical school
teachers argue that antibiotics
stiould not be given.
Thome who disapprove claim
that these medications are ineffective againe the compkx
mixture of viruses which cause a
cold and that the oat is not
justified. especially because of
the frequency of adverse reactions to the mitibictics.
A prominent authority on the
use of dnigs, Louis Lasagna,
M.D., a professor at the University of Rochester School of
Medicine. has suggested recently that antibiotics are war-

ranted in the treatment of colds.
He reasons that the majority of
patients who see U physician
because of a common cold have
been treating the infection at
home for a time and go to a
physician because of the persistence of symptoms. such as
fever, nasal drip, swollen nodes
in the neck. sore throat and
earache. .
Moat of these symptoms. indicates Doctor Lasagna. result not
from the viruses that started the
illness but from the growth of
bacteria which are treatable
with an antibiotic. He thinks that
its use is rice wrong but proper
Stating his views in a letter
printed in Medical Tribune, a
newspaper circulated to physicians, Dr Lasagna said. alf am
wrong. then the doctors deserve
the severe cnticien they are
receiving from many quarters at

Prrnent- III am right- then the
doctors are practicing good
medicine and k lathe critics who
deserve disapproval."
In addition to an antibiotic,
physicians give medicines for
symptomatic relief, including
aspirin products for achirg. a
decongestant for tunings', and
sometimes cough syrup This is
in addition to suggesting rest
and fluids. While these measures
lessen the discomfort. the cold
pmees through its usual course
of eight to 10 days.
Serious complications(such as
rheumatic heart (hamar and
mastoiditis/ have been greatly
reduced since the advent of antibiotics, but whether to 1SP or
withhokl them and when to toe
them appropriately remain
debatable questions among
physicians

BLASINGAME
Q. Mr. S.R. inquires about the
preferable time of day to lake
physical exercise.
A: The time of day has no Mfluence on the benefit of exercise It should be taken regularly,
preferably daily. The life cirk
cumstmices of the person will
determine the hour of day that
best fits into his schedule. Many
prefer the early morning Time
is more regularly available for
many exercisers during their
hours. Exercise helps to "get
started." Too, if it causes sweating. a shower or bath can
freshen the person for the day.
Q Mix LB asks if Medicare
will pay for her annual physical
checkup
A: Medicare will not pay for
routine medical and dental
checkups
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Free Meal Policy At
Schools Here Announced
1976
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The Murray City Schools,
the Calloway County Board of
Education, and the University
School of Murray State Univ.
today announced Itheir policy
for free meals, free milk, and
reduced-price meals for
children unable to pay the full
price of meals and milk
served in schools under the
National School Lunch
Program and-or School
Breakfast and-or Special Milk
Program. Local school officials have adopted the
following family size and
income criteria for determining eligibility:
FAMILY-SIZE AND INCOME SCALE
FOR FREE MEALS,FREE MILK
AND REDUCED PRICE MEALS
REVISED JANUARY I, 1976

3m
3.210
5,040
4,241 • 6,620
4,240
5,251
5,250
6,200
6,901
CMS
9,770
7,191 - 11,2.10
7,110
8,111 - 12.150
11,110
8,950
11,951 - 13,170
9,791 - 15,210
9,790
10,551 - 16,460
9..
10,550
11,311
10
11,310
17,640
12,061 - 18,120
11 .
12,010
12,811 - 20,000
12,810
12 •
Each Additional Family Member
750
1.010
1.
2
3 ..
4 ..
5..
6..
.

Children from families
whose income is at or below
the levels shown are eligible
for free meals, free milk or
reduced-price meals. In addition, families not meeting
these criteria but with hardship conditions due to
unusually high medical expenses, shelter costs in excess
of 30 per cent of income,
special education expenses
due to the mental or physical
condition of a child, and
disaster or casualty losses are
urged to apply.

Application forms are
available at the principal's
office in each school for
families who wish to apply for
free or reduced price meals or
free milk for their children.
In certain cases foster
children are also eligible for
these benefits. If a family has
foster children living with
them and wish to apply for
such meals and milk for them,
they should contact the school.
If a family member
becomes unemployed or if
family's size and income
changes, the family should
contact the school to file a new
application. Such changes
may make the children of the
family eligible for reduced
price meals, or for additional
benefits such as free meals
and milk if the family income
falls at or below the levels
shown above.
In the operation of child
feeding programs, no child
will be discriminated against
because of his race,sex, color,
or national origin.
Under the provision of the
policy the school principal will
review applications and
determine eligibility. If a
parent is dissatisfied with the
ruling of the official he may
make a request either orally
or in writing to William B.
Miller, Supt. Calloway Co.
Schools, Box 86 Murray,
Kentucky; Dr. Charles May
University School Murray,
Ky.; or Willie F. Jackson,
Murray City Schools, 814
Poplar, Murray, Ky. for a
hearing to appeal the decision.
The hearing procedures are
outlined in the policy.
A complete copy of the
policy is on file in each school
and in the office of the District
Superintendent where it may
be reviewed by any interested
party.
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Unenrolled Sophomores Still
Eligible For Advanced ROTC
Sophomores at Murray normally receive credit for
State University not currently the basic course based on
enrolled in military science, .prior service and can enter
along with junior and com- directly into the advanced
munity college graduates who course.
The Department of Military
will be entering the university
next fall, may still become Science *ill be interviewing
eligible for the two-year ad- prospective candidates for the
summer program until April
vanced Army ROTC course.
LTC Johnnie R. Prichard, 1. Students interested in the
professor of military science, basic camp and the advanced
said students who do not take course should write to:
the basic ROTC course may Department of Military
State
qualify for advanced ROTC by Science, Murray
attending a special six-week University, Murray, Ky.,
summer program at Fort 42071.
"Or they can call me or CPT
Knox.
Students who participate in Dave Carr at ( 502) 762-3746,"
the basic summer camp said Prichard, "and we'll be
program receive instruction happy to talk to them about
in military drill, tactics, the two-year program. It has
history, weapons, com- several advantages and
munications, and leadership benefits that we think will
interest many students."
techniques.
Basic camp cadets are paid
"The ROTC basic camp
stresses
leadership about 85(8) for the six weeks of
development,"
Prichard training. They also receive
added. "Its purpose is to bring free room and board while at
the student to a level of camp and are reimbursed for
military education and ex- transportation to and from
perience which allows him or Fort Knox.
Students in the advanced
her to enter the advanced
course are paid $100 each
ROTC course next fall."
Completion of either the month of the school year and
basic course or the basic camp upon graduation are comis required for most students missioned second lieutenants
to enroll in the advanced in the U. S. Army at a current
course. However, Prichard annual starting salary of
pointed out that veterans 810,000.
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A LION SURROUNDED-Murray Nigh's MK McHugh (left), Chris Kin (center), and Ridge
Richardson (right) make life miserable for Sedolia's Wayne Flint (dark Jersey) during a fight for
a rebound in the Tigers' 101-76 win Tuesday night.

Hubie Brown's Debut
Spoiled By Cavaliers

By STEVE W.GIVENS
Ledger &Times Sports Writer
Nearly every other time
Murray High pulled the
scoring handle last night,
points clicked on the
scoreboard as the Tigers
claimed their fifth straight
win with a 101-76 margin over
visiting Sedalia.
It was the third centurycracking of the season for
Coach Cary Miller's team,
now 7-4, while the tough Third
District Lions dipped to a 6-7
mark.
Everyone on the Tiger side
got an opportunity to tally, but
once again junior guard
Raymond Sims carted away
all the scoring loot with his
team-leading 21 points.

MHS connected on a hot 41
of 84 field goal attempts, good
for a 48.8 shooting per cent,
Elsewhere, the Buffalo play put the Knicks ahead 113- and managed a solid 65.5 of its
By ALEX SACHARE
Braves beat the New Orleans 112, but the lead didn't last free throws in its most comAP Sports Writer
:; The Detroit Pistons, with a Jazz 129-105, the Atlanta long. After the inbounds pass, plete team effort of the year.
Coach Ken Wray's chief
:Tiew coach, came up with Hawks edged the New York Tom Henderson started to
:another loss. The Chicago Knicks 114-113, the Houston drive to the basket, wat) threat of the evening was
workhorse center Mike Flint
with the same old Rockets
defeated
the checked by Butch Beard,
who
connected
from
stopped
and threw up a
oach,came up with a big win. Philadelphia Niers 127-116, the
;The Pistons, in their first Kansas City Kings topped the desperation shot. It was an air everywhere for 30 big points
tame under Herb Brown Milwaukee Bucks 107-89 and ball, but Beard was called for before fouling out late in the
iollowing the firing of Ray the Portland Trail Blazers a foul and Henderson sank action.
The Tigers, whose largest
;Scott, dropped an 85-83 beat the Washington Bullets both free throws with two
margin of the contest was the
seconds left for the victory.
decision to Cleveland Tuesday 118-105.
final score, romped to a 12-6
Braves 129, Jazz 105
Cavs 85,Pistons 83
slight as the Cavaliers scored
Randy Smith scored 16
Detroit led 78-71 before the
Vie final six points, including a
tame-winning basket by Cavs' rallied for their fifth points and Bob McAdoo 12 as
Austin Carr with 43 seconds straight triumph. They closed the Braves raced to a 39-20
it to 83-79 going into the final lead in the first period. New
two minutes, Jim Brewer cut Orleans never recovered.
Kings 107, Bucks 89
•'; Meanwhile the Bulls, the spread to two with 1:44 left
f* ollowing a public display of and a drive by Jim Cleamons
Center Sam Lacey scored a
support from the players on tied the score with 1:24 to season-high 26 points and
grabbed 15 rebounds for the
behalf of Coach Dick Motta, play.
Kings.
went out and stunned the
Bulls 110, Warriors 103
By JOHN MOSSMAN
defending National Basketball
Golden State led 65-58
Rockets 127, 76ers 116
AP Sports Writer
Association champion Golden midway through the third
Calvin Murphy scored 27
DENVER (A?) - Team
State Warriors 110-103 with period before the Bulls took
points and Mike Newlin got 15 cohesiveness prevailed
over
veteran Norm Van Lier and a charge and went ahead 95-87.
of his 25 in the fourth quarter pure talent, but a
sizzling
host of yougsters making key But the Warriors closed to
to pace Houston's victory.
rookie named David Thorncontributions.
within 97-95 with 2:42
Blazers 118, Bullets 105
pson gave a record crowd
A group of Chicago players remaining. Then the veteran
Sidney Wicks scored 23 what it came to see in
the
had taken the unusual step Van Lier took command,
points and rookie Lionel American
Basketball
earlier Tuesday of calling a scoring eight of his team's
Hollins added a career-high 22 Association All-Star Game.
news conference to let the fans next 13 points to put the game
for ;he Blazers, who turned a
Thompson scored 15 of his
and press know that they were out of reach.
10-point deficit early in the
game-high 29 points in the
happy with the job Motta was
Hawks 114, Knicks 113
second period into a 60-50 fourth
quarter Tuesday night.
doing and did not want to see
Walt Frazier's 17-foot halftime lead and never
again helping the Inver Nuggets
him replaced.
jumper with five seconds to trailed.
pull away in that period to a
144-138 triumph over an AllStar team comprised of
players in the other six teams
in the league.
right to play the All-Stars by
residing in first place in the
ABA, outscored their op,i By KEN RAPPOPORT
new role as "playmaker."
Sam Smith and Glen ponents 52-41 in the final
's AP Sports Writer
"Everybody looks for high Gondrezick combined for 48 period, turning a five-point
low Pittsburgh's basketball scoring built around me, but it points as Nevada-Las Vegas deficit into a victory that
ch knows what a lot of ain't like that anymore," the ran its unbeaten string to 21 winning coach Larry Brown
college
coaches know: broad-shouldered forward games this season. The Rebels called "thrilling."
Rutgers is not only hard to said. "We've got equal scoring shot better than 60 per
Both Brown and All-Star
cent
at but hard to catch as well.
with everyone contributing from the floor as they posted Coach Kevin Loughery of the
1 The Panthers spent Tuesday this year."
their 35th straight home New York Nets agreed it was
?might chasing the Rutgers
Denver's team play in the
Sellers was one of six victory.
rieyboys around the court and Rutgers players in double Princeton used a 26-poi
final
quarter that made the
nt
ver did get even with them.
figures. Mike Dabney had 19 performance by Armond Hill critical difference.
"We were all right for the points, Copeland 15, Abtlel to beat Penn and take firm
"Down the stretch, a team
lirst 15 minutes," said Pitt Anderson 13 and Jordan and control of the Ivy League
race. thay has experience at playing
roach Tim Grgurich after a James Bailey 12.
Robert Parrish scored 33 together should be at an adp 02-71 loss to the speed
points and collected 23 vantage and we were," said
Itnerchants from New Brunrebounds to lead Centenary's Brown.
wick, N.J. "But then we
"In a close game like this,
victory.
partedW
running with them,
you tend to suffer when you
nd we're just not able to run
are not organized," said
&nth them. That's obvious."
Loughery, who had to mold 12
JOHNSON CITY, Tenn.
c Rutgers appeared to be
ABA standouts into a team
urting when guard Ed Jor- ( AP)-Leroy Fisher resigned
with a minimum of practice.
an picked up three fouls in today as basketball coach at
The game was played before
By The Associated Press
Tennessee
'he first two minutes and then East
State
an all-time ABA record crowd
Boys
eplacement Mark Conlin was University.
of 17,798.
Ashland 60, Russell 58
Fisher, who was in his third 60Russellville 81, Warren Eas7
t with three personals of his
At halftime was a crowdurn in the next four minutes. season as ETSU coach,
Warren Central 62, Barren pleasing slam-dunk contest
The nation's fifth-ranked submitted his resignation to County 48
featuring five of the league's
Bu!ler County 81, Grayson top
team was forced to abandon President D. P. Culp.
dunk shot artists. Julius
County 71
East Tennessee, a member
ts pressing defense and lost
Bardstown 59, Wes! Hardin 56 Erving of New York was the
Paris 79, Nicholas County 59
ts fast-break offense as a of the Ohio Valley Conference,
winner.
Scott County 60, Bourbon
. esult. The Scarlet Knights has lost 9 straight games. Its Coun7y
Erving, one of pro
51
tame out running and gunning current record is two victories
Walton.Vercina
89,
Silver basketball's most electrifying
Grove 74
k the second half, however, and 13 lossPs.
Ft. Thomas Highlands 54, F. performers, was a principal
Fisher came to ETSU in 1971 Thomas St. Thomas 52
nd quickly expanded their 10factor in the game as well. The
Lex. Catholic 63, Lex. Bryan 6-foot-7 forward
after coaching high school
point halftime lead to 40.
scored eight
Station 62
4 Phil Sellers, who registered basketball at Newport and
Marion County 58, Mercer of the All-Stars' first 12 points
points, 17 rebounds and 11 Rogersville, Tenn. He suc- County 5/
as the Stars took a brief, early
Pulaski C,otonty 57, storscasoe
sists to help Rutgers run ceeded Madison Brooks as County
lead.
55
sway from Pitt, is enjoying his head coach in 1973.
But Denver, shrugging off
Franklin-Simpson 75, Allen
County-Scottsville 73
poor free throw shooting,
Jeff. Moore 79, Lou. Atherton
scratched its way back from a
Also visit our stores in
se
Jeff Western 56, Jeff, Butler six-point deficit and
Mayfield k Pin/
took a 3246
31 lead at the end of the first
Jeff. Southern 68, Jeff. Fair
period on Claude Terry's
dale 65
threepoint basket.
Jeff. Valley 88, Jeff Suer' 64
Murray 101, Sedalia 76
Consecutive buckets by
Carlisle Couri7y 83, Valloway
Chuck Williams and reserves
County 74
Gus Gerard and Byron Beck
Owensboro Apollo 104, Da
viess County 64
gave the Nuggets their biggest
Hickman County
lead of the half at 49-42 with
City 48
six minutes left.
Ohio County 66, Christian
County 64
All-Star guard James Silas
Paducah St. Mary 93, Ballard
from San Antonio then got a
Memorial 75
Whitesville Trinity $3, Mardi
hot hand, scoring six straight
nsburg St. Romuald 72
points to help the Stars take a
Lewisburg 77, Drakesboro 66
56-55 lead at intermission.
Paducah St. Mary 93, Ballard
Mernorial 75
The Stars threatened to
Fulton County 89, Cuba 49
blow it open in the third
Mayfield 29, Fancy Farm 69
Reidland 89, Lone Oak 76
*Open Ntores I 94rUse Tour MASTER CHARGE Card
period, showing an inclination
Lowes 104, Wingo 71
work for their shots and
to
10-7 Mon.-Thurs. Bel-Air Shopping Center
Lyon
County
.Critterayo
n
71,
10-8 Friday
displaying crisper passing.
County 62
Murray
9-8 Sat.
Carlisle County 83, Calloway
Forward Larry Kenon of San
Get to know us: you'll like us.
County 74

p

advantage before Flint found
the range on a jumper. Then
MHS popped the nets for nine
consecutive points for a 21-8
edge before the Lions could
take time.
Sims was instrumental in
the blitz as he connected on a
pair of deep jumpers and set
up two other scores on bullet
passes to running mate Brett
Harcourt.
Sedalia whittled away at the
29-15 first quarter score when
forward Dale Towery hit on a
10-footer, then fed Flint for a
basket, before canning
another jumper himself to cut
the margin to 29-21 with 7:28
showing in the half.
Reserve guard Donnie
Williams chipped in a crucial
basket seconds after that and
the Tigers maintained their
10-point edge throughout the
quarter until Sims bombed a
floor length pass to MHS
center Bob Wilder who connected to make it 36-25.
Then Lion forward Tommy
Forrester began to hit, connecting on back-to-back
jumpers from the middle of
the lane, before Flint aced a
pair of free throws. MHS
gained a bucket by Sims, but
the visitors had cut the hosts'
advantage to 38-31 with 2:22

showing.
Once again Coach Miller's
squad got the break when
guard Richie Richardson hit a
15 foot jumper to ,push the
Tiger lead just out of the
Lions' claws. MHS forward
Frank Gilliam and the
visitors' Flint traded buckets
before Sims drew a foul from
Forrester.
Murray gained two markers
in the exchange and kept its
upper hand by tallying the
final three baskets of the first
half to carry a 53-40 lead into
the dressing room.
The Tigers ruthlessly added
to their point spread in the
third canto, once having an 18
marker edge when Harcourt
slipped in a tip with 1:47 to go,
as the Lions were only able to
make eight buckets in the
frame.
After a 74-56 advantage
going into the final eight
minutes, Sims and junior MHS
guard Lindsey Hudspeth
dazzled the crowd when Sims
flipped a behind-the-back pass
to Hudspeth, who caught the
ball going up for a lay-in at full
speed.
That was the tempo which
earned the Tigers their first
20-point edge with 4:40 left
when Richardson drilled in a
10 footer from the left side.

Murray had another such lead
at 2:10 remaining when
Williams connected on both
ends of a bonus situation to
make it 89-69.
Reserve 5-10 guard Bill
McHugh not only sacked
MHS's 99th point, but also
earned the century honors
when he was fouled with eight
seconds remaining and
connected on both tosses to
provide the final score.
The Tigers, seeking their
sixth straight, travel to
Ballard Memorial next Friday
night to tangle with the tough
Green Wave.

*trey 11411
fg ft pl. tp
9 4 2 21
6 2 3 14
6 2 1 14
6 0 3 12
4 1 2 9
3 0 3 6
3 0 5 6
1 4 1 6
0 8 0 6
2 1 1 4
1 0 5 2
0 0 0 0
41 19 27 101

Sans
Hudspeth
Gilliam
Harcourt
Wilder
Perry
Richardson
McHugh
Williams
It=
Frank
Reed
Totals

M. Fhnt
Towery
Forrester
Dublin
W. Flint
Wray
Vincent
Totals
Murray High
Sedalia

fg ft
11 s
7 2
5 4
2 7
1 1
0 2
0 0
29 24
29 24 21
15 25 16

pf tp
5 30
3 16
2 14
4 11
5 3
1 2
2 0
22 76
V-101
20-76

check
score

Dave Thompson Gives
Record Crowd Thrill
Antonio and guard Ron Boone
of St. Louis scored eight points
each to help open up an 81-72
lead.
Denver cut the margin to 9792 at the end of the period,
then scored nine of the first 11
points in the fourth quarter to
move ahead 101-99.
The Nuggets' full-court
press finally began paying
dividends, forcing All-Star
turnovers.
Thompson, meanwhile,
soared above his opponents
for key baskets. With two
minutes left, he hit a pair of

field goals to boost Denver on
top, 137-131, then Dan Issel
followed with a tip-in for an
eight-point lead that the Stars
couldn't surmount.
Thompson was named the
game's Most Valuable Player.
GENERAL
LEXINGTON, Ky. - Sixteen University of Kentucky
football players and seven
other stUdents have been
disciplined by the school as
the result of a probe into drug
use, school president Otis
Singletary said.

ARMS UMITAT1001-Sedefia High's Dale Towery (SO) actually controlled this rebound daring Tuesday night's Tiger-Lion
dash, but Murray High's Andrea Perry (24) and Lindsey Hudspeth (hidden from view) mode the situation interesting. Lion
reserve Dale Wray (22) awaits the outcome of the scrap. PANS
cracked the century mark for the third time this season in its
101-76 win.
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Big car comfort and ride
at an easy•toilike price
A new kind of small car you have to see!

Jim Fain
Motors

Lakers Rally Too
Late, Lose 83-74
fg
11
7
5
2
1
0
0
26
29 24
15 25

ft pi 1p
8 530
2 3 16
4 2 14
7 4 11
5 3
2 1 2
0 2 0
24 22 76
21 27-101
16 20-76

EXTRA DEFENSE—Mike Wells(45)of the Laken pets a little extra defense on Jeff Davis of the Comets. Welts is using his hand to
check off Davis. The Comets, however, checked off the Laker: Tuesday night 13-74 in a game that really wasn't as close as the Had
score indicated.

By Mike Brandon
Sports Editor

Racers Seek Win Number Six Tonight

(50) se's Tiger-Lion
indsey Hod°sting. Lion
scrap. MHS
eason in its

Murray State will go after win number six tonight.
They should get it.
Mississippi College is currently on a three-game northern swing. In their two previous road games, they fell
69-43 to Northern Alabama and 83-55 to the University of
Tennessee at Martin.
The top scorer for Mississippi College is 6-7 center
James Hearn who has a 14.9 average while 6-5 forward
Kenny Mullins is scoring 14.6 points per game.
Murray will probably go with somewhat of a different
lineup tonight.
Against teams like Austin Peay and Western, both of
whom have outstanding defensive guards, you can expect
to see either freshman Paul Smith or sophomore Tommy
Wade start at the point for the Racers.
But against teams that do not have the overlyaggressive defensive point guards, then you'll see Grover
Woolard start at the point for the Racers, thus enabling
Zach Blasingame to start at one forward position and give
•

Murray a little more board strength.
Senior Jesse Williams is leading the Racers with a 21.9
average while the 6-7 Woolard is scoring 13.3 points per
game. Other averages for tonight's starters include Jeff
Hughes at 11.8, Vic Jordan at 10.4 and Blasingame at 8.4.
After what should be a breather tonight, the Racers hit
the road Saturday to play rugged Western Kentucky. The
Racers must win this game to have a shot at finishing in
the top four in the league, otherwise Murray must play
their first round OVC Tournament game on the road.
The main problem at Western will be who will Vic Jordan guard? Monday at Tech, the 6-6 super freshman held
the OVC's leading scorer, Tom Schmidt,to just two points.
"We might let him guard Chuck Rawlings and Johnny
Britt both," Racer Coach Fred Overton said.
"And at the same time too," Overton laughed.
Murray lost 93-92 at Western last year and had a chance
to win at the buzzer but a shot by Hughes from 15 feet fell
short. If the Racers can win Saturday,they would be even
up at 3-3 in the league and then host Middle Tennessee
Monday. The Racers would probably have to be a favorite
against Middle, which is somewhat down from last
season's OVC Championship team.
Then the second half of the season will begin next Saturday night when the Racers play at Austin Peay.

Things are still crazy in the First Region.
Wingo defeated Lowes earlier in the year on the Blue
Devils' home court. Then last night, Lowes returned the
favor, ripping Wingo 104-71. Mayfield prevented Fancy,
Farm from becoming the fourth Graves County school to
beat the Cardinals. Mayfield won much easier than expected,chewing up the Gophers 89-69.
In another mild suprise, Reidland ripped up Lone Oak
on the losers'floor,89-76.
Perhaps the biggest surprise though was the first half of
last night's Calloway-Carlisle County game. You couldn't
imagine how had the Lakers looked in the first half.
You could have driven a truck through the lAllter defense. Then in the second half, the Lakers looked on an equal
basis, at the top on the other end of the scale.

better for the Lakers either.
By MIKE BRANDON •
Calloway cut the gap to 15 12 rebounds.
Friday, Calloway will host
"We still have two starters
Ledger & Times Sports Editor points once in the third frame
Things have been going bad but at the end of the period, out," Henley said, in looking Cairo, the seven li-ranked
to the future, which is what the Class A team in Illinois. Then
for Jim Henley and his the Lakers trailed 70-53.
in order come Tilghman, Lone
Carlisle County Comets.
Calloway trailed 78-70 with coach of a 6-12 club must do.
"Roy Caddie, a 6-4 center, Oak, Mayfield, St. Mary,
Okay Carson fans, here it is: 1:50 left in the game but even
HOW BAD have things been yet, the miserable first half and Greg Wilson, a 5-10 guard, Hopkinsville, Reidland arid
lately?
performance had already are still injured. Wilson gets Hickman County, And for
his foot out of the cast next team with a 4-10 record, it
"This is the gospel truth. A sealed Calloway's fate.
couple of weeks ago, we had a
second
half,
the week but Caddie, who has doesn't look too prottiising.
In the
kid sitting in class and he Lakers outrebounded Carlisle twisted knees, will probably
fg
yawned and threw his right County 32-12. In the game, be out the rest of the season,"
9
shoulder out of socket."
Calloway had a 49-30 win in the Henley added.
6
6
It is the first time this
You'd have to go in many an rebound department. But
7
old sailors' home to find one what really hurt the Lakers season the Comets have won
2
better than that one. And you was 33 of 78 shooting for a .42.3 two games in a row.
"Friday, we have Fulton
could have probably went in while the Comets hit on 31 of 56
Cidleanaj
County at home and then_
an old sailors' home and found for a .554 mark.
fg
6
Saturday,
we
go
to
Tilghman.
some better basketball
"It's the best half we've had
4
players for Calloway County"' this year," Henley said of the Then next week, we play
0
12
High School too, at least some Comets' effort in the first two Reidland, Marshall County
6
and Mayfield and it just keeps
that could have played better periods.
1
4
for a half.
"This is the first time all on getting worse," Henley
33
Things took a sudden turn season we have shot above 50 smiled.
24 36
11 32
Things aren't looking any
for the better for Henley and per cent. But we got a couple
his Comets as they dumped of our big men in foul trouble
the host Lakers 83-74 Tuesday in the third quarter and
night before a yawning crowd Calloway was able to get too
in Jeffrey Gymnasium.
many second shots at the
Early in the first half, the basket. That made our lineup
Lakers were behind 38-15. under 6-0."
Later in the game, the Lakers
The big men in foul trouble
fought back to within §even were Randy Deiarnett who
points. But by then, the boat finished with 21 points and
had already gone down.
Tim Wilson who added 15.
"We weren't ready to play. Carlisle also got double digit
We started off our season scoring from Steve and Kenny
losing at Carlisle County and I Martin, as they had 19 and 18
told our kids then that we respectively.
Senior David Williams led
couldn't play a quarter or a
Lakers with 24 points on 12
the
half
win.,
and
against
anybody," Laker Coach David of 23 shooting while Mike
Wells and Tommy Futrell had
King said.
told them after the loss to 13 apiece and center Greg
Wingo, you just can't play a Byars added 11.
Fly Beane, who easily
half of a game. I guess we
haven't learned it yet We do played his best game of the
not have the physical talent to season, had a game-high 15
play lackadaisical ball against rebounds and added 11 points.
anybody. We showed no in- Williams and Byars each had
tensity whatsoever in the first
BASKETBALL
half," King added.
DENVER — America
Calloway showed nothing in
Associationthe first half. The scoreboard Basketball
Dave
showed that as the Lakers Commissioner
went into the locker room DeBusichere announced at iinews 'conference that the
trailing 50-33 at intermission.
In the second half, the league's owners have made
BREAK, DAVID— Gray Byars (with ball) looks toward the
Lakers showed the "heart-to- firm "financial commitments
corner end tries to get David Williems (15) of the takers to
heart" talk they got from King for next season so that the
Meek for a pass. Defending for the Comets is Steve Martin
at intermission soaked in quite ABA will operate as an independent league."
well.
(n).

Double Steel Belted
40,000 Mile Radials
30% to 35% LowerThan 1975 Prices
"Custom Tread"
Radial Whitewalls
Gas-saving steel belted radial construction. Designed specifically to meet car manufacturers'
original equipment specifications. Radial ply polyester cord body and two steel belts team up to provide riding comfort, long wear, facile handling,
effective resistance to road hazards. We've lowand for
ered prices on certain treads for 1978
three days only we've cut them even more! Take
advantage of these low prices and switch to radials
now.
Rain Check — If we sell out of your size we will
Issue you a rain check, assuring future delivery at
the advertised price.

North-MMS Game
There will be a makeup basketball game at Murray
Middle School Saturday afternoon.
The Tigers will host North Calloway to a pair of games,
the seventh grade contest beginning at 3p. m.
Of course the "main event" will be the eighth grade
game. The Leiters are currently 8-0 on the season and
could be going for victory number 10 Saturday. North will
host East Thursday night.
ANOTHER REDOUND—Senier forward Fly Beane, who didn't
start in the Loiters' loss to Carlisle Canny Tuesday, palls down
one of his 15 rebounds. h was the best game of the season for
Beene as he also fired M 11 points hian mitstaidiag effort.

For those of you who haven't seen either team play, I
would suggest you join the procrastinator's club and put
aside Saturday afternoon's work for another week and go
on out to see the two fine teams battle.

Special Olympics Were
Great Success At MSU

LamplEgliter
Resiattrum
•Leisure Dining
•Candlelight
•Soft Music
•Open Fireplace
*Continentaland
American Food
Open 5 to 10 p.m.
Thurs., Fri., Sot.
Phone 489 2740

The
*inter
Special
Olympics, held for the first
time ever, were labeled as a
success by Billie Downing, a
member of the Education
Department at Murray State
University.
The Olympics were held this
past Saturday at Murray
State. A final count indicated
238 participated in the events
which included competitive
and participation sports.
There were seven basketball teams on hand, including
teams for the Opportunity
Workshop in Louisville and
the Oakwood Institute in
Somerset.
There were also two teams
from Marshall County, one
from Graves County,one from
Murray High and one from
Murray Middle
"It was a great success,"
Downing said.
"Not only did the par-

ticipants have a great time but
so did the students who helped
during the activities."
Downing said that without
the financial support of the
local Jaycees, the Winter
Special Olympics would have
never been possible.
The winners on the local
level will go on to Louisville
for the State Special Winter
Olympics to be held some time
next month.

Racing Canceled
PAWTUCKET, R.I.(AP)
The regular racing program
at Narragansett Park here
was canceled for the second
day today because of the
weather,a track official said.
Racing was to resume
Thursday.
Poor track conditions from
heavy rains Tuesday and
forecasts of more rain today
prompted the closure, the
official said.

Saw 513:5to sir Per Tire,Compared k 1976 Prices
Size
8R78-13
FR78-14

limiter
irr4 mak
;69.45
$79.40 _

T
Regular
ar
SALA
SALE
Size
size
ism
AmmPrice POW w
MS Price
PRICS
585.00
GR78-15
10110
JR78-15
;94.75
$44.115
LR78-15
_
HR78-15
—
$91.30
Mil
—
$98.90 —
$165.511 —__
on
size.
Plus old tire end $2.11 to $3.47 F.E.T., depending

SALE
PRICE
SULU
$88.23

8Ways to Buy

Brakes
Ibur Choice
Up to 5 ists. of maim
brand 10/30 grade oil
10/10 grade 91 SO *Mrs

chassis
lubrication, oil change

•Complete

and filter
• Helps ensure long
wearing parts I, smooth,
quiet performance
• Please phone for
appointment
•hielaido• light tracks

• Complete analysts and alignment correction- to increase tire
mileage and improv• steering
safety • Precision equipment,
weed by experienced mechanics.
help• ensure a precision alignmord

2-Wheo8 lrent D4sc7 Install new
Front disc brake pads • Repack and
inspect front wheel twArinmi • Inspect hydraultc system and rotors
(does not Int-lode rear wheels)
OR
Dr--'Typ. Install new
lour whets • Rr-'.
linings
all
brake
pack front wheel beannos•Inspect
br•ke hydraoloc slates, add

log. Store Roan: M.s.& Fri. 1:30,o 6:1111 Toss., Wed.,Ilmors., Sot. 1:30 to S:30
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COST LESS HERE!
noE Speck*

Prices Good Thurs. Jan. 29 thru Wed. Feb. 4

Ice Milk
Assorted Flavors

Baby Food

15$

Ruby Red
Crisco
Pure Vegetable
Washington State

Shortening

Apples

Kraft
Single Sliced

SiNgLEfsg,L;7454P

Cheese

Oranges

125 size doz.

12 oz. 9()4

494

PRANK/
I,egislativ
reported C
will offer
next two
severance
not only
counties.
One repo
million i
available z
for variow
developme
Some la

BEATLE I

Pet Ritz or Morton
Gerber Strained

$48
Fror

59'

Fruit Pies
Apple, Poach, Cherry, Pumpkin

Banquet Fried

Chicken
Egg 0-Heat & Serve

Waffles
Frosty Acres

Onion Rings

Merritt

Quaker
Oats
With Ow Coupon Below

Depend-0

Saltine
Crackers
1 Lb. Box

Auto Bowl Cleaner
12 oz. 594

394

18 °1- Box

Coronet Ultra IV

Super
Value
THE PHA

Kraft Parkay
Colonial
Pure Cane

4 Roll Pkg.

Margarine
4
1 Lb. Sticks 39

5 Lb. Bog
With Our
Coupon

Cherrio's
Cereal

Lynn Grove
Grade "A" Large

Orange
Juice

Eggs
D0494

Facial
Tissue

71111TSPeclex
125 Count

394

Jumbo
Pies •

59'

Armour Veribest

Pork Chops
Field
ProLeaguer

Wieners
12 int Pkg.

Sr

N Sliced

Sliced
Slab

Sliced
Bologna
Fresh
Meaty

Pork Spare
Loin - Ribs
$1 1?

S1.39 Lb.

Reid
No. 1

1 b. Pkg.

995

New Crisp $100 Bills
To Be Given Away

Center Cuts -

Bacon
Lb. $1"

69'
Fresh
Sliced

Pork
Liver

Drinks

BLON DIE

Your Choice
10 oz.
6 Bottle
Carton
With Bottles or
Deposits

*Nothing to Buy *No Cards To Pwidi *All Yoe Do Is Register Each Time
Too
Are In The Store Drawing Wednesday at
p. m.
New Contest Starts Thursday Morning

WHEN DO
USING TRI

David Bryan
Hall

Last Week's
Winner

•Emplovets of Partert and their Families not etisitie to win •Actulta only
may register.
•Yon do not have to be'insert t• win

Reelfoot

Pure
Lard
24 Lb. Can

39! $6"

Porkers' Coupon

Cherrio's
Cereal
10 ox.

Porkers' Coupon

Colonial
Pure Cane

BEI-IOLI

Sugar
vntbiakc—

Good Only at Parkers
Offer Expires 2-4-76

ABN1

Sib. Bag

994

Good Only at Parkers
Offer Expires 2-4-76

** "If You Match Our Quality... You Can't Beat Our Price"* *
Home Owned
and
Home Operated
Joe M. Porker
and
Sammy Joe Parker
Owners

We Reserve the
Right to Limit
Quantities
We Accept U.S.
Government
Food Stomps

Downtown Shopping Center - Open 7 a.m. to 9 p.m. 6 Day A Week

I-1G- WAS
',CUR S
CYRI
SININJE
HIS MAI
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$48 Million Reported In Offing Singletary Announces UMW Representative Back At
From State Coal Severance Tax Discipline Of Students District Headquarters Today
FRANKFORT, Ky. 1AP
Legislative sources have
reported Gov. Julian Carroll
will offer $48 million in the
next two fiscal years from
severance tax revenue, but
not only to coal producing
counties.
One report said another $112
million would be made
available also for all counties
for various types of economic
development.
Some lawmakers said the

$160 million would be split up
by the general assembly for
programs it chooses-witin
established by the
governor.
In other words, Carroll
would not authorize any direct
rebate of severance tax
collections to coal counties as
has occurred in the last and
current fiscal year, with coal
counties eventually colllecting
more than $33 million for the
period.

BEATLE BAILEY

An undetermined amount of
money in the next Iwo fiscal
years would be returned to the
eoal counties, but there also
would be funds for projects
benefiting non-coal counties,
the legislative sources said.
They cited the possibility of
riverport development at
cities such as Paducah,
Henderson, Owensboro and
Covington on the Ohio River.
Another legislative source
said Carroll is considering
raising the $48 million from
severance taxes with an increase from 4 to 5 per cent
with a minimum of 50 cents
per ton instead of 30 cents.
The information comes
largely from eastern Kentucky lawmakers who attended a briefing at the
executive mansion. Western
Kentuckians may have their
round before the governor
delivers his budget message
tonight.
There were immediate
grumbles from the mountain
group, which has been waiting
rather pessimistically for a
decision.
An Appalachian Regional
Commission on the state
level," one lawmaker quipped.
"It will cut us out
completely," another said,
referring to the reported plan
to leave distribution of the
funds to the legislature.

LEXINGTON, Ky.(AP)Disciplinary action against 23
students in an investigation he
ordered last Noxember into
reported drug use by members of the school's football
team was announced Tuesday'
by University of Kentucky
President Otis Singletary.
None of those dikiplined, of
which 16 were football players
and seven were non-athletes,
were expelled from school,
Singletary said.
In keeping with the
university's student code,
Singletary said, none of the
students could be identified.
He claimed there is a federal
law prohibiting identifications
in such cases.
The UK president said 20 of
the students involved in the
offenses
smoked
had
marijuana and the other three
had
committed
"amphetamine offenses."
Singletary said some of the
athletes "are not at all likely
to play next season, but there
is nothing in the punishment
that says they can't."
Of those disciplined, three of
the
received
students
"undated" suspensions,
meaning automatic explusion
would
follow
further
violations. Nine of the group
were placed on "disciplinary
probation," which also serves
as a warning of possible expulsion
additional
for
violations and 11 others

received "letters of warning"
placed in their student files.
" Singletary said two of the
students were ruled out of
-university residency halls. He
said the action was taken
• because of multiple offenses
on university property.
Singletary said his request
for an investigation to see if
NCAA rules had been
violated-which he sought
when asking for the student
code probe-is still under
investigation.
Singletary said contrary to
'rumors which were circulated
earlier this year,90 per cent of
the Kentucky football team
had no connection in any way
with drug use.

Representatives

Of NFO Face Trial
RUSSELLVILLE, Ky.( AP)
- Two National Fanners
Organization representatives,
who were arrested Tuesday in
Logan County on criminal
trespass warrants, face trial
today before Logan County
Judge Robert R. Brown.
Claude Quillen of Greenup
and John Leffler of Corydon,
Ind. were attempting to
recover back dues owed by
NFO members in the area, a
Sheriffs
County
Logan
department spokesman said.
Brown said Quillen and
Leffler are charged with being
"on the property," of another.

MADISONVILLE, Ky.(AP)
- United Mine Workers
(eMW) tepresenative Lee
Roly Patterson- was back at
District 23 headquarters here
Tuesday after a week in
Washington fighting his
suspension from the union's
executive board.
Patterson found a major
problem awaiting him upon
his return as a strike by
another union that has closed
eleven Peabody Coal Co.
mines in Muhlenberg and Ohio
counties continued. UMW
miners are honoring picket
lines established by members
of Local 557 of the Service
Employes International Union
(SEIU)who are protesting the
lack of a contract with
Peabody.
The mines have been closed
since Jan. 18 as pickets were
placed across roads leading to
mines. Local 557 is the
bargaining representative for
44 chemists and supply clerks
at six surface mines in the two
counties. Its members voted
in favor of union representation in September.
Five
underground
operations are also shut down
because UMW miners have
refused to cross picket lines.
UMW vice president Mike
Trabovich is in Madisonville
today to look into the situation.
A UMW spokesman in
Washington said other district

representatives may be
assigned to a commission to
review the UMW role in the
SEIU strike.

Jan. 5 from the executivt0.
board for 30 days after Pat
terson refused Miller's orde
to go to Usibelli, Alaska t
investigate plant by Ama
UMW presidnet Arnold Coal Co. to take over a mmt
Miller suspended Patterson there under UMW contract.
Crossword Puzzler
ACROSS
5 Lasting for
F111-s1
years
1 Moccasin
4 Steeple
9 Greek letter
12 Time gone
by
13 Man $ name
14 Swiss ,we
IS Alloy of in
and copper
17 Swoop
down on
19 Dined
21 Nahoor
sheep
22 Damage
24 Callunction
26 Demons
29 Biller vetch
30 AmuSe
32 Three-toed
sloth
33 Capuchin
• monkey
34 Plural ending
35 Noeslivis
36 Checks
39 Pronoun
40 Former Russian ruler
t Spanish
plural article
47 Foundation
43 Young boy
45 Beef animal
47 Melted
SO Reach
53 Land
measure
54 Mew slow
56 Music as
written
57 Affirmative
58 City in Ger
many
59 Deposit
DOWN
1 Soft food
2 Mature
3 Cringes
4 Barracuda

Armorer 10 1.001100Y 11
Putike

17:3F,

11:;fil-110
6 Pronoun
i:- -47.4.141 0731103W
7 Corded
cloth
MEMO
-I 4'J
8 God ol love
ROM 15INUT
9 Country of
U2list IAA; W3.93
.
Central
liii ta70/.i/ MQ13 1474
America
10 Algonquian
itAIITAZ MFMJ
Indian
i Anger
21id
16 Scottish cap
E1iiI4J
18 Single items
F-111s1 et VAI.it) MIRA
20 Negative
22 Vital organ a; A N -4 Piet?JLJ
23 Sign of
hearing
zodiac
31 Things in
4¢ fligoirtiacket
25 Place again
47 ttempt
law
in lamer
40.¢arclen too
33 Trifle
positton
49 French of
37 Donner
27E vergreen
course lot I
trees
38 Island on
lower ot
28 Breathe
Aegean Sea 5? Man s
loudly in
39 Bail
nickname
sleep
42 Wager
55 Nova Scotia
30 Organ of
44 EMI,*
rr1 1
labbr

51 Fultix

MIIIIIS:" M' dimair

m mg

md iii

Mal
61MIll
MN
Min
MU HMO 6111
il Mil
WI •
61 !ill Mil 'iiiiill111
tl
• 61 lill
• fc
Mail
MMM 'Mil
"MO
Mil
in Mil ill rf§.11
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:;ioil
by ("mud

simony STASAAM• 1m-

THE PHANTOM

DO

7,
1

eel\

telf
ter

EE
WE'RE owe AWAY
THINGS THAT GROW!
YOUR CHOICE OF ANY
3 SEED PACKETS-FRED
(Ilsedowly
&*Es*
awn twat%
carrot Wel gas 3
ohows

PERSONAL
SHOVVER

...1,
e16
- 2e SUPER 7 COUPON
pm
..1...,.
W
,.....
ing
0
1,..-..,
Mink products inc.
. .mt.1
......
(560
Without Nona $O

e-ea
=
..-4I

BLON DIE
11

DEAR, LOOK AT
TNE POCKET
CALCULATOR I GOT
TODAY

7
B
IT ADDS SUBTRACTS,
MULTIPLIES, DIVIDES AND
DOES EIASC'TRIGONOMETRY

at. US

099

7

in hand for shampooing, washing pets, etc. Or in117C
stall permanently.

BONDS IN SECONDS —
.,

FOR HARDWARE
349

en.

REFRIGERATOR BOTTLE

0

37*

With
=
. .1
Coupon
=II
For mixing, serving, storing. NoMgt leak cap, easy-to-read graduations.
ri-ot
•••?414' Dishwasher site. 1227/129

are

1Nold

ON METAL • PLASTIC • RUBBER
CERAMICS • TILE • GLASS
'1,111trat

FLUIDNIASTER
BALLCOCK

,, ...
Ili A 01
to

u
.......

limit: One Per Adult Customer

Won't leak, ever-uses water
pressure, not float ball, to
control water shut-off. 200

FOR SPORTS EQUIPMENT

SUPER 7 COUPON
•
G

10-CUP DRIP
COFFEEMAKER

C:

t<=:

M-IEN DO YOU PLAN ON
USING TRIGONOmETRYP

IttC
1<=::

With Coupon
\‘,4

PARING KNIFE
Peels, slices, cats, dices. 3" stainless
steel blade; plastic impregnated wood
handle. Dislwrashin safe. 1028/324
limit: One Per Adult Customer

LIL'ABNER
nT-12-1t,

<=:
2
rC:=3

Limit 12 Qt.

•C=1

Great-tasting coffee in seconds, with
no
bitter, boiled taste. Warming plate. MC-1C
Replacement Decanter. D6
4 88

22 —HE n,LJST Be ho Feery
HIGH nr-- GET HIM)

AWAY F.-

Display Jar

ZIP—LOC BAGS
25 Quart Size

197
Unit: see pfbr adult customer
-HE'LL PO
ANYTHING
TELLHIM
TO-2

474

WittoCerepen

Witioeat Coupon 59'
Store foal oftb peace of mist Doable tmeinteoe, wipe ripper nob
make is leakprvof arid aerobic IMP WM
Limit: on per adult castemar

ANY
-

!NG.

SHOWER$
MASSAGE
Delivers pulsating burst -to
soothe, stimulate, massage
your body.
SM2

MURRAY HOME & AUTO STORE

Nicer
Phone 753-2571

Chestnut Street

lb

OAS
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Prices Good
Thru
Feb. 3, 1976

512 So. 12th Murray, Ky.

We Accept
Food Stomps

We Reserve the Right To Limit Quantities

Hours:
Mon-Thurs 7-8
Fri.-Sat. 7-9
Sun. 12:00-6:30

MIRACLE
WHIP

Emge Fully
Cooked

HAM
Whole
or Shank

99.ib
19

"
Half $1

6.

ellt.BEEF

SUGAR*
9
°

Detergent

Center Cut

WIENERS

12 02-

59'

Dry Blackeye

Kelly

PORK CHOPS.th.$149 JOY
Swift

IIP•\

A AA.

ParLb.

89.
'115

320z.

99 TAMALES

King 32 Oz.

15 Oz

Texsun Unsweetened Grapefruit

Kraft Macoroni & Cheese

JUICE

DINNER

4,3* PEAS

ith.29*

Shortening

46 02 49
'

71
/
4 01.29'

SPRY

42 Oz.

$115

Krcrft Jet Puff 160z.

Pll
a RGARINE. 45' Marshmallows. 494 * FROZEN FOODS *
89'
BEAN
S
Vegetables
4
/
1
2
ICE MILK
69
Cauliflower
BEANS
2/49'
FOOD
15'
218
59'
BEANS
is0,2/49‘ PEAS& Carrots
DOG FOOD.. 71°
454 BEANS
CHILI ....
2/35' RINGS
1 Lb

Fields Skeet

Frosty Acres Dutch Style

Bush Chili Hot

BOLOGNA

Midwest-Asst. Flavors

Lb

1501.2/49
'

20°2.694

Gal

Frosty Acres

Bush Great Northern

Fields

Gerber Strained Baby

SAUSAGE

2°02194

15 Oz.

Frosty Acres - 20 Oz.

Bush Kidney

2 Lb.$

Frosty Morn
LARD

Leader Chunk

50 Lb.$

Kelly-15 Oz.

an

Frosty Acres Onion

English Mountain Cut Green

$1 19

WITH BEANS

16 oz. 794

151/2 02-

Frosty Acres

ORANGE

Lb.
Ke9

411/1
/110E

CABBAGE

Lb. 12

LrrrucE

lieml

12 oz.

33'

Texas Sweet
Golden Bake
20 02

Bread

00
3/1

frylt-

1

ORANGES ..DGL
r

"g

45'
111111111111111111111—7:1

l=n1111

Johnsons Coupon
I

Post
Toasties

L

16 Oz.

R12

Johnson: Coupon

Plus Deposit
or Bottles

No U7-96

Maxwell House
4
180153

.Umitl.Pec Owtorner.
Expires 3-1046

IM

COFFEE

1

lb. Can

$1391

I

Limit 1 Per Customer
'Eipiies 2-10-76
11011111111111111111.m.m...1111111111MMII1J

4

Peps***NT:;it
7-Up

15
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Republicans Criticize Spending Policies Of Gov. Carroll
FRANKFORT, Ky. I AP) —
Republicans in the Kentucky
Legislature have criticized the
'spending policies of Gov.
Julian
Carroll's
administration and proposed a
three point program to
"harness the runaway growth
the
Frankfort
bureaucracy."
' Twenty five Republicans
from the House and Senate
met in a joint caucus Tuesday
#nd, after some debate and
ilisagreement among them,
adopted a statement critical of
Carroll.
The
debate
and
disagreement
concerned
figures contained in the
Statement which allegedly
ahowed that state government
bureaucracy has grown since
Carroll become governor.
The statement compared
yrioney spent in Carroll's
administration as compared
to expenditures when Wendell
Ford and Louie Nunn were
governor.
The joint caucus meeting
adjourned just before the
legislature cortVened and
several Republicans grumbled that the statement may
have been drafted too
hurriedly.
But Rep. Herman Ratliff, RCampbellsville, said the
statement should be adopted
prior to the presentation
tonight by the governor of his
proposed state budget for the
next two fiscal years.
. The joint caucus voted to
Urge that the state budget "be
written in a way that the state
payroll is frozen solidly at its
current level, plus 12.8 million
for earned five per cent cost of •
living salary increases.
"Second, we advocate a one
per cent, across the board
reduction of permanent full
time state employes by normal attrition in each month of
fiscal 1977," the statement
said.
"Third, we propose that

savtngs from these measures $2.3 million is spent "every
be set aside for the creation of hour state offices are open."
an efficiency and productivity
Those figures were disputed
incentive fund to reward by several caucus members,
deserving state workers," it as were statistics contained on
said.
the second page of the
The Republicans voted to statement which compared
strike from their statement the growth in the state payroll
one paragraph that said 818.1 since
Carroll
became
million is spent in Frankfort governor.
every working day and that
Ratliff, chairman of the

House Republican Caucus,
said the source of the information was the Kentucky
Department of Personnel. But
House Minority Leader
Harold
Demarcus,
RStanford, acknowledged that
errors apparently had been
made in the computation of
the figure .
The statement adopted by

the caucus noted that one
Kentuckian in 46 between the
ages of 21 and 65 Is On the state
payroll. It said "there is no
hard proof that the massive
increase in payroll costs and
he runaway addition of
government employes in
receni months have produced
commensurate increases in
service or efficiency."

The
statement
said
Kentucky's state payroll has
increased "an alarming 66 per
cent" in the last four years
and that the numbtr of state
employes has increased 34 per
cent during the same period.
'Despite
cosmetic
executive
orders,
well
publicized
public
announcements of job freezes
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Mist

Loafers
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Several nyame
& teens To Chomp Nsus

•1111111111•111MENIIIIIIIII
III
HIGHWAY 64I---MURRAY, KY
ome items not exocti -as•ictured
MI

12
/

Reduced

We have more hunting items than any other area store...aN at disceaat prices

Mens

Entire Stock
Ladies

0, Polyester
100.

Dress
Slacks

79'
I

Woman Arraigned
On Loan Charges
LOUISVILLE, Ky.( AP) —
Nancy Carol Newton, 28, of
PeWee Valley, Ky., was
arrested Tuesday on a charge
of furnishing false statements
to a federally insured bank to
obtain a loan, an FBI
spokesman said.
Miss Newton was charged in
a complaint filed here with
094;tinientk
to the Bank of Louisville to
obtain a loan of 811,304.
The penalty for violating the
bank fraud and embezzlement
statute is ss,000fine and or two
years in prison. The defendant
was released on 82,000 bond.

Price

%mai Styles
I. Colors to Choose from

40%

Au?. Colon
Puffery's Ti awes* Prow

Double-Knit

Gowns
Priam' At

Reg. 9.995, 10.99
1111111P

2 Price

NOW

R.$24.95 &

New Is lloe Time
Ti Reedy Sem

529.95Specia1$1 9
95

Nylon

Caress
Soap

Fish Stringers

9'

PePr' cAllt
Pepsodent
Toothpaste

Body bar with bath oil

,- •
4109114"Ii*,

.59'

Outer
Wear

Coats

Family Size 7 oz. Tube

Sale

19'

Mans

Remaining
Stock
Girls

Bath Size

HOPKINSVILLE, Ky.(A?)
— A two-car collision Tuesday
morning on U.S. 91 near
Sinking Fork in Christian
County resulted in the deaths
of two Hopkinsville Community College coeds.
Pamela Waldrum, 17, of
rural Princeton, the driver of
one of the cars, was killed
outright, state police said and
Regina Wallace, 17, also of
Princeton, died at Vanderbilt
University Hospital in Nashville, Tenn. Tuesday night.
Five others were injured in
the crash, which police said
was a head on collision at the
crest of a hill.
Miss Waldrum and her
passengers—Debbie Kinslow,
19, Marla Nelson 20, Jonell
Wadlington, 18, and Regina
Wallace, 17, also of the
Princeton area—were
returning from classes at
Community
Hopkinsville
College,State Police said.
Misses Wallace and Nelson
were listed in critical condition at Jenny Stuart Hospital
here. Miss Kinslow was
reported in critcial condition
at Vanderbilt University
Hospital, Nashville, Tenn.
Miss Wadlington was reported
in serious condition at .Jenny
Stuart Hospital.
The driver of the second car,
Michael Hill, 26, Hopkinsville,
was listed in serious condition
at Jenny Stuart Hospital, a
passenger, Lonnie Gamble,
45, Hopkinsville, was reported
in serious condition at the
same hospital.
Another passenger LE.
Hill, 53, father of the driver,
was listed in critical condition
at Vanderbilt University
Hospitals

and solemn pledges to initiate
a 'couunon sense' effort to
halt the growth of government, recent official government statistics indicate that
the Kentucky taxpayer can
expect more, not less,
bureaucracy,- the statement
Said.
It was an obvious referrence
to Carroll's pledge, which he

has stated several times
recently, to provide "common
sense" in the operation of
government.
The Republicans said that
during the first 12 months of
Carroll's administration "the
state bureaucracy multiplied
61 per cent more rapidly than
the
under
Ford
administration."
The statement said the
growth in government
sults common sense and
harms the conunon good.

Hellbenders
Choice
Of
Colors

Dristan
Nasal
Mist

DRISTAN

Vicks
NyQuil
Nightime
Cold Medicine

594
Prell
Ligslid
Shampoo

Relieves Cold Distress and
Sinus Congestion
15 cc

The Extra Rich ShamPoo
7 as. Bottle

Sweet'N Low Gillette
Yellow
Green
Red

Spinner Bait

Granulated Sugar Substitute
Box of 100 Packets

Gillette
Super Stainless
Steel Blades

Pack of 5 Double Edge

PIANO Tackle Box

BUMBLE BEE

Close-Out 20

Reg. $2.99 Special $1
"
Buffalo 12 Piece
Combination Box &
Open End

Wrench
7./m t. 22./m
Drop fervid
chrome *nod
alloy stool

Color
Master
Aluminum
Rust Proof

Antenna
For TV or AM-FM Radio
40 Ft. Lead
in Wire

Magnetic Fruit

Get "Plumb" Fixed Up
In Uncle Jeff's
Plumbing Department
Hot & Cold Lines
Asst. Fittings
,4" Drain Pipes
(Perforated Si Solid)

Memo
Holders

47'

Vinyl

Coasters
8 to Set

57'

Squeeze Key
for
Toothpaste

Skewers

4 37

4f.57'

3Skelf-12 x 36x 37
4Shelf-12 x 36x 60
5 Shelf. 12 x 36 x 73
5 Shelf- 18 x 36 x 73

•
Household
•
.
a
Brushes
•
Mechanics
Creeper
••
••••••
••••••
••••••
......
......
,.....
•••••.
••••••
•
•••••
.....
.....
......•••••
••••••••••
•••••
••.••
•.••.
Lamp
Chimneys

Block & Decker

Assorted

Ooor With Colored

,

TAN
Reel Inishos
•Scnob Mies
. 011•1111nsite1

Air
Compressor
$4099 Kit

.

$1059

U
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around the horse is
by nature a low maintenance
material But aluminum
products do become dirty and
require occasional cleaning
Because harsh abrasives do
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Advertising...
a vote of
confidence
in business.

Recently there has been a lot of talk about upturns,
downturns, and sideturns in business and industry. -

*RV
be
tau

Mostly the diagonal approach. It doesn't mean yes,
business is going up. It doesn't mean no, it isn't.
Pt

The answer you frequently get is we'll wait and see.
Inflation and some of the other unrests, you know
So the man and his company pull their horns in.

di

They wait for someone else to "take the lead," they
say: No sense sticking our heads out until the situation "improves" itself.

et
a?

In other words, sure we'll advertise -- or restore our

at

budgets -- just as soon as we get more business.
al

Beautiful.
Pr
Ui
at

Everyone hangs around and waits for everything to
happen automatically. Hold up. Cut back. Wait. The
Prosperity Wagon is right around the corner. And it's
going to come to me, old friend, me. Without me
going out to get it.

11

Notice
In accordance with
Kentucky Statutes,
Sections 25.195 and
25.200: Notice is hereby
given that a report of
Final settlement of
on
accounts
was
January 26, 197,6 filed by
Jean L. Ryan, Exec. of
Estate of Hazel L. Ryan,
dec'd and that the same
has been approved by
the Calloway County
Court and ordered filed
to lie over for exceptions. Any person
desiring to file any
exception thereto will do
so on or before Feb. 23,
1976 or be forever
barred/. Witness my
hand this 26 day of
January, 1976.
By Marvin Harris
County Court Clerk,
Calloway County,
Kentucky
By Judith Ainley, D.C.

approved
by
the
Calloway ..coilitty Court
and ordetred filed to lie
over for exceptions. Any
person desiring to file
any exception thereto
will do so on or before
February 2.3, 1976 or be
forever barred. Witness
my hand this 26 day of
January, 1976.
By Marvin Harris
County Court Clerk,
Calloway County,
Kentucky
By: Judith Ainley, D. C.

Notice
In accordance with
Kentucky Statutes,
Sections 25.195 and
25.200: Notice is hereby
given that a report of
Final settlement of
accounts
was
on
January 26, 1976 filed by
Isabelle W. Hunt, Exec.
of Estate of Charles
Welsey Waldrop,Sr. and
that the same has been
approved
by
the
Calloway County Court
and ordered filed to lie
over for exceptions. Any
person desiring to file
any exception thereto
will do so on or before
Feb. 23, 1976 or be
forever barred. Witness
my hand this 26 day of
January,1976.
By Marvin Harris
County Court Clerk,.
Calloway County,
Kentucky
By Judith Ainley, D.C.

You ask a man these days how the "outlook" appears
to him, and you're liable to get a diagonal reply. Not
a straight up-and-down nod. Not even a negative, sideways shake of the head.

a
to

I Legal Notice

Want to bet?
Notice
In accordance with
Kentucky Statutes,
Sections 25.195 and
25.200: Notice is hereby
given that a report of
Final settlement of
accounts
was
on
January 26, 1976 filed by
Flora May Brantley,
Exec. of Estate of
Herschel A. Brantley,
Dec'd and that the same
has been approved by
the Calloway Court and
ordered filed to lie over
for exceptions. Any
person desiring to file
any exception thereto
will do so on or before
Feb. 23, 1976 or be
forever barred. Witness
my hand this 26 day of
January, 1976.
By Marvin Harris
County Court Clerk,
Calloway ..County,
Kentucky
By Judith Ainley, D.C.

One thing about this economy of ours has never
changed. A lack of confidence in our business system,
manifested across business, only inspires more of the
same. With the result that that wagon may be farther
down the block than you think.
Business activity stimulates business.
Advertising helps you get sales.
Sc'
a

Companies, agencies and media that advertise should
be the ones you do business with, because we suspect
you'd rather do business with confident people.
They take the time, trouble and money to inform
you -- to help you know more -- about their products, their services and their markets. They care
enough about you to go out of their way to tell you
they want to do business with you.

Pr
ty
sc
chi
I'
aud

and

We suspect that when the chips are down, this is how
you can tell the real leaders.

mg
ma
da

Tit

They get our vote.

dr v
lead

get yours. If for no other reason

They also should
of dr
prrstig
than they are helping to build business for both of us.
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Notice
In accordance with
Kentucky
Statues,
Sections 25.195 and
25.200: Notice is hereby
given that a report of
Final settlement of
accounts
was
on
January 26, 1976 filed by
Nelda Wiggins, and Eva
Sue Perry, Co-Exec. of
the estate of Elvin F.
Lawrence, Dec'd and
that the same has been

e
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NANCY
BEFORE I SAY
"AH"--HERE'S A
CHECK FOR THE
MONEY WE OWE

H
DOCTOR

-

I•nry.
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15 Articles For Sale

1. legal Notice
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(or how to tell the leaders
without a scorecard.)
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to the
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1 legal Notice

Notice
In accordance with
Kentucky Statutes,
Sections 25.195 and
25.200: Notice is hereby
given that a report of
Final settlement of
on
accounts
was
January 26, 1976 filed by
Novella Duboise,
Executrix of the estate
of Rosy 0. Elkins, Dec'd
and that the same has
been approved by the
Calloway County Court
and ordered filed to lie
over for exceptions. Any
person desiring to file
any exception thereto
will do so on or before
February 23, 1976 or be
forever barred. Witness
my hand this 26 day of
January,1976.
By Marvin Harris
County Court Clerk,
Calloway County,
Kentucky
By; Judith Ainley, D. C.
Notice
In accordance with
Kentucky Statutes,
Sections 25.195 and
25.200: Notice is hereby
given that a report of
Final settlement of
accounts
was
on
January 26, 1976 filed by
Troy Bogard, Executor
of the estate of Gussie
Colson Houston, Dec'd
and that the same has
been approved by the
Calloway County Court
and ordered filed to lie
over for exceptions. Any
person desiring to file
any exception thereto
will do so on or before
February 23, 1976 or be
forever barred. Witness
my hand this 26 day of
January, 1976.
By Marvin Harris
County Court Clerk,
Calloway County,
Kentucky
By: Judith Ainley, D. C.
Notice
In accordance with
Kentucky Statutes,
Sections 25.195 and
25.200: Notice is hereby
given that a report of
Final settlement of
accounts
was
on
January 26, 1976 filed by
B.
Harris,
Ralph
Executor of the estate of
Lola Willoughby, Dec'd
and that the same has
been approved by the
Calloway County Court
and ordered filed to lie
over for exceptions. Any
person desiring to file
any exception thereto
will do so on or before
February 23, 1976 or be
forever barred. Witness
my hand this 26 day of
January,1976.
By Marvin Harris
County Court Clerk,
Calloway County,
Kentucky
By: Judith Ainley, D.C.
Notice
In accordance with
Kentucky Statutes,
Sections 25.195 and
25.200: Notice is hereby
given that a report of
Final settlement of
on
accounts r was
January 26, 1976 filed by
Noel,
Tyner
Administrator of the
estate of Jennie Pearl
Noel, Dec'd and that the
same has been approved
by the Calloway County
Court and ordered filed
to- lie over for exceptions. Any person
desiring to file any
exception thereto will do
So on or before February
23, 1976 or be forever
barred Witness my
hand this 2$ day of
January, 1971:-- By Marvin Harris
County Court Clerk,
Calloway -County,
Kentucky
By: Judith Ainley, D.C.

AVAILABLE FOR full
time babysitting and
light housekeeping. Call
753-7276.

AS OF January 27, 1976 I
am no longer responsible for any debts other
than my own. Kenneth
H. Wilson.

POSITION WANTED,
PBX and receptionist.
Payroll, personnel, or
general office. 20 years
experience as cost
estimator and Girl
Friday. Write Box 32R
Murray.

I. Notice
ADVERTISING
DEADLINES
All display ads,
classified displays and
regular display, must
be submitted by 12
noon, the day before
publication.
All
reader
classifieds must be
submitted by 4 p.m.
the
day
before
publication.

1

PHONE NUMBERS
FOR THE
LEDGER & TIMES
DEPARTMENTS
ARE AS FOLLOWS
News, Society and
Sports
753-7918.
Retail Display advertising 753-1919.
Classified Display,
Classified, Circulation and the Business
Office
may
be
reached on 753/916 and 753-1917.

YOUR NEED is our
crowern. NEEDLINE,
753-6333.

NOTICE
Approximately 12,0111 sq. ft. of
rental spas available at lad
and Poplar Streets. Western
Dark tobacco Packing Corp.,
Murray,Ky.,Phone 753-3342.

Ilia air rad supplies,
smsat sr minim call es.
OsanU Ii whet a know.
bat. We have stain chismare
mM Mar damning walpmemit
for rain, or if yea twofer a
deem new carpets sad
flan for yes.

FOUND FEMALE part
wire haired Terrier.
Four months old. Brown
brown
dark
with
markings. Found
Monday in Keniana
Shores. Owner contact
753-4307 after 5.
LOST BLACK Labrador
Retriever, full grown
male. Wearing flea
collar. In area of Old
Murray-Paris Road.
Call 753-5644.
FOUND MALE Collie,
Brown and white, found
in vocinity of Carter
School. Owner contact.
Call 753-4783.

RESPONSIBLE WOMAN
or couple wanted to care
for elderly lady and
middle-aged daughter,
separate living quarters
furnished. Monthly
Income. Must have
references. Call 437-4223
for more information.

753-7753
RUBBERMAID PARTY
PLAN needs demonstrators. Part or full
time. No collecting! No
packing! No delivering!
Top commissions! Call
901-584-7394.

A

OWNER OPERATORS
with
dependable
equipment that meets
D.O.T. requirements, to
operate from Western
Ky. and surrounding
areas. Long term and
trip leases available.
Contact 502-395-7511.

t
January
Clearance

Sole
Up To

70% Off
King's
Den
BELTONE FACTORY
fresh batteries. Wallis
Drug Store, Murray,
Kentucky. Call 753-1272.

If You
Need Them:
753-1441
Fire
753-1621
Police
753-6952
Rescue
Ambulance 753-9332
Hospital
Emergency . . 753-5131
Humane Society
753-4.177
Comprehensive
Care
753-6622
Poison Control 753-7588
Senior atizens753-0929
Needline... 753-NEED
1.:‘,1171 to Read 753-Z:88

iodul Comm
Committee and
The Ledger IL
Thews

PRIVATE PILOT ground
school,
limited
enrollment. Call now
for
Ask
489-2414.
Johnny.

5 I,.

6 Help Wanted

"Cleaning Is
Our Business"

WILL BABY SIT after
school, and weekends.
Call
753-0790.
Experienced.

EXPERIENCED
SALESPERSON

WANTED

ears, armament Marra
resident with masa sela
mord hi mow Mod pion
mil mem nom. Some music
ability boletil bet sot
roteessary. No peom mac Yoe
nom used your mums to Km
32-0 IA*,ad Times.

8 Storage Build no
BUY THE best for less.
Come by and see our
mini-cottages. Portable
offices and storage
buildings. CUSTOM
BUILT PORTABLE
BUILDING, Hicks
Cemetery Road. Call
753-0964.
10 Business Opportuntt)

Distributorship
The hottest item sold
through vendors is
now available in year
area. Are you serious
about
Self
Employment? This is not
a get rich quick
scheme. We provide
locations, you service.
We offer financing for
expansion. Investment
levels:
62,465-63,175
$7,951
For information andor interview call
collect (708) 181-2147
or write Including
phone number to Consolidated Marketing,
Inc., Village Plaza Office Didc, P. 0. Box
317, Stafford, Va.
22554.

12. Insurance

CHEW Of SHELTER

For your
Life
Health
Home
Car
Form
Business
ONE-STOP
SERVICE
Road* Rou
210E.Main
Phone 753-0489
ALL LINES of Insurance
including homeowner,
auto, commercial,
group accident and
hospitalization. Wilson
lasuranee and Real
Estate, across from
Post Office. Call 7533263.
13 For Sa'e Or Trade
NEW REMINGTON 870
pump 12 guage. Would
like to trade for good
used trail bike, 100
Honda or Yamaha. Call
753-6140 between 2and 4.
14 Wei*

T't

BUp

LONG BLONDE wig. Call
753-5493.

FORMBY'S Refinishing
products. Lemon oil,
tung oil, furniture
cleaner and refinisher.
Murray
Lumber
Company.
EXCELLENT, EFFICIENT, economical
Blue Lustre carpet
cleaner. Rent electric
shampooer. Big K, Bel
Air Shopping Center.
COMPLETE
HOUSEHOLD Sale!
Everything must go!
Sofa and chair, 7 piece
dining room suite, full
sized
bed,
solid
mahogany
dresser
chest, coffee table, 5
folding chairs, antique
oak
dining
chair,
secretary, bookshelf,
typewriter, rugs, baby
crib, stroller, baby
swing, over 30 beautiful
house plants. Call 7538021.
BROYHILL COUCH, 6
cushion good condition.
$50.00. Also antique
Hamilton organ. Call
753-2237.
CHAINS FOR YOUR
chain saws. Your choice
ve" or %" pitch, enough
for 12" bar, 18.95; 16"
bar, $10.50; or 29" bar,
811.95. Wallin Hardware,Paris,Tennessee.
ENFIREPLACE
CLOSURES with glass
doors, antique brass,
blackened brass or
polished brass. AB sizes
$16.31. Wallin Hardware. Paris, Tennessee

oillY I isioN AQIJRHJ

LI -,13n-ra

ammo mammla •flopm ammanD

AZYUN

,SON003S
Ni SON08

Al uo ua4aS IV

EXCELLENT, EFFICIENT, economical,
Blue Lustre carpet
cleaner. Rent electric
shampooer, $1. Western
Auto, home of "Wishing
Well Gift Shop".
ALCOA
SIDING,
Aluminum Service Co.
Call 492-8647.
OAK FIREWOOD for
sale. 20" logs $14.00 a
rick. 24" logs $16.00 a
rick. Will special cut to
your needs. Call 4362315, if no answer call
753-4698.
CANNON CAMERA
single lens reflex, 200
milimeter, telephoto
lens. 135 milimeter
telephoto lens. Tri-pod,
flash, enlarger. Call 7537429.
SPECIAL 38" CHAIN
LINK fence with I% 0.
D. line post,1% 0.D.top
rail, and tie wires. 79
cents per ft. Limited to
material in stock. For
all your fencing needs
call 444-6865 A. A. A.
Fence Supply, Paducah,
Ky.
lb Home Furnishings
COUCH,. AND chair.,
Excellent condition.
$150.00. Call 753-6872.
17.Vacuum Cleaners
GE ELECTRIC stove
with self cleaning oven.
Harvest Gold. Best
offer. Call 753-0783.
ELECTROLUX SALES
and service. Call Tony
Montgomery, 753-6760,
day or night.
KIRBY VACUUM Sales
and Service, 500 Maple
Street. New and rebuilt
vacuums. Call 753-0359.
24 Hour answering
service.
19 Farm Equipment
494 JOHN
DEERE
planter with spray attachment.
Two
mahogany doors. Call
492-8214.
CUB TRACTOR belly or
sickle
mower,
cultivator, plow, disc. A
Farmall, 30 Ferguson.
Call 492-8708 or 901-2475443.
NEARLY NEW
14;
Omaha Standard true*
bed, with metal sides. tri
Bargain! Call 492-8311 oit
753-4435 after 5 p.in. ;

BALDWIr
organs.
chase
Piano Cr
from Po
Tennessi
Antique
Sycamo
Kentuck

PIANO
and rein
service.
for sale.
1911.

LL-

Fl

TI
IN
Aro
Nom

700 Soar

Flies,

Savior F1

Phone

ma

NICE POS
suite, $75
automat
$130.00.
cabinet
record p
Call 753-8f

FOR SALE
One pair
outside d
folding, or
unit, once
fireplace
15 tires.
Carpenter
4124.

TWO STO
barn. Ez
dition. Cal

FOR SAL
woodburn
Aluminurr
Call 492-86

CB
TWO
TALKIES.
box. Thr
channel
included. 1
for pair. Ci

1174 ATLAP
bedroom,
central
derpinning
$7,300 or
Phone 753
6120.

*HOS'

FARM EQUIPMENT foi
sale. 1966 David Brown
990 Selectamatic farme
tractor. Good condition.
Call 354-6392 or 753-8560_
HEAVY EQUIPMENt
1970
Ford
Diesel
backhoe,good condition,.
Call 354-6392 or 753-8560
Heavy duty 12 ton
equipment trailer. Cali
354-6392 or 753-8560.

Moniqu
All rod
come,
benche

2U. Sports Equipment

Come
ter in
ter, fu

CHALLENGER bass boat
with 150 H. P. Mercury;
power trim, Lawrencit
L. F. G. 300 locator;
motor guide, trains,
motor, trailer and othet$
accessories. Wilt,
finance provided credit
is acceptable. $3,250;
Call 753-0053 or 753-7154.;
1973 RENKEN ski boati
runabout. 85 h.p. moton.
Moody tilt trailer, Man
accessories. Call 755
MM.
ONE 357 MAGNUM!
MARK HI. Six incti:
barrel target sights;
target grips, present
tation box. $100.00. CIO
753-7429.
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•r, $1. Western
e of "Wishing
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SIDING,
Service Co.
; 7.
EWOOD for
' logs $14.00 a
' logs $16.00 a
special cut to
•, Call 436o answer call
CAMERA
•its reflex, 200
-r, telephoto
35 milimeter
lens. Tr -pod,
ger. Call 753-

38" CHAIN
flee with 1% 0.
,1% O. D.top
tie wires. 79
r ft. Limited to
in stock. For
fencing needs
.:-• A. A. A.
'ply, Paducah,
Furnishings
AND chair.„
nt condition.
U 753-6872..

CTRIC stove
cleaning oven.
Gold. Best
11 753-0783.
;LUX SALES
*ce. Call Tony
• ry, 753-6760,
:ht.
'ACUUM Sales
ice, 500 Maple
'ew and rebuilt
. Call 753-0359.
✓ answering
Equipment
DEERE
N
with spray atTwo
• nt
doors. Call

CTOR belly or
mower,
r, plow, disc. A
, 30 Ferguson.
; 08 or 901-247-

10.
NEW
Standard trucli
metal sides. At
!Call 492-8311 oat
ter 5 p.in.
`UTPMENT fo
David Browd
• .matic farm
Good condition.
or 753-8560.
EQUIPMEN't
Diesel
Ford
good condition,.
;'s • or 753-8560;
duty 12 too
nt trailer. Cali
•.;
;
Equipment
;
ER bass boat.
H. P. Mercury,
, Lawrencit
. 300 locator;
•; , trolling,
tier and ()theft
'ries. Wilt,
; ovided credit
stable. $3,2501
I- or 753-7154.:
'EN ski boat;
. 85 h.p. moton:
It trailer, Man
'es. Call 7

BALDWIN PIANOS and
organs. Rent to purchase plan. Lonardo
Piano Company, across
from Post Office, Paris,
Tennessee. Also The
Antique Mall, 4th &
Sycamore, Murray,
Kentucky.
PIANO TUNING, repair
and rebuilding, prompt
service. Rebuilt pianos
for sale. Ben Dyer
75310.
2

18 x 55 Fully furnished,
newly recarpeted. Gas
stove, electric heat, real
nice. Call 753-5078.
1973 12 x 70 Ceurdin, in
Cts. Two
Riviera
bedroom, bath and /
2,
1
carpet, air conditioner,
and underpinning. Call
753-8045 after 6 p.m.

WE BUY used mobile
homes. Top prices paid.
Saddle and Spur Trailer
Sales, Paducah. Call
442-1918 or 4434226.
111•1111=01,

FREE

AIR
conOTASCO
ditioner. Like new.
$175.00 or best offer.
Value price $300.00. Call
767-6649.
/9 Mobile Home ftpritcs

TERMITE
INSPECTION
Avoid Costly
Home Repairs
Kelley's Termite
& Pest Control

TRAILER SPACE, Stella
trailer Court. Call 7532493.
TWO BEDROOM mobile
home well furnished
small park, water, and
garbage pickup furnished. Couples. $70.00
per month. Phone 7538216 after 5 p. m.

loo South 13 Street
Flies, Rooch•s,
Silvisf Fish C Shrubs
Phone 753-3914

TWO BEDROOM all
electric mobile home.
$50.00 deposit, $125.00
month. Water and
garbage pickup furnished. Call 753-2377.

NICE POSTER bedroom
suite, $75.00. Browning
automatic shotgun,
$130.00. Old Motorola
cabinet radio with
record player, $20.00.
Call 753-8654.
FOR SALE used doors.
One pair french, one
outside door, 2 pella
folding, one metal shelf
unit, one oak rocker, one
fireplace screen, 4 78 x
15 tires. See at Roys
Carpenter Shop, 7534124.
TWO STORY oak log
barn. Excellent condition. Call 753-0870.
FOR SALE MAJESTIC
woodburning fireplaces.
Altuninurn Service Co.
Call 492-8647.

WALRIE
CB
TWO
TALKIES. Still in the
box. Three channel,
channel 11. Crystal
included. Realistic. $120
for pair. Call 753-0062.

=Ma
1974 ATLANTIC 12 116 3
bedroom, all electric,
unair,
central
derpinning. Will take
$7,300 or best offer.
Phone 753-6809 or 4926120.

12 x 641 TWO bedroom
trailer on private lot.
Central heat and air.
Fully carpeted. Call 7537304.
TRAILER, NICE private
lot near University and
downtown. Two or three
bedroom. Call 753-8138.

1965 CHEVROLET truck
Call 7534720.

MURRAY
MANOR
Apartments, one or Oa-bedroom, unfurnished;
and
stove
except
refrigerator, water bill
paid. Central heat and
air conditioning. Call
753-8668.

1970 VW VAN, 59,000
miles. $1,495. Call 7539710.
196$ NOVA AND 1972
Nova. Call 753-9168 or
753-5669.

FURNISHED APARTMENT. One or two
bedrooms. Zimmerman
Apartments, South 16th
Street. 753-6609.
14 h,,

1973 HORNET SPORTABOIUT power and air,
one owner. Reduced
must sell. Call 753-8349.

+- • •

FOR RENT small house
at 1002 Poplar, ideal for
students or couple.
Furnished. Phone 7535074.
SMALL HOUSE located
near Kentucky Lake,
reasonable, prefer
retired couple. Write to
Box 32M Murray, Ky..

4SiErl
;4:24$.::.
"aF coug% IT'5109 SECRET,IVAN. 1 IZ,A17
rt IN THEIR CONGRESSIONAL RECORP
43 Real Estate

START THE New Year
with some land of your
own near Kentucky
Lake. We have some
NICE TWO bedroom, all
very choice five acre
electric country home
tracts on a black top
located 3 miles from
road (Kirby Jennings
Murray city limits on 6
Trail) near Hamlin, Ky
acres of ground. Indoor
These can be purchased
plumbing and usable.
with a low down
Fireplace. Needs some
payment. John C.
work. Call 767-4055 after
Neubauer Real Estate
6 p.m.
505
Main • Street,
Murray, Ky. 753-0101COUNTRY HOME, 4
7531 or 753-7116.
rooms, furnished or
unfurnished. $100.00
month. Available SEVEN MILES from
Murray. Good building
Jan. 25. Call 753-0169.
site, 12 acres of crop
land, 2 good wells, one
with new pump, septic
On
county
tank.
PURE BRED ANGUS
road,
1 mile
maintained
2 years old.
/
bull 51
off blacktop. $13,000.
Proven sire. Trade for
Boyd Majors Real
bull of comparable
Estate, 105 N. 12th, 753quality. Call 753-4022
8080.
after Sp. m.

MOBILE HOMES and
spaces. Fox Meadows
and Coach Estates.
Families only. South
16th Street. Call 7533855.
R•
CORN AND BEAN land
to rent or lease. Call
Kim Wallin after 5 p.m.,
489-2462.

MINIATURE POODLES,
8 weeks old. White and
black. $40.00 each. Call
435-4360.
THE POODLE SHOP.
Professional grooming,
all breeds, Pine Point
Estates. Phone 901-6428977.
TWO REGISTERED
male St. Bernard
puppies. 7 weeks old.
$100.00 a piece. Call 4928203.

•

FULL BLOODED German Shephard, male, 1
For Rent
year old. Black and
Nice furnished apartCall 489-2569.
silver.
•
ments for 2, 3, 4 or 5
to
college girls. Close
2
1
RED IRISH Setter, 2/
campus. Plum 753-5145
years old. Registered.
days or 753-5148 after 4
Price $50.00. Call 489p. IlL
2450.

For Rent
Nice furnished place
for 8 college girls or
boys. Each have private
quarters. Pb... 7535845 days or 753-5141
after 4 p. m.

WALLIS DRUG

RUNNING BEAGLE dog.
Female $45.00. Call 7536153 after 5 p.m.
DOG KENNELS pre-built
and can be erected in 15
minutes. 8x 16 x 7 and 5
x 14 x 6. For all your
fencing needs. Call 4446865, A.A.A . Fence
Supply,Paducah,Ky.
41 P...

*PRESCRIPTIONS
*HOSPITAL.SUPPLIES FOR RENT AND SALI
*LEADING BRANDS OF COSMETICS

Auction
Sale

•

NOTICE
Monique Fabrics is out of business.
All rocks and tables will be sold, first
come, first serve. Good for making
benches, shelves and many other
toes.

Every Friday
641 Asiction Nouse,
Psis, Tenn.

Come, by the TV Service Center in Central Shopping Center,from 90. m.to 4 p. m.

New thermopane windows, lots of antique
tables,
furniture,
rockers,
chairs,
dreamers,chest, buffet,
lamps,
clocks,
showcases, depression
glass and lots more.
Sinety McBride
4247 Anthem

PAINTING
Residential-Commercial-Interior-Exterior
6 Experienced Painters at your Service
No Job Too Large or Ti.Small
Free Estimates
Dial153-0839or?53-52117

Carlos Black Jr. Pointing Contractor
Swabian lards-tawny

46. Homes For Sale
3
DELIGHTFUL
BEDROOM Brick, large
rooms, Den, Central Heat
and Air, All Appliances,
on large shady lot.
$26,500, 401 N. 10th St. 7530690

Description
Two
bedroom
frame, aluminum
siding house with
carpeted floors,
electric heat, air
conditioned, carport. Situated on a
one acre lot.
Location
Calloway County
just off Brown's
Grove Road.
Price: $12,500

CW Shelton
Real Estate
730 Paris Road
Mayfield, Kentucky
1-247-1385

38 Pet,,

7

MAGNUS(
nu. Six 1ncit7,
rget sight.Q
prasaiS
. $100.00. Cal4

49 ,

KOPPERUD REALTY
offers several choice
the
for
listings
prospective home
buyer. Feature home
this week is a 3
2 bath home
/
bedroom, 11
, with central heat and
air, den, carport,
abundant storage areas
and fenced in back yard.
Priced to sell, so phone
Bill Kopperud today at
753-1= or come by the
office at 711 Main Street
for further details.
ROBERTS REALTY
located on South 12th at
Sycamore has seven
licensed and bonded
sales personnel to serve
you plus twenty years
exclusive real estate
experience. Call 753-1651
or come by our office.
We like to talk REAL
ESTATE.
VERY ATTRACTIVE
brick home at 905 Doran
Road, 3 bedroom, 2
baths, central gas heat
and central air conditioning. Formal dining
room, built-in appliances. Excellent
area. Call to view at
Moffitt Realty,206 South
12th,753-3597.
THE QUALIFIED personnel at Guy Spann
Realty are waiting to
talk to you regarding
your real estate needs.
Our time is your time.
Give us a call or drop by
the office at 901
Sycamore Street, 7537724.
.1b

BY OWNER, large 3
bedroom brick home at
1302 Kirkwood. Two
baths, family room with
fireplace, utility room,
central heat and air, 2
car carport, 10 x 60 patio
with gas grill. Also brick
utility building with 2
car carport. Call 7530646,for appointment.

FOR SALE BY OWNER:
Three bedroom brick
home. Exceptioanlly

Meeliving-roam and den
with vrhtte dog carpet
Full wall distinctive
rock fireplace in sunken
den 200 105 corner lot.
For appt. call 7534164
(Ml'8-311-411). A*for
I Asa

0

GIVE YOUR CAR THE
protection and shine it
needs to make it last you
thousands of miles
more. Call C & D
Garage, 753-2550. See
our ad in Services
Offered.

1974 CAMARO Z28 Type
LT. Air, power steering
& brakes, Tach, tape
player, spoilers &
stripes. Factory Mags.
Excellent condition,
$3850. 354-6465 after 5 p.
m. weekdays, anytime
weekends.

CHRYSLER
1969
Newport, 4 door excellent condition. Power
and air, vinyl roof,
almost new tires.
$650.00. Call 436-2427.
1975 CHEVROLET 4
wheel drive 4,500 actual
miles and a camper
topper for a long wheel
base truck. Phone 7531812.
1973 DODGE PICKUP,
club cab. Good condition. Like new. Will
trade.Call 435-4503.

HOUSE FOR SALE,
reduced from $8,000 to
$7,500. Two bedroom,
living room, kitchen and
bath, nice lot. See at 410
South 10th Street,
Murray,or call 753-8145.

1971 SAFARI Pontiac
station wagon. Nine
passenger. Radials
$1,050 or best offer. Call
753-2632.

THREE BEDROOM
house,2 years old. Three
large lots, close to lake,
$16,500. Call 436-2260.

1972 FORD GALA/CIE
500. Power steering,
brakes, air conditioning.
$795.00. Call 753-8914
after 6 p. m.

THREE BEDROOM
2 baths, double
/
brick, 11
carport, fenced yard,
central heat and air,
near high school. Call
753-2277.
OR TRADE by owner.
Tr -level house with
approximately 2000 sq.
ft. on double lot in quiet
subdivision, one mile
from city limits on 121
South. Three or four'
bedrooms, two baths,
living-dining L with
fireplace, carpet, builtin appliances, intercom,
electric baseboard heat,
two air conditioners, one
car garage, double wide
concrete drive, city
water, TV tower, storm
doors and windows. Call
753-1566.
47 SA oto,cyttes
A, good
125 YAM
shape
;:i.t-6249.
48

'ornotive ;

1171 VEGA. Below 44,000
miles. Call 753-2641
between 7 and 4,753-9452
after 4,ask for Rob.
air,
DATSUN
1975
automatic, AM-FM
black on black, with
white bottom. 14,000
miles. $3,250. Call 7531532.
1973 CHARGER Broughm
SE. Two door coupe,
power and air, AM-FM
stereo radio. Good
condition. $2,450. Call
753-6564.
1975 FORD Supercab
F250. Fully powered, air
condition, extra nice.
Call 753-3632.
FOR SALE by owner,
1974 260Z Datsun, air,
automatic transmission,
AM-FM, 19,000 miles,
$4,700. Call MondayFriday 9-4, Jim Moore
753-7781, after 6, 7536706.

TRUCKLOAD TIRE Sale. 1968 VW in good condition. Call 753-4340.
4 ply polyester. White
wall your choice A78x13,
C7/113 or E78x14 one 1966 OLDSMOBILE
$100.00. Call 1-901-247low price $16.88 plus
5304 or 753.4590, Dwight
$2.27 FE tax. Your
Valentine.
choice G78x14", 15" or
H78x15" one low price
119.50 plus $2.83 FE tax. 1973 MAVERICK, 6
cylinder, automatic,
Steel belted premium
32,000 miles $2050. Call
grade radials your
474-2392.
'choice ER78x14" or
FR78x14" only $30.10
plus $2.67 FE tax. Your GREATER ROCKFORD
choice GR78x14", 15" or
AUTO AUCTION, 1500
/178x15" one low price
Cars every month for
$34.30 plus $3.17 FE tax.
auction. New modern
Every
Wide ones 4 ply
facilities.
premium nylon with
Wednesday at 1:00 p.m.
white raised letters,
sharp. Easy to get to.
your choice G70x14" or
One hour from Chicago
G60x14" one low price
and next to expressway
$25.95 plus $2.W7 FE tax.
and Rockford Airport.
Truck tires highway
Fly in or drive in. Come
tread 6 ply 700x15"
to Greater Rockford for
premium grades ct2.54
friendly treatment and
plus $2.80 FE ax.
fair honest dealing
750x16" 8 ply premium
Open 6 days. Jim Clark
grade $2915 Plus $3.W.
or Sherry Ftayn 815-968Wanin Hardware,Paris,
6212. This is a dealers
TN
auction.

1173 DATSUN 1200. Like
new. $2,125. Call from
8:30 to 5, 753-0173 or
after 5,753-6266.

INCARPET
STALLATION, 1.00 per
work
All
yard.
guaranteed. Call 4742789.

GREEN
LT.
1968
Mustang with white
vinyl top, V-8 engine, all
power, air, new tires.
Excellent condition. Call
753-8021.

WILL INSTALL or repair
TV antennas. Install
new and used towers.
Call 753-7765. All labor
half price.

NEED TREES CUT or
firewood. Call 753-4707.
JOHN HUTCHENS'
Plumbing and Electric.
No jobs too small. Call
436-5642 early morning
or late afternoon.

ELECTRICIAN - Prompt
efficient service. No job
Piano ' too small. Call Ernest
WILL GIVE
lessons to beginners,
White, 753-0605.
only. Call 435-4498.

1974 VEGA WAGON, air
condition, 4 speed, GT
equipped. $2,300. Call
753-2424 lain. to 5 p.m.,
753-5747 nights and
weekends.

ELECTRICIAN
AVAILABLE, inside or
outside wiring, home or
building. All work
guaranteed. Very
reasonable. Seven days
a week. Call 753-9216.

1965 MUSTANG, V-8,
automatic, new tires
body
needs
work
otherwise sharp.$400.00.
Call 753-32,42 or 753-6990
after 5 pin.

LAKELAND
CONSTRUCTION.
in
work
Backhoe
vicinity of 121 South and
94 South to New Concord. Gravel, white rock
and top soil delivered
anywhere. Call Ross,
436-2505, open 7 days a
week.

1973 HORNET SPORTABOUT, 6 cylinder,
power steering, air,
wood,grain side. One
owner. Call 753-9349.
50
CAMP-A-RAMA Sales,
Coachman, Trail Star,
Fold down,unique,Good
used trailers, kt mile
east of 68 and 641 intersection. Draffenville,
Ky. Phone 52.7-7807.
51 Se,.

111111M11111

DRIVEWAYS AND
PARKING area, grated
and white rocked. Free
estimates. Call Clifford
Garrison, 753-5429 after
4 p. m.

t

LICENSED

AWNING, CARPORTS,
patio covers and enclosures. Aluminum
Service Co. Call 4928647.
WASHED,
CARS
mariglazed, buffed,
waxed, interior cleaned.
Includes whitewalls and
vinyl roof. $20.00, fret
pickup and delivery.
Day or night service.
Call 753-2550.
HAVING TROUBLE
getting those small
plumbing jobs done
Then call 753-6614.
)3 Feed And Seed
MIXED BALED hay for
sale. Call 753-2987
54 free Column

MOBILE HOMES underpinned. Your choice
of color and materials.
Also Hurricane Straps,
Call 753-1873 after 5 p.
m. or weekends.

PLUMBING OR Electric,
odd jobs we like. All
work guaranteed to
please. Call James
Burkeen,474-n57.
CARPET CLEANING,
experienced, very
reasonable rates,
free
references,
estimates. Quick drying.
Call 753-5827 or 753-9618.

WET BASEMENT' We
make wet basements
dry, work completely
guaranteed. Call or
write Morgan Construction Co Route 2,
Box 490A, Paducah, Ky.
42001. Phone day or
night 442-7026.

STEEL BUILDINGS for
all your building and
bin
drying
grain
equipment. See Hilman
Coles Construction Co.,
753-3897 or call Keith
Sales
Hayes
Representative, 489-2488
for your Butler AgriBuilder.

INSULATION - blown in
by SEARS save on these
high heat and cooling
bills, Call Larry Lyles at
free
for
753-2310
estimates.

CUTE BLACK puppies
need a home. Call 4362547.
FREE ONE year old part
Shephard, brown, short
haired, medium sized,
very intelligent, quick to
learn. Affectionate
around children, very
healthy. Call 436-2476
after 5.
FREE 2 MONTH OLD
part Collie puppy. Black
and fluffy. Has had
temporary, distempermeasles vaccinations.
Desperately needs a
good
home.
Also
availabel part Labrador
puppy. Call 753-4307
after 5.

•

HARMON'S
ROY
CARPENTER SHOP.
Professionals. Building,
remodeling, repairing,
Call 753-4124, South 4th
Street. Across from HiBurger.

The Murray
Police Department

LIMITED OPENINGS
for piano students,
beginners through
advanced. Call 753-9219.
M & M ANTENNA service, no job too small.
Call 474-2757.
WINDOWS AND gutters
cleaned. Call 753-5320.
TREE TOPPING, we do
more of it than anyone
else. Call 753-6477.
ELECTRICAL WIRING
borne and industrial, air
conditioning, and
refrigeration, plumbing
and heating. Call 4748641 or 753-7203.
KIRBY CARPET CARE cleans rugs of all kinds.
In business, homes, and
institution, Rugs come
by
steam
clean
Free
cleaning.
estimates. 24 hour answering service, 500
Maple. 753-0359.

is mow accepting applications for emplorumn with
Rio Police Dept. Applicatioas may be picked up at
the city Clarks office et Rio office of the Chief of
Police, city Nail Merrily, Karrtecky. Appicatioas
mast he completed and maimed to tits City Roll
prior to February 4,1976.

Murray Now Has a
FULL LINE PIANO
AND ORGAN SHOWROOM

Over 50
Instruments To Choose From
RAI(MI\• KI\113,111
• 00'
1 ARK • I t )1\ RIN
Saies•Service•Rentals

Conrad's
Pia nose Organs
Olympic Plaza, 753-1424

Rib Shack
is now open from 7a.m. - 2a.m. Monday through Saturday,Sunday,Ite.m. to8p.m.

Plate Lunches - Daly
SPERChil
(Each Day from 5 p.m.-2 a.m.)
Monday - Large handterger, freed,fries, small drink, 994.
Tuesday - Ii sandwich, bowl white beats, $1.49.
Wednesday - Half pound chopped Mein,french fries, slew,$1.49.
Thursday - Large larbegne,french fries, sated' drink,$1.49.
Friday - Net Beef Sandwich, creamed potatoes, slaw, $1.35.
Saturday night - Fisk Special.

901 Cokfvvater Rd.
PIPOIPO 753-4171
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Funerals

Funeral Is Today
For Mrs. Tucker

TIMES, Wednesday, January 28, 1976

'Well-Planned Operation' Nets
Thiefs $1 Million In Securities
LOS ANGELES(AP)-"It
had to be a well-planned
operation," said Police Sgt.
Man Varner after two men in
business suits robbed a
securities firm and fled with
nearly $1.5 million in
negotiable bonds.
An FBI spokesman in
Washington said the robbery
was one of the largest of its
kind.
Varner said the men entered
the Century City offices of the
MuniciCorp„ of California
Tuesday and said they were
waiting to speak with someone
about buying some bonds.
But a short time later they
accosted
unarmed
an
messenger bringing two bags
of securities to the firm from a
nearby bank, the policeman
said. He said they apparently
were
aware
of
the
messenger's schedule.
"The total time was about 10
or 15 minutes," said Varner.
The messenger was coming
back, on foot, and they were
waiting for him. As soon as he
returned, it was over. They
pushed him into a room and
came out with the bags:"
MuniciCorp's president,
Kenneth Rogers, said both
men were armed with handguns.
"The
men
the
told
secretaries to shut up, then
took the deliveryman into my
office, told him to sit down,
then took his bags from him,"
Rogers said. "They had their
guns in his ribs all the time."
Varner said the two then
made their getaway with the
aid of an accomplice waiting
nearby in a 1962-model van
with out-of-state plates.
He said police were

investigating the possibility
that the Iwo iuen were known
to employes of the firm.
MuniciCorp
deals
in
municipal
bonds, debt
obligations issued by cities
and other governmental
agencies. Such securities are
frequently issued in "bearer"
form, meaning that whOever
has physical possession can
cash them.

However, both police and
Rogers said the men will have
difficulty selling the bonds.
Cmdr. Pete Hagan of the
Los Angeles Police Departtnent said any legitimate
securities dealer would
require identification and
proof of ownership.
Rogers said, "I don't see
where they're going-to get a
market because all the bonds
are serially numbered and
those numbers will be
distributed. I don't see how
they can move these bonds
anywhere."
Most of the bonds taken
were municipal, with the
interest paid by clipping
coupons, officials said. But
they said the coupons have the
same serial numbers as the
bonds, making it a simple step
to trace anyone trying to cash
them.
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University Students Get Unusual
Slice Of Reality At Excepticon

-u

Students from a variety of program expands, are in- was signed during the fall
I unc disciplines at Murray State volved in the project. semester, with Dr. ConAmer. motors
Final rites for Mrs. Emory
24 +1%
Ashland Oil
University are getting an Implementation of the af- stantine
Se% unc
W.
Curris
C. Madie Jones) Tucker of
A T.& T.
41% -1-4
Ford
unusual slice of reality in their filiation agreement began this representing Murray State as
New Concord Route One are
12% ±'i
Gen-Wars
work with the mentally month.
21% -4.4
president and John W. Swann
Gen. Tire
being held today at 1:30 p.m.
23,
04 sac
Goodnch
retarded at the ExcepticonPeggy Pack, jointly em- representing Excepticon,
at the Woodfin Memorial
31% -%
Gulf Oil
Outwood
Campus
near ployed as the university af- which has headquarters in
Pennwalt
34% +%
Chapel, Murfreesboro, Tenn.,
Quaker Oats
X owe
Dawson Springs.
filiation coordinator,serves as Lexington, as its president.
with burial to follow in the
ReptiblicSteel
WA +14
Under the terms of an af- the liaison between Murray
Excepticon-Outwood is a
14 vac
Singer
Whitworth Cemetery at
ina aa filiation agreement between State and Excepticon and,as a residential institution which
Tappan
Midland,Tenn.
Western Union........7111:.... 1111% 44
the university and Excep- part-time faculty member, primarily serves a 37-county
2111% -4-%
. Zenith
Mrs. Tucker, age 63, died
ticon, Inc., a private firm supervises students during area in West Kentucky. A
Saturday at eight p.m. at the
Prim at deck et heal liewsd st use
which operates the facility, their field experience.
EDT. Way. turolotod to So Weir 6
total-care environment with
Baptist Memorial Hospital,
•
time by Mt el ladilara. o,d
students function as staff
She explained that the hospital, schools,
Memphis, Tenn. Her husband
Murray,irons him:
members during their field program has been planned quarters, dining ar S.
is now a heart patient at the
U S. Homes
(Continued from Page 1)
experience on the 224-acre with B flexibility to meet a recreation facilities, and
Kaufman k Bread.
-%
same hospital.
11% unc
ponderosa Systeme
campus in Christian County.
Two Republican reprewide range of student needs, auditorium,
and
adThe Tuckers had been
404 Joi
Kimberly Clark
Dr. Larry Marrs, chairman whether a volunteer working,. ministration quarters, its
Carbide
TO%
-%
Union
sentatives questioned the
residing in the Kentucky Lake
.
VA unc
W R.Grace
of the Department of Special one day or a practicum population ranges from the
constitutionality of the bill.
area for the past fifteen years.
Texaco
Wil +44
General Elec.
Education at Murray State, student'on a live-in basis for mildly retarded to the
"What we're attempting to
Survivors are her husband,
GAF Corp
14 -%
described
the arrangement as an entire semester. She ex- severely profoundly retarded.
do may be unconstitutional-if
father, Will H. Jones, Nash491e4 -16
Georgia Pacific
WI. 4-1w.
Pfizer
beneficial at both ends- as a pects 100 to 200 students to be
Excepticon, Inc., signed a
expedient," said Rep. Louis
ville, Tenn., three sons, two
411% -%
Jim Walters
service to the 273 residents on involved in the program two-year contract with the
Malaise, R-Ft. Mitchell. He
sisters, seven grandchildren,
11M4 -46
Kirsch
3% +I
Disney
the Excepticon-Outwood during the spring semester.
suggested that the bill should
Commonwealth of Kentucky
and one great grandchild.
Franklin bfust
VI% +1%
Campus and as a learning
have a pay back provision.
"Our basic aim is for these Aug. 1, 1975, for the operation
situation for students.
But the majority of the
students to learn professional and . maintenance of the
"An exciting element of the conduct as they work with facility at Outwood, which has
House adopted a floor
project is its interdisciplinary others from other disciplines been an institution for the
amendment that would ternature," Marrs pointed out, in dealing with real people in mentally retarded since the
minate support to the circuit
"which not only provides the real situations," Miss Pack state took ownership from the
courts from the fiscal courts
The funeral for Mrs.
Outwood pOpulation with a continued.
Jan.
1978,
as
the
of
1,
U. S. Veterans Administration
when
Treamon ( Laverne Adams)
wide range of services but
state
over
takes
the
funding.
Billie Downing, director of in 1962. Outwood had served as
Miller was held this morning
Richardson
said
the FRANKFORT, Ky.(AP)- for more than five years and gives students an opportunity the Division of Learning a VA hospital from 1922 to
at 10:30 a.m. at the chapel of
amendment
drafted
was
to The old bunch around Gov. no one knows better the to see other disciplines at Disorders at Murray State, 1962.
the Blalock-Coleman Funeral
Julian Carroll is together dreams and hopes I hold for work and to cooperate with has worked with Miss Pack in
"ally
that
the
fears
fiscal
it
(
FIRST GARLAND
Home with Rev. Lawson
them in a field-based setting." making an assessment of
funding)
again temporarily with the this legislative session.
court
be
would
a
SONGBOOK PUBLISHED
Williams and Rev. Terry Sills
-Therefore, no one is better Students from the areas of services needed by Excepcontinuous thing."
arrival of William M. Cox as
NEW YORK (AP) - "The
officiating and music by Mrs.
education, ticon-Outwood from Murray Judy Garland Souvenir Sangto provide the ad- special
equipped
Richardson
governor's
answered
the
the
special
Jim Neale, organist, and Gene
published in December,
rebhabilitation, guidance, State and in determining
ditional assistance I need."
constitutional objections by legislative assistant.
Bondurant,soloist.
is the first cascara of songs
ran Carroll's hugely physical education and which of these needs can be connected with
Cox
that
saying
people
the
who
of
Cox,
months
the
left
six
ago
Judy Garland
Lee Lyons, Homer Charlton,
Democratic recreation, psychology, social met through programs offered ever published, according to
state adopted the con- amid rumors of internal successful
Hewlett Cooper, Charles Hale,
work,
and art, along with by the university.
Chappell Music Co. Of coulee,
primary campaign last
stitutional amendment to dissension in Carroll's inner
Bun Wilkerson, and Crawford
other areas to be added as the
spring.
The affiliation agreement there have been a number of
begin with, and "three fourths circle, began work this week.
McNeely
served
as
Judy Garland blogrsphiss.
of this commonwealth will not The governor's office said
pallbearers with interment in
the
leave
circuit
clerks
the
former
33-year-old
1.4ie
in
the Murray City Cemetery.
street.
legislator is on leave from his
Mrs. Miller, age 59, died
The House passed only one vice presidency with a
Sunday at the Murrayother bill, HB 212, which would 'Madisonville trucking firm.
Calloway County Hospital.
provide for a 10-day grace It said the understanding all
She is survived by her
period on college life in- along was that Cox would
husband, mother, Mrs. Letie
surance.
return for legislative duties.
Hale Hopkins, daughter, Mrs.
"When I agreed to come
Don Rutland, two sons, Dr. Waggener Gives
back and help, the program
Hafford and Isaac Adams,
obviously centers around the
stepdaughter, Mrs. - Ron In-Service Training
Girls'
budget ( which Carroll will
Rettig, brother, Eubert Hale,
Dr. Pauline Waggener,
present tonight)," he said
and twelve grandchildren.
Girls'
associate professor and home
Tuesday. "Most of this month
economics teacher educator
there just wasn't much to help
at Murray State University,
with."
was the guest instructor for an
Cox said he would return to
Sizes 4-1410
MAYFIELD-State Sen. his trucking post at
in-service training session for
the end of
secondary teachers at Dawson Richard Weisenberger of the legislative session late in
Mayfield has been elected as a March.
Springs High School Jan. 15.
Values
1 Group
Girls'
Her theme for the day was director of the Purchase Area
As Cox arrived, another
Girls'
To
Wear
Development
District Board, Carroll aide was getting ready
Charles A. Foss of Murray "Motivational Teaching
Route Five died Tuesday at Tactics for the Secondary it was announced here today. to leave.
$12.00
Weisenberger
represents
9:15 p.m. at the Murray- School Classroom." She inLynn Laullen, a legislative
Sizes 4-14
Calloway County Hospital. He structed about 20 teachers the counties of Carlisle, Hick- liaison assistant and former
Sizes
y
man,
Fulton,
Graves,
Springs
and
Dawson
from
was 65 years of age and was a
lobbyist, is on vacation at the
2Price
4
to
14
Greenville
on teaching Calloway, and a portion of moment,Carroll said.
native of Ballard County.
Racks of
Values to $28.00
The deceased had retired strategies, visual aids, and Marshall, and will be installed
Values to $6.50
The governor said he unas
a director along with State derstands
last year as a riverboat criteria for teacher-made
Luallen is under
Rep. Ward Burnette at a consideration
captain with the Huffman tests.
by the Kentucky
Girls'
dinner
and
reception
at Ken Housing Corporation
Dr. Waggener has been a
Towing Company of St. Louis,
board of
Mo. He was a former resident member of the faculty at Bar Innot 7:30 p.m. Saturday. directors
as executive
In accepting the apof Joppa, Ill., and he and his Murray State since 1967.
director.
pointment, Weisenberger
wife had moved to the KenCarroll said there is no
Reg.$2.29
Sizes 8-3 Pink & Blue
said, "I am honored to be
tucky Lake area last March
connection between Cox's
Mens'
selected as a director on this
where they have built a new
arrival and Luallen's imhome.
Federal State Market News Service Board because I feel it per- minent departure.
However,
Price
January
3,
1178
forms
a
fine service for the
Survivors are his wife, Mrs. Kentucky Purchase Area Hog Market
there was speculation Luallen
counties I represent."
Daisy L Foss, Murray Route Report IncludesI Buying Stations
has been forced out.
Receipts: A. 305 E. KO Barrows &
Womens'
The PADD Board includes
Five; two daughters, Mrs. Gifts
That was the speculation
Steady Sows Steady 50 higher
Charles(Brenda) Lang, Route US 1-2 men.lbs.
S49.00-49.25 the counties of Ballard, last July when Cox
Men's
departed,
4.evi-Big Yank
US 14 usesas.
141.5(149.00 Carlisle, Hickman, Fulton,
One, Cairo, Ill., and Mrs. us
although Carroll insisted at
24 30-300lbs.
$47.50-48.50
Cordurory,
Robert .Bety)(
1146.50.47.50 McCracken, Marshall, the time "Cox
Trimble, US 3-4 30-210 the.
knows he can
Calloway and Graves. Its
Henderson; three sons, Sows
have
major
any
US 1-2 270-350 lbs
$1.00-311.50
appointment
Off
Reg.$4.99 denim,Blended
Charles Foss, Sault Ste. US 1-3 300-450 Its.
37.50-3000 membership includes the in my administration."
US
1-3
450450
Ws
$0.50-39.50
county
judge
of
each
county
Marie, Mick, Richard Foss, US 2-3 30-500 lb.,
36.50-37.50
Values $8 to $16
and many other elected of- There were reports Cox was
Route One, Cairo, Ill., and Boars nica-siee
ficials who determine their dissatisfied and frustratedCorduroy - Denim- Blended
Robert L. Carter, Henderson;
Mens'Pre-Washed
own priorities among them- that he lost a struggle to
one sister, Mrs. Earnest Livestock
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) become secretary of the
Cowan, Cairo, Ill.; one USDA - Cattle 2000; slaughter selves for public projects.
pair
cabinet and obtain control
Entire Stock!!!
brother, Robert Fos, Fort steers and heifers 1.00 lower,
over budgetary matters.
cows steady; other slaughter
Pierce, Fla.; thirteen gran- classes steady; feeders 50 highLadies'
Others close to Carroll were
Reg.$8.99 Sizes 30-36
dchildren; one great grand- er
said to have jealously blocked
Slaughter
steers
988
lb
37.50;
%
child.
mixed good and choice 1055 lb
Cox's ambitions.
& 2 Piece Styles $10
In charge of arrangements 36.70; good 750-1210 lb 31.75The
governor
insisted
Cox
34.50;
Pat
Lynch
of Paducah, a
standard and low good
will be the Max Churchill
4 each
Reg.5199& 53.99
music education- major at was leaving only to obtain
Funeral Home where friends 27.50-30.50;
50%
Slaughter heifers choice 888
financial
security, and other
Juvenile Sizes
Reg.$1.00
may call after six p.m. today lb 33.20; good 630.1070 lb 28.00- Murray State University, will aides said
reports of internal
lh Sizes
34.75; standard and low good present his senior piano
4 through 7
( Wednesday).
24.00-28.00;
rivalry
were
highly
reettalon
the
campus
on
Slaughter cows utility and
exaggerated.
commercial 24.00-28.00; high Sunday,Feb. 1.
In a statement Tuesday the
dressing 29.25; cutter 20.0°Scheduled
at
3:30
p.
m.
in
24.00; canner 15.25-20.00;
governor
said:
Slaughter bulls 1135 lb 33.25; the Recital Hall Annex of the
"Bill has worked with me
1 2 1050-1780 lb 28.00-32.25; Price Doyle Fine Arts Center,
Groups of
choice 1165 lb bullocks 32.70;
Slaugh!er calves and vealers his program will include
choice 150.275 lb vealers 40.0°- "Sonata in A-Flat Major, Op.
Entire Stock
Graveside rites for the in- 57.00; good 30.00-40.00; choice 26" by Beethoven, "Sonata
300.450 lb calves 26.00.37.00;
fant daughter of Mr. and Mrs. good 20.00 27.00; feeder steers No. 1 in B-Flat Major" by
Sweaters-Dresses
Wilford Bickel of Auburn, choice 360-500 lb 32:00-34.10; Vivaldi, "Etude in E-Flat
Off
Corduroy Overalls
lb 11.00 3.5.50; 700-945 lb
Ala., were held at the 600-700
34.00.36.20; mixed good and Minor, Op. 10, No. 6" and
mo.
18
two.
to
3
Sizes
graveside
at
Auburn Choice 300.500 lb 29.00 32.00; "Etude in C-Sharp Minor, Op.
Bows-Quivers-Bow Covers-Arrows
Memorial Park, Auburn, on 500.700 lb 30.00-32.75; 700-9911 lb 10, No. 4" by Chopin, and
30.00-34.00; good 300.500 lb
Brush
Buttoos-Crosabow-Target Sets
Monday. Roger Dill and 24.00-30.00; 500-700 lb 26 00 Three Preludes" by GerFRANKFORT, Ky -A
31.00; 700 975 lb 27.00-31 00; shwin.
Robert Usrey officiated.
B°1 of Reg.$2.10
and low good inThe baby was born Saturday standard
Lynch, the son of Mr. and contract for the construction
cluding holsteins 300.500 lb
Daytime 30's $17
at the Lee County Hospital.
17.0046.00; 500 700 lb 19.0°- Mrs. Robert E. Lynch of 121 of a dam to control floodwater
Red Gold & Navy Oxfords
Limit 3
at Lake Barkley State Resort
Survivors are the parents, 27_00; 700 1035 lb 23.00-28.00; Ridgewood
Avenue
in
heifers choice 370-500 lb 24.00Mr. and Mrs. Bickel, Swann's 27.00; 500 700 lb 25.00-27.75; Paducah, will be assisted by Park has been awarded by the
Your
Trailer Park, Auburn, Ala., mixed good and choice 400-700 Kip Mason on the viola and Kentucky Department of
22.00-25.00, good 300 500 lb
Parks.
and grandparents, Mr. and lb
Choke
Gualdoni
Tim
on
the
harp170072,00: 500 730 lb 18 00
Mrs. Orrin Bickel and Mr. and 23 00:
sichord. He is a student of The contract for $109,449
flogs
1500;
800
feeder pigs;
Mrs. Robert Usrey, all of
Bath Bar
Baker,
assistant was awarded to John
barrows and gilts steady; 1-2 Tom
Woodruff Construction Co.,
Murray.
9 oz.-Reg.& Hard To Hold
195-240 lb 50.30; 1.3 183.240 lb professor of music at Murray
4.75 oz.
Inc., of Cadiz for their sucThe Frederick's Funeral 49.75-50.25; 2.3 200 250 lb 49.00 State.
Reg.$1.88 Each
Reg.19'each
3.4 245-260 lb 48 00 49 00.
Home of Opelika, Ala., was in 19.75;
A member of the Phi Mu cessful bid on the project.
285 lb 46.25; sows 50.1.00 lower,
The dam is the largest of
charge of the arrangements.
1_3 300.450 lb 38.00 39.03; 450 625 Alpha Sinforna men's music
for
lb 39.00.40.00; boars over 300 lb
for $1
three
for 9
dams to be installed on a
fraternity on the campus,
36.50 37.00;
LAKE DATA
system
creek
crossing
the
golf
Lynch has minors in voice and
Sheep 25; untested
Kentucky Lake,7 a. m.354.7
course. Considerable damage
organ.
up 0.1.
Cash Graff
has been done to the course in
CHICAGO (AP)- Wheat No
Below darn 311.2, up 3.6.
The accentor is the name of the past due to uncontrolled
2' hard winter 3.481/fn Wednes
Flarkley,
Lake, 7 a. m. 354.8. %day; No 2 soft red 3.37/
1
2n Corn 12 species of small, rather rainwater creating erosion
No 2 yellow 2.57n (hopper) sparrow4ike birds forming a
up 0.2.
problems, according to a
2,57n (box). Oats No 2 heavy single genus and family. They
Below dam 322.0,,up 3.9,
Department
of
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1.591/2n. soybeans No 1 yellow differ from
sparrows in having
Olympic Plaza
4.49n
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Final Rites Held
For Mrs. Miller
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'Old Bunch' Again
Around Gov. Carroll

January Clearance Sale
Girls'Department

PADD Names
Weisenberger
As Director

Charles A. Foss,
Riverboat Captain,
Dies Here Tuesday

Pantsuits &
Dresses

Cotton
Panties

Coats

Pants-Tops

/
1 2 Price

$4 & $6

Men and Boys'
Department

$1

House Shoes

Farm Markets

Sweaters IA

Ladies'Department
Slacks

Jeans $200

25%

Jeans s500

Piano Recital
Slated Sunday
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Ladies Dresses

50

Junior
Misses

Infant Department
Infants Wear

Dam Contract
At Barkley
Is Awarded

Sport Goods Department

$1-$2-$3

Archery
Equipment

wi
CO

50%

Pampers

$900
Converse Tennis SRheig.
oe:11.00

L.., 30

Jergens
Soap

Adorn

6

2

2

Also otheritems too numerous to mention!!

P. N. Hirsch & Co.
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Unhe

Throw
Pillows

Flicker Razors
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Slips

Boys Pants

Services Held For
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Bachelor Living Course At Calloway7Fgri The Murray
By J. D. Lancaster
This year at Calloway
County High School, male
students have a new course
that they can take - Bachelor
Living. No, they don't learn
how to be playboys nor does
the course try to get them to
remain single.
Bachelor Living is a
semester course which gives
the male skills if he decides to
remain single and prepares
them when and if he decides to
get married and has a family.
This class is taught at
Calloway County High School
by Mrs. Bess Kerlick and Miss
Lucy Ann Forrest."This is the
first year for this course at
Calloway and is offered on a
semester basis," said Mrs.
Kerlick.
At the present time, the
students are studying personality and grooming.
During this study, they attended a hair care and styling
session at Man's World Hair
Styling Shop.
'We try to put across better
grooming, shampooing and
who to consult about hair care
and styles,''said Bill Mellon of
Man's World. "All these boys
are sincere and interested in
learning in the four classes
that we've had here at Mans
World," said Mellon.
The young men at Calloway
will also study units in buying
clothing, constructing garments, food preparation,
dating, and marriage and the
family.
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Shock Probation
Apparently Works
FRANKFORT, Ky.(AP) —
Kentucky's shock probation
law, which allows a judge to
release a convict after 30 days
in prison, "apparently has
stood the test of time," says
state Corrections Commissioner Charles Holmes.
Shock probation has not
gone without criticism since
the 1972 General Assembly
passed the law.
The law provides that after
30 days in a state penal
institution, a prisoner has 30
additional days in which to
apply for shock probation. A
judge has 60 days in which to
consider the application and
10 more in which to issue or
deny the probation.
Dr. Ed Bohlander and Dr.
John Fain, two Western
Kentucky
University
professors who are making a
study of shock probation for
the Kentucky Crime Commission, have declined to
comment in detail on their
unfinished work.
Dr. Borlander has said
shock probation is proving
effective in "certain cases."
But he said it is administered
unevenly, being used usually
for first offenders and hardly
ever incases of serious crime.
Commissioner
Holmes,
however, voiced enthusiasm
about the program last week
as he released the results of a
state survey and analysis.
He said that since the
program began after passage
of a law by the 1972 General
Assembly, shock probation
has been granted 881 times.
During that time, he said,
only 94 convicts — 10.5 per
cent — have had their
probation revoked.
"More dramatic," he said,

Report Given For General Fund Receipts During Six Months
By MARIA BRADEN
Associated Press Writer
FRANKFORT, Ky.(AP) —
Kentuckians consumed more
beer and wine in the last six
months of 1975 than during the
same period in 1974, and drank
more liquor.
But they were slightly more
reluctant than a year earlier

to purchase liquor by the case. over the same period in 1974.
Those are among the trends
The statistics, released
indicated by a report of Monday by the state DeparGeneral Fund receipts for the tment of Revenue, showed
first six months of fiscal 1975- individual income tax receipts
76 (July through December up more than $20 million, or
1975).
14.2 per cent,from $143,354,002
in the 1974 period to
General Fund receipts for $163,715,166 in 1975.
the period totaled $532,649,389,
Corporations in Kentucky
an increase of 9.2 per cent also increased their con-

Success Doesn't Change Clower
NASHVILLE,Perth.(AP)—
Success hasn't changed Jerry
Clower, a former fertilizer
salesman who has ridden a
crest of laughter to become
one of America's best-loved
humorists.
He owns the same home,
drives a pickup truck to some
personal appearances and
eats crackers he finds in his
motel rooms.
Just five years ago, he was
selling
fertilizer
in
Mississippi. Now he's a
member of the Grand Ole
Opry, has been named country
comedian of the year by three
publications and has been
called "The Will Rogers of the
New South."
"I've been successful
because I haven't changed,"
he said before an appearance
on the Grand Ole Opry. "I still
eat baked coon with good
folks."

tributions by some $20 million,
with corporate tax receipts up
from $42,429,852 to $62,691,900,
an increase of 47.8 per cent,
The income from taxes on
beer went up 2.4 per cent,
while taxes on wine went up
6.4 per cent. Consumption of
distilled spirits produced an
8.1 per cent increase in taxes,
but revenue from sales of
liquor by the case fell .4 per
cent.
Kentuckians apparently are
smoking more than ever.

'The greatest compliment ---t avast enelinenriealarea le--

I've ever been paid was when
some reporter asked my
neighbor if I've changed and
he said, 'Well, he's got more
pictures hangin' on the wall.'
"One thing I have changed
is my tithe at the First Baptist
Church. That's a beautiful
change."
Simplicity and sincerity
have made him successful, he
said.
"I keep my stories simple.
My pet peeve is taking
something simple and making
it complicated. We've got a lot
of people workin hard at that.
"And sincerity makes a
difference. I sincerely want to
tell my stories and that's half
the battle." At just the
slightest suggestion, he
repeats his stories for interviewers.
He's proud that his stories
are for the whole family.

111

PADU
.
CAH: Downtown, Minnens II
Crossroads
MAYFIELD: On The Square
MURRAY: Sol Air Center

winter
coat sale!

6.5 per cent to $9,314,614.
The special half-cent tax on
cigarette for tobacco related
research produced $1,862,913
for the state's tobacco and
health research center at the
University of Kentucky.
Fewer Kentuckians went to
the racetracks in the last half
of 1975 but those who went bet
more. Pan i mutuel tax
receipts increased by 4.5 per
cent to $4,950,565. The tax on
race track admission tickets
Produced $141,677 however,
in the

same period in 1974.
Incomplete figures on sales
and use taxes indicated
revenue of $183,945,160 for the
six-month period, reflecting a
2 per cent increase. Department of Revenue spokesmen
said there would be about a 6
per cent increase when
calculations are completed.
Road fund revenues were up
23.3 per cent to $226,427,505.
Coal severance tax receipts
were down 3.9 per cent for the
six-month period, totaling
$45.919,2114

be vulgar for my first album
to sell. But I've sold more
albums than all those vulgar
types. I'm one of the few
standup humorists who can
entertain a family."
Clower, 49, does the same
show everywhere.
"Maybe
you've
been
someplace shakin' hands with
someone when he spots
somebody a little more important across the room and
leaves to go to him. Well, I'm
not that type storyteller. I put
on the same show anywhere."
He's not searching for new
stories, but gets them from
real happenings.
"I'm not really looking for
material, but things just
happen as long as I'm with
people. The funniest stories I
tell really happened, although
I embellish them."

LI-5-

Toothpaste

J41%

I

eel — -3.3 per cent — have
since been committed to state
institutions for new crimes.
While shock probation is
"only one alternative in
handling lawbreakers,"
Holmes said."it has been very
useful and. I believe, used
cautiously and effectively by
the circuit judges.
"Our figures showing only
10.5 per cent revocations seem
to be proof of the pudding,
since shock probation has
been fairly extensive in the
last four fiscal years,''
Holmes said.
One of the strongest crttici
of shock probation is Judge
John P. Hayes of the 30th
Judicial District, Jefferson
County, who has never
favored the program and who
said recently that the law
should be repealed.
Hayes discounted the
Corrections Department's
report, saying "you can take
figures and do anything with
them.
"The figures look like a big
deal, a big success," Hayes
said. "Lots of judges probably
are letting those guys freed
on shock probation) get by
with murder."
"The law is there, and I'll
use it, but not very often," he
said, adding that he favors a
local practice "that does just
as much good or more than
shock probation at much less
cost."
He said a convict applying
for probation in his court
usually is required to spend 30
days or more in the county jail
before the request is acted
upon.
"The best shock in this state
is to put a person in some 01.
those county jails," Hayes

Roseort The ROI
To "4 Quantities

eh>

SALE STARTS WEDNESDAY--ENDS SATURDAY

Old Spice
Stick Deodorant
Fast-dry - Hard working
protection that doesn't mess
around.
Helps shrink swelling hemorrhoidal
tissues. Relieves pain and itching.

Pecan Halves
1 Pound Bag

saie$198

Mid-Winter
Clear Away
Sale
sportswear
sale!

Johnson's
Baby
Shampoo

Gillette
Trac II
Cartridges

oz.
Bottle

Economy Peck
For Baby. .and you. No more

9 Cartridges

Ball0
Fever
Thermometer
Certified accurate.
Hospital tested.
Guaranteed. Choice of
Rectal or Oral.
Reg $1.39

Entire
Stock

ongespirin

40%0"
Hundreds of Long Wool Coats
and Pant Coots.
Hooded, Fur Trim, Wrap 8 Belted
Unbelievable Coot Buys At Minnensl

°rig '44 Coots

Orig '88 Coots

264°

Fast relief from doles
pains. Greaseless.
11/4 oz. Tube

Safe, fast pain relief
without aspirin, for the
millions who should not
take aspirin.
100 Tablets

Clearasil
Pantsuits

Orli '132 Coots

Layaway

Reduces fever and
relieves stuffy nose

36 Tablets

Print Blouses

528°

Chewable
Cold
Tablets for
Children

Serious illeadsk
Medici.*
1,Thoice of Ftegular
'Anted or White
Vanishing
.65 oz. Tube

saw

444
Visine
Eye Drops
Gets the red out, soothes
irritation, plastic bottle
Iti oz.

cirDe
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YOUR DOLLARS
BUY MORE AT
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PROVES m

STORE

coot ca
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ay Unit neet re...on cannons left no &so.

FY*.roe *owl Too* her*,Fre.

Cu-.'

14
43
10
7

10
15
17
12

98

PROVES IT...WEEK AFTER WEEK

g

•
C't°

[min./0 ""ft

74
58
74

63
45
60
44
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Rest'
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KROGER IS LOW PRICE LEADER IN GROCERIES!
VALUABLE COUPON

\

"YOUR CHOICE OF ONE"
*livsartcao Fi*OPIDI

U.S. Gov't. Graded Choice
"People's Choice" Beef

KRAFT

ROUND
STEAK
FULL
CENTER
CUTS!

MIRACLE
KRAFT
WHIP
MAYONNAISE OR

Miracle
1.-

c
9

32
Oz.
Jar

38

With this coupon and $10.00 purchase, excluding items prohibited by law and in addition
to the cost of coupon merchandise. Subject to
applicable taxes. Limit one. Good through
Tuesday, February 3rd.

U.S. Gov't. Graded Choice U.S. Gov't. Graded Choice U.S. Gov't. Graded Choice
"People's Choice" Beef
"People's Choke" Beet "People's Choice" Beef

$158

CENTER CUT
CHUCK STEAK

RIB
STEAK

RIB
ROAST

Avondale

Pride of Illinois

Assorted Varieties

SLICED
PEACHES

CREAM STYLE
CORN

DIXIE HOME

b 8c 39c5
L9

168

$

111

17 Oz.

Cans

Can

GENUINE LEAN

Ground Chuck LB $1 18

Round Steakia. 41"

Kroger

PORK
ROAST

BEEF
WIENERS

Kroger

JUMBO By The Piece'yak
yt
BOLOGNA. Lb.

Sweet Peas..4"dtli

Biscuits

U.S.D.A. GRADE "A

EGGS

Family Pak Ineladen
Om. 3 kg efts- 3 wings
and 2 glades

$1129

AVONDALE

Tomatoes
KROGER

Campbell's

TURKEY
HINDQUARTERS

TOMATO
SOUP

c
5

KROGER

,ott

SAVE

KROGER

Tomato Sauce

Instant Oatmeal..2': $1

02.

MIGHTY DOG

Sunkist Seedless

HEN
TURKEYS
111 W 14 Lb. Avg.

NAVEL
ORANGES

RUSSET
POTATOES

LettuceTEMPLE
FRESH JUMBO
Oranges

20188

Grapefruit

Bag
With this coupon. Limit 2 bags. Good
through Tuesday, February 3rd.

**es the sombeee luau 9
Os pottage el

LAY'S POTATO CHIPS

Y BOT
PILL
CAI MIXES
29 Or 109
Pitt
mu ii.,
0.110.1

o.
4
1
/

bort

f.

.1
1
Q

101•1

41

AFoim

Good tersegb T

limit *no Geed Waage Tess
day, felwaary lvd.

•

FRESH FLORIDA YELLOW
Ii doe

Corn

MI

Foksiry

J.r
. 19°

Lysol Spray

GOy

LL

Lb.
Itag

trelb Mt toupee

33c

tilriegh

Toosila

Peanut Butter

A. 1OC

25c

EA

ZPC
2

bags
February 14

yin
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notion

34 4ave.

$149

BANQUET
POT PIES

Lb.111

NYQUIL
COLD aMEDICINE

SKIN
CREAM

$109

$19

6011
Cr

Auto Pride
Multi Grade

MOTOR
OIL

9c
c.
49
E
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JAR 4

PARKAY
OLEO

Noxema

PARING
KNIFE

CAN

Assorted Varieties

Night Time

Echo Pal

14 01

Stick

GOOli

4104.v itmtv..//4410
/
11

Oz.
It'.

CANS

PETER PAN

EN iAdgRO

liC

" EPA
"
WASHINGTON STATE, RED OR
GOLD DELICIOUS

perckne

•

%&

• 4‘

1/2 01 $
CANS

DISINFECTANT

W

KROGER OR EMBASSY
PANCAKE SYRIP
go
Sal *s coopoi hat one
*NI tbreogli Tuesday. Febrile() bre

HEAD

Kidney Beans

RAYED & TRIMMED 5 EARS 69c

TOTAL SATISFACTION
GUARANTEE
Everything you buy at 5(111 ii
guaranteed ter your total
S1TiTfaT•
boo regardless of manirladefor.
yaw are oat satisfied, Kroger will replace yew item with the sand braid
a comparabfe brand m relit°
year

THIS COUPON WORTH
15c CASH

Ole thus sooPeo TWO PT*
Coed Monti *relay. IF WW1

49c
29c

LI.

INDIAN RIVER JUMBO PINK

Ad Apples_
HuNsrr JACK BUTTERMILK
PANCAKE MIX
1 ,79u
re
21
16

JOAN OF ARC

Tomatoes

Aft'.•

4,
41601 $1
6

Dog Food

U.S. No. 1 Northern

CUBE
STEAKS

684 $1

KROGER

10 3/4
Cans

CAESAR SALAD ROMAINE

41c

416 02 $1
CANS

Spinach

VINE RIPE SALAD

PER BAG

Medallion

$1

White Potatoes 5%1 $1

Sleety

Pink of Flavor

U.S. Gov't. Graded, Family Pak

41602
CANS

ALIENS WHOLE

119
1 Lb.
Pkg.

Cry-O-Vec Portions

315,A $i

Pork & Beans

Serve 'N Save Sliced

SEMI-BONELESS$ 149
Li
HAM

Village Bakery

32ls.Oz.I
Bt

Lb.49c

1-b

LUNCH
MEAT

68Cmcas 69c

102 9
3 49

$129

Sliced As Chops, Rib Half

9c

WAGNER'S ANGEL FOOD
CAKE
DRINKS

Country Style Slab

PORK
LOIN

Oz
Phis

BUTTERMILK OR
HOMESTYLE KROGER

Kroger Medium

FRYING
CHICKEN
3 breast

69c

Family Pak

3

ARGO

IA zed Parts

12

SLICED
BACON

DINNERS

Assorted Flavors

Fresh Picnic Style

Lb.

a
a,

•

U.S. GOV'T. GRADED. CUBED
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Circuit Judge Rules Part Of Kentucky Aviation Lice,Scabies More Common
No
w
Death Penalty Unconstitutional Association Formed Than Any
Time Since World War

PAINTSVH,LE,Ky.( AP)—
A circuit judge has ruled part
of Kentucky's death penalty
statute -nconstitutional and
has instructed that his ruling
be tested by an immediate
appeal to the Kentucky
Supreme Court.
Johnson Circuit Judge W.B.
Hazelrigg issued the decision
Monday during pretrial
motions in the trial of George
Herman Cleaver, 21, of
Michigan, on murder and
armed robbery charges.
Kentucky Atty. Geo. Robert
Stephens said Monday night
he could not comment on the
ruling until he had read

Hatelrigg's opinion.
Hazelrigg declared unconstitutional the discretionary powers granted
commonwealth's
attorneys
under the law to ask for the
death penalty in crimes involving murder and armed
robbery.
The law provides that a
commonwealth's attorney can
"elect" to try a murderarmed robbery charge as a
Class-A Felony.

Hazelrigg cited the 1972 U.S.
Supreme Court decision which
struck down the death penalty
because of the arbitrary

Restricted-Use Insecticide
List Available Through Office

'ties
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FRANKFORT, Ky.—The a pilot
from Covington;
discretionary powers it
Aviation Marcel
Kentiocky
Theberge, member of
granted juries.
Association (KAA) was the Kentuc
ky Division of
Hazelrigg's decision af- organized
and incorporated at Aeronautic
s; Richard
firmed pretrial arguments of a
meeting
recent
at Chesson,
chief pilot for the
Cleaver's defense attorney, Louisvi
lle's Standiford Field.
Louisville-Jefferson County
James Early, who contended
The purpose of the KM as Airport
Board.
that the discretionary powers started
in its bylaws is to unite
U. Col. Gregory Phillips,U.
ruled unconstitutional for all aviatio interes
ts in an s. Air Force
n
liaison officer at
juries had merely been shifted effort "to
foster and promote Louisvil
le; Woody Stiles and
to commonwealth's attorneys aviatio
n facilities, industry Reed
Yadon, both radio
under the Kentucky law.
and business in Kentucky."
newsmen and pilots from
Early contended that giving
Ed LaFontaine, director of
commonwealth's
attorneys the state Department of Louisville.
The next meeting of the
such power is also un- Transpo
rtation's Division of KAA will
be held at 1:30 p. m.,
constituional.
Aeronautics, said
that March
11 at Louisville's
Hazelrigg asked Johnson although the
new organization Standiford
Field.
County
Commonwealth's is not a functio
n of his office
Atty. Eugene Rice, who we "welco
An
associat
me it as we have
e justice of the
requested the death penalty in long recogni
zed the need for Supreme Court is always addressed as Mr. Justice.
his pretrial motions, to appeal such an indepe
ndent statewide
Hazelrigg's ruling to the organization
which would
Kentucky Supreme Court bring togethe
r all aspects of
"immediately" and to ask the the flying
public to work
state attorney general's office toward the commo interes
ts
n
for instructions on how to of everyo involve
ne
d."
proceed.
Officers elected to KAA
Cleaver is accused of the posts at the Louisvi
lle meeting
fatal shooting last May of Mrs. were: John Games
A program featuring
, airport
Sandra K. Penis, postmistress manager at Owens
boro, professionals in the travel
at Boone's Camp, at the past president; Jim McCue industry is
,
set for the annual
office and grocery store she assistant director of
aviation Governor's Conference on
operated.
at Greater Cincinnati Airport Tourism, Feb. 3-4, in
He was indicted July 9 by a (located in Covington),
vice Louisville at the Ramada Inn,
Johnson County grand jury on president; James Brough Hurstbourne,
and the ad,
a charge of intentional airport
manager
at joining Bluegrass Convention
murdering by robbery in the Lexington's Blue Grass Field, Center.
first degree.
secretary; and Hugh Cohen,a
Discussions will cover such
The trial opened Monday. Louisville pilot, treasurer.
topics as Kentucky package
Eleven jurors — three men, The following were
elected tours, Canadian travel, press
eight women — were selected. to the KAA board of directo
rs: relations, advertising, special
Another juror remained to be James Polsgrove, preside
nt of promotions and the Kentucky
selected when the trial the Glerindale Flying
Club at travel advertising matching
resumed this afternoon.
Louisville; Thomas Edwards, funds program.

FRANKFORT, Ky. — A list fenvin
phos; chloropicrin;
of insecticides that can be
Systox ; Dichlorovos; DDVP;
used only by licensed persons
Vapona; Disulfoton; Di
now is available through the
syston;
Fensulfothion;
state pesticides regulatory
Dasanit; Zinophos; Arbanol
agency.
DEE; Matacil; Horny!; and
The agency regulates the Methyl
Parathion.
pesticides to protect both the
Also included are: Asinphos
public and farmers who may
Methyl; Guthion; Azondrin;
use toxic chemicals to keep
Monitor;
dioxathion;
their crops free from insects
Thiodan; endrin; Mocap;
and diseases. The list recently
ethylene
dichloride;
was released by the U. S.
Nemacur; EPN; Dyfonate;
Environmental Protection Metasystoz;
OxydemethonAgency(EPA).
methyl; hydrocyanic acid;
Fred Waters, head of the methid
athion; Phosdrin;
pesticides section in the Latinate;
Nudrin; Schradan;
Kentucky Department for parathi
on; Thimet; Sulftepp;
Natural Resources and and TEPP.
Environmental
Protection, To obtain a restricted-use
said growers should obtain the insecti
cide list, contact the
list to clarify the use of 4,000 pestici
de office, division of
pesticides registered in special progra
ms, Kentucky
Kentucky.
Department for Natural
Waters said anyone who Resources
and Environmental
uses pesticides classified for Protect
ion, 6th Floor, Capital
restricted use is required to Plaza
LOUISVILLE, Ky.(AP) —
Tower, Frankfort, Ky.
Police across Kentucky have
attend a state training session 40601, or
call 502-564-7274.
been advised that they may no
and obtain a license.
longer automatically suspend
The restricted-use pesticide
the driver's license of a person
list gives the trade name,
NATIVE SONS
who refuses to take a test of
common or chemical name
blood alcohol content when
and its potential danger —
WASHINGTON(AP) — Of all
inhalation, dermal toxicity or Americans who have lived charged with driving while
unreasonable environmental since the Revolution, more than intoxicated.
half are still around.
The license suspension
effects. The list also gives the
John Warner, administrator
clause of Kentucky's implied
products's concentration,
the American Revolution Biconsent law has been overgeneral type of formulation of
centennial
Administration
and whether special equip- notes that a decade after the, turned after a panel of three
federal judges found it unment is required for its use.
-country's birth, the United
Among the pesticides States' population — from the constitutional.
Atlantic to the Spanish settleIn an onter_Igaisdep. the 14E_
covered by the list are in- ment
on San Prancisco Bay —
secticides, fungicides, her- was a bit more than four mil- District Court in Louisville
said a person arrested for
bicides and rodenticides. lion.
driving while intoxicated may
The
insecticides
are;
Census figures reveal that
acrylonitrile; Temik; about 400 million persons either be offered the test, but that if
Phostoxin; calcium cya- were born here or have immi- he refuses, no action can be
grated since then, compared taken against his license.
nide; furadan; carbon with a current
U.S. population
Police agencies were adtetrachloride;
Chlor- of about 215 million.
vised by teletype that the
Department of Transportation
TVA LAND FOR RENT
was enjoined from enforcing
bee fear tracts of earialliwel lead es Sion Creek is Alembeil CANN*.
the license suspension clause
ty, V.eatecky, for net free Merck 1, 1976, is December 31, 1/01.
and that affidavits of refusal
meets very is sin hem 64 ecru I. 142 sass. The trect centensp 142
should not be submitted until
ecru (Area 4) Is Worn fer rem asp me et e aisimum ecceptebie bld
further notice.
of $2,130.1111 per seer. The Miser trews as offered fer bey sod now,
no soh en Ilse enema ecceptable bids ere described Mien
The three-judge panel ruled
Arrow
lAinesees
that the provision violated the
OW
Ares 1
13
$649.81 per year
due process, equal protection
Ares S
64
VISA per year
and immunity provisions of
Ares 3
13
USDA per year
the U.S. Constitution.
The zest of seed aid
The panel was cot imam! of
for psalm' eetebilelemest is erns 1,2 med
my be credited reword Me led mid 3rd year's rest, but Ills mmilt ea
Western Kentucky District
*et *need Ale anal reeled paymen for 0...two men.lb, root is
trial judges Rhodes Bratcher
mil peas on be paid a on/ Ass first year, an Me end an In WI
and
Charles Allen of Louisville
receipts tweed I to TVA for milt ea the An s.d 3rd yea's mat
for
arid 6th Circuit Court of
He portentIt
Appeals Judge Pierce Lively
Ins ter tbe as of *No tracts el be received by TVA personal
of Cincinnati, Ohio.
al
Pink Anise et tise west deer of tbe Mersin Coody Ceeribessee I
"We ruled against the
Beetes, Ileetway, is %twin, Febreary 31, 1976, WM
suspension clause and not the
W.
AI bib will be eons am•fel yew's roe basis, lest Iles first wen
test itself," said Allen. "We
will be for as %mein period from nerd 1 to December 31, 1976. Al
upheld allegations of atmccessfel bidden moot make penes,Is full for Wm flys, 11 wombs ae
torneys for three clients who
tbe day of In sense or et Ilse Purls TVA office is or before lank
1,
1976. Amy impales is to she, Wolin or ether beferenles oncenin
contended the state statute
g
these tnscts Amend be directed to Ilineper, lestere lSsl,ht, Diane
takes from a person his right
of Property amd Services, 202 lest Slobs Street, Pen, Tonnes
to drive before a hearing to
33242, or cell 951-642-2041.
determine if he is guilty of the
charges."
TVA reserves Am rlobt ts nett am an bids.
Allen noted also that under

disease branch. "They are

just nuisances."

Tourism Conference
Slated February3_4
Featured speakers include
William Toohey, President,
Discover America Travel
Organizations, Inc.; William
Barnes, president of Travel
South, USA; and Charles
McMahan of Holiday on
Wheels, Nashville,Tennessee.
Governor Julian Carroll is
tentatively scheduled to speak
during the conference.
Bert Ballard, general
manager of "The Stephen
Foster Story" in Bardstown,is
conference chairman.
Anyone interested in any
phase of the travel industry is
invited to attend.
Cost
for
Tuesday's
meetings, reception, banquet
and entertainment is $15 per
person, $6.00 for Wednesday's
meetings and luncheon. Those
attending the conference both
days may purchase one ticket
for $20.00. Tickets may be
obtained by sending a
remittance to Kentucky
Chamber of Commerce, P. 0.
Box 817, Frankfort, Ky. 40601.
Overnight accommodations
may be reserved by can*
Ramada Inn, Hurstbourne,
(502) 491-4830.

Suspension Clause Of Implied
Consent Law Overturned Monday

Pledge of

ATLANTA (AP) — A child
hangs his overcoat on a hook
next to a friend's coat at
school, A few weeks later, his
mother nods tiny white eggs
on his hair. He has hair lice.
The Center for Disease Control here says lice — and
scabies, a skin disease also
caused by parasites — are
more common in the United
States now than at any time
since World War II.
Neither is considered a
public health problem, said
Dr. Dennis Juranek, assistant
chief of the CDC's parasitic
•

the stricken provision, persons
who
took
the
Breathalyzer test, when found
to be intoxicated, retained the
right to drive until after a
trial, while persons who
refused the test faced
automatic suspension.
"The
state
statute
suspended the right to drive
not because the driver was
intoxicated, but because he
refused to take the test,"

Record N m
Of s ising
The GI Bill
Statistics released this week
by
the
Veterans
Administration reveal a
record number of Vietnam era
veterans have taken training
under GI bill auspices in fiscal
year 1975 in the state of
Kentucky.
Kenneth E. McDonald,
director of the regional office
of the VA in Louisville, says
25,897 veterans were in
training during that period.
This compares with 19,301
who were in training in
November of 1974.
Of those taking training at
institutions in Kentucky, the
largest number were enrolled
at the college level.
McDonald says 16,132 were
in college. There were 3,662 in
other schools; 4,088 were
engaged in correspondence
studies and 2,015 were taking
on-the-job training.
College enrollment jumped
over 5,0E0 during the period
Nationally, there
were
1,963,000 veterans in training
during this period as compared with 1,548,795 in 1974.

Bratcher said.
Allegations filed on behalf of
three Kentuckians who had
refused the test resultedin the
ruling, according to Allen. He
said one of the persons
claimed he was physically
unable to take the test.
The case was heard ten days
ago and the panel's ruling was
handed down last week, Allen
From the 1300s to the 1500a,
said The U.S. District Court
the Aztec Indians ruled the Valissued its order Monday.
Plaintiffs in the suit, each of ley of Mexico.
whom sued the Departrziog;,. In 10 years, 1910 to 1920, the
risewiesisr-wterebreim sprawled
feudalism in the country.

Rudolph Parsons of Harlan,
Ky., and Davis M. Howerton
and Frances E. Goodwyn,
both of Louisville.

Veracruz, Mexico, was occupied by American troops in
1914.

WON
;

Love
Everlasting!

GRAPEFRUIT
DIET PILL
for Dieters
The Grapefruit-Diet Plan
with •Diadax "
(• Diadax is one of the
strongest diet aids available
without a prescription)
The diet pill contains vitamins C.
E. and pure grapefruit extract
When used in comunction with
the enclosed Wan, people in all
walks of life can lose excess
weight easily and quickly Envoy
the benefits of pure, natural
grapefruit without the inconve
niencei

BOITLE OF 42
BOTTLE OF 90

BEGLEY'S
DRUG

LOCATIONS
Centrel Shopping Carter
Mee.-Set. 1-9 See. 12-7

HOME OF BETTER VALUESSUNR
FOR OVER 58 YEARS!

SAVE 55%

All Remaining

YOUR CHOICE

fl

(111110P1011
OR AC

6c

AC

Reg.
984

5EA.

Hunting Coats
And

Pants
40% off

Install a set for improved
gas mileage. 3 ' 2 •,`

,

LIMIT
2 SETS

AC or Champion Resistor Type
Plugs
554 cra.i,

Still Good Selections

LIMIT 2 Sin

SAVE 25%

04§01

4-,
-k

OIL
FILTER

PRIOn

Reg.

I17

1.57

your ChOiCe

he schiteor
vefloup flow

STORES

AVAILABLE AT ALL BEI3LEY

Ladies' 7tDiasnond Cluster

$99

2.98
5.98

CAR CARE
sayeRg

OTASCO

r1:3160.(30363Wa3Ac
stlit1014

And where both once may be transmitted from one
carried a social stigma and friend's coat to another, or by
generally were associated borrowing a friend's jacket.
with wartime conditions, poor
"It's all a matter of degree
hygiene and persons on a low of contact, such as childre
n
socioeconomic level, Juranek wrestling or playing with
each
said, today's rising incidence other," he said.
cuts across economic lines.
The louse sucks its host's
Persons in all social and blood, then moves on
to
economic levels are affected, another victim. Scabies
, a
he said.
skin disease characterized by
Reports from 280 der- small pimples or blisters that
matologists indicated cases of itch, is caused by a parasit so
e
both on the rise, Juranek said. minute it can be seen only with
For scabies alone, 249 doctors a microscope.
noted increasing numbers of
Scabies, he said, is transpatients with the parasite, a mitted by close physical conCDC report showed.
tact — most often by sleeping
Nevertheless, he said, the in bed with an infested person.
CDC is making no great effort
The CDC has issued a pamto determine why head lice phlet for state health officials,
and scabies are occurring recommending that schools
Mess economic strata — "It systematically check to deteriiWin't make any difference mine which children have lice
asfar as we can determine.
and treat them. Some schools
"The last big incidence of have begun such programs.
scabies was after World War
"Blacks are rarely infested
H. We don't know why it — or with head lice," Juranek said.
head lice — are on the rise. "We don't know why.
It
There are a lot of theories — mostly affects person other
s
some people think they occur than black — whites, orienin 20-year cycles."
tals,Spanish-Americans."
Lice do not jump from one
Both lice and scabies are
child's head to another, the treated with medication. Jurascientist said. They are very nek said the procedure
is a
slowmoving, he said. They simple one.

LIMIT 4

LIMIT 8 CITS.

11-

In 20 I. 30 weights

Antique

lenalke CHI 20
Pi,
,
, 0011r

Earrings

Trio Sets

_

Screw on type for Ford. Ch.
,
.
rolet Of Chrysler cars

30 wt.
374 qt.4
'

Solitaires
Sale Prices Good of Over 600 Stores
Throaghout the South and Southwest

,

Men's 7-Diamond Cluster

C.6Cr)e

Oil Fitters Available his
Most Com

f•or,.4.
,
on AWN/ft.

;0;

MICHELSON S\"
etrie,4•
44
Shopping
illenor,iy

LOW 4,112
viesde'

Fo, 12 volt
Inahts

4 lamp

hrod

Par 3-lawnp 14•emflights

LLIM IT 4

I

OTASCO

40
Rf(15P

MAI=

Bel-Air Shopping Center
753-8391

WE SERVICE WHAT WE SELL"

meow chore
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Ham Radio Operators Cite
-Differences From 'CBers'

•
ASHLAND, Ky. (API — a Citizens Band set in his car
This is W4CID. We have a and the ham operator, who
Smokey in a plain wrapper spends thousands of dollars on
about one mile down the his equipment.
"For one thing, we're
road."
Calls like these, warning required by the Federal
motorists of a state trooper in Communications Commission
an unmarked cruiser, aren't to take a proficiency test in the
transmitted if you're a ham international Morse Code," he
said. "We're also examined in
radio operator in Kentucky.
That sort of thing may be front of FCC people on theory,
all right for a CBer, but we're rules and regulations covering
against it," said Ted H. radio."
Huddle said ham operators
Huddle. "Amateur operators
believe in service to the work hard to obtain their
Community, particularly licenses, adding that there are
about 250,000 in the United
during disasters."
States. "We get the cream of
How good are they?
"Almost everyone knows the crop and we want to keep
what we've done in the past the airways clean."
He estimated that about 3.5
when floods hit Kentucky. And
we were pretty active while million CBers have permits
that tornado was sweeping while five million others
through the state in 1974," "never bother to register.
replied Huddle, the state There are a lot of abuses
sections communications practiced by CBers."
Huddle also said that hams
manager of the American
are interested in developing
Radio Relay League.
Huddle said amateur new types of equipment,
operators will be in action pointing out that they've
again this Saturday and already launched seven
Sunday, taking part in a communication satellites of
national simulated emergency their own. Each costs about
$60,000 and each is nicknamed
test.
"We will be exchanging "Oscar."
"The projects were financed
messages with Civil Defense
from
contributions
officials, the Red Cross, and by
mayors of various com- amateurs around the world.
munities," he explained. "We Our sixth and seventh
try to keep on our toes and to satellites are still in orbit,
make the public aware of the enabling amateurs to talk
fact that when help is needed, across continents," Huddle
said.
a ham operator is available."
Huddle said there are a
"Have you heard of the
great many differences CBers doing anything like
between the man who installs that?" he asked."I haven't."

THIS
WEEK'S
BANKROLL

$80000

MAKE SURE YOUR

SOUTHSIDE: $400w NORTHSIDE: $400w

CARD IS PUNCHED

EVERY WEEK!

HERMITAGE BRAND
LAST WEEK

Sausage

SMOKED

CARD NOT
PUNCHED

NORTHSIDE

WHOLE

16 to 20 Lb. AVG.

BUTTERBALL
TURKEYS
HALF or WHOLE

WIENERS

Look in the section in which
your birthday comes and find
what your outlook is, according
to the stars.

EXTRA LEAN
lb.73C

GROUND CHUCK- - - -

1/4 Country Ham

9t

CATFISH
STEAKS

11.88

Lb.$268

STORE MADE

28

Pimento Cheese Lb. $149

•

SEAL'
ICE C

REGUL
FRUIT

Navel _
Oranges

FOR

,1;
;f1.

Royi

4 Z,

574p

Co

FRESH

Plus B

Depos

LB.
White 20
BAG
Potatoes
$ 1 99

TOMATOES

SEAL

IGA SOUTHSIDE

OPEN
SUNDAYS

RAID
GRAPES

10 A.m.-8 P.M.
4.

Featuring:

Employer's Quarterly
Tax Return Now Is Due

TWO GOLD RUSH
STAIRCASES REMAIN
WEAVERVILLE, Calif.(AP)
— Seven spiral staircases leading from sidewalks to balconies
adorned the outsides of buildings in Weaverville more than
a century ago This architectural feature distinguished
Weaverville from all other California gold rush towns.
Today only two of these unusual staircases still stand

$ 1 88

PORK
STEAK

U.S. CHOICE

RIB-EYE
STEAK

NO. 80 SIZE

Lb.$ 1 08

SLICED•SMOKED

120z.
Pkg.

1414

Unemployment Tax not over
$100 for 1975 should be paid by
February 2, using Form 940
Balances of tax due over $100
require the employer to make
a deposit with MD Form 508.
As with Form 941, taxpayers
who deposit the full amount of
tax on time have until
February 10th file the return.
IRS Publication 15, "Circular E—Employer's Tax
Guide," provides further
information on these taxes
and is available free from IRS
offices.

AJAY
DETEI

Quantity Rights Reserved

FOR THURSDAY, JANUARY 29, MI

LOUSIVILLE — Kentucky
until
employers , have
February 2 to report Social
Security and withheld income
taxes for last quarter. The
February 2 deadline does not
apply to those employers who
make timely deposits in
Federal Reserve or approved
commercial banks of the full
amount of tax due. They are
allowed until February 10 to
file Form 941, "Employer's
Quarterly Federal Tax
Return."
"This year we'd like to
stress that those employers
who received the preaddressed Form 941 in the
mail should use it to file their
Paul
said
report,"
Niederecker, District
Director. "Those persons who
did not receive the preaddressed forms can obtain
forma from their local IRS
office."
Any balance of Federal

CATS

KING !

CARD NOT
PUNCHED

Frances Drake

.1244a

DEL M

Plates

e,

Your Individual Horoscope

2:14

7
0

3 lb Bag $298

SOUTHSIDE

ARROWHEAD

SCORPIO
(Oct. 24 to Nov. 22) Me*
A day calling for the utmost
discretion. Taking issue with
.associates — even if you KNOW
ARDS
you are right — could have a
(Mar. 21 to Apr. 20)
bitter ending.
A mixed kind of day in terms
SAGITTARIUS
of work. Your ideas are good, (Nov. n to Dec. 21) 3140
but you can meet with obCertain situations may
stacles. There may be more to
disturb during the a.m. —
do than you expected. Take all
especially since you can't seem
in stride.
to put your finger an the cause.
Try to get a little privacy and
TAURUS
MIMI The answer elf/ come.
(Apr. 21 to May 21)
CAPRICORN
An excellent day for all
(Dec. 22 to Jan. 20)
creative activity. Superiors
Some new events in the
may take an unusual interest in
making, perhaps a new contact.
your ideas. In fact, you should
Give rein to your liveliest hopes
receive welcome cooperation
now. Do not antagonize those
from all.
who are really well disposed
GEMINI
°4
May 22 to June 21) 1
toward you.
AQUARIUS
Real problems are likely to be
confused with imaginary ones:
(Jan. 21 to Feb. 19)
Avoid a present tendency
Look thoroughly over your
toward lethargy. Gear efforts to
schedule and weed out
achieve objectives more
nonessentials. To clear your
ocImprovise
quickly.
vision, you first must clear your
casionally. This day can be a
path
helpful challenge.
CANCER
June 22 to July 23) 04:1
PISCES
'
Feb. 20 to Mar. 20) XC
It's mostly up to you whether
A good day for launching
you will gain ground, make ends
plans for the future, giving
meet or just drift Some usual
careful consideration to new
suggestions or directions will be
ventures. Do not let the
absent. Be ready to "muddle
pessimism of others disturb
through.LEO
You(July 24 to Aug. n)
YOU BORN TODAY have
Avoid worry over "what
excellent staying power which
might have been" or "what
keeps you on course no matter
things SHOULD be." Consider
how many obstacles you enthe over-all picture and you'll
counter. This is a big factor in
find that you have no reason for
the successes you achieve. You
anxiety.
are extremely versatile and
viRco
could especially make your
( Aug. 24 to Sept. 21) 11Pik
mark in literature or art. You
You can accomplish a great
are gregarious by nature and
deal'now — unless you are
make friends easily, but are
restricted by rigid habit or your
sometimes thoughtless of
innate overmeticulousness.
others' feelings, which alienates
Emphasize flexibility.
those who would otherwise be
LIBRA
numbered among your closest
( Sept. 24 to Oct. 23) saen
associates. Try to be more
If you hear certain news or
considerate. Birthdate of: Wm.
receive some mail that's not too
McKinley, 25th Pres., U.S.A.;
pleasing, you may feel likely to
Tom Paine, early Amer. author,
explode. But DON'T vent your
patriot
ill humor on associates.

FREE
CASH

ROASTED CHICKEN
BAKED BEANS
POTATO SALAD
COLE SLAW

•

ARGO
S
.

441-P:re

Sweet 4 CANS
Peas 303 CAN 89;

BAN
It's Ike Total On The Tape That Counts

JIM A AM
FOODLINERS

GR
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Excess Rainfall Benefits
Region Power Consumers

JIM ADAMS
FOODLINERS
Prices Good Tbru Tues., Feb. 3, 1976
NORTHSIDE
10th & Chestnut
6 A.M.-12 P.M.
CLOSED
SUNDAY

SOUTHSIDE
S. 12th & Story
7 A.M.-10 P.M.
OPEN SUNDAY
10 A.M.-8 P.M.

DEL MONTEoCUT

GREEN
BEANS-

3 CANS

CORONET
PAPER

79;

303 CAN.

DEL MONTE
DEL MONTE

35' PRUNE
JUICE

CATSUP 14 oz

59c

QUART

AJAX
DETERGENT

CHICKEN OF SEA

KING SIZE

2 oz/
TUNA 61

591

6 CANS•8 Oz

65'

BISCUITS
TASTE-0-SEA•8 oz

CRISCO
OIL

.$1 04

FISH STICKS
CANDY

M&M PEANUT-1A

$I29

1 88

49c
mooRE's
N
694' ONIO
RINGS- -

LB.

Nestle's Quik

OZ.

.79

2 LB. CAN

ED

48 oz.

SEASONING
MIXES

SAVE SO'

4 PKG.
894

CD

Vegetable Oil SEALTEST
ICE CREAM

16

FABRIC
SOFTNER 25c OF LABfl

$ 1 29

- 48 cm-

Pesticide Poisoning
Unlikely In Kentucky

BUNNY

1/2

GAL.

HOT BREAD
PKG.

REGULAR FLAVORS ...

63'

FRUIT & NUT FLAVORS..

Royal Crown

Cola

DIXIE LILLY

8 pkg. 16 oz.

Plus Bottles Or
Deposit

FLOUR

SEALTEST DIP80L- - - -55/

ISIDE
EDON
BATHROOM

tYs

WEATHER or NOT

Hair
Spray

51B..
BAG

ALUMINUM
FOIL 12"

PANCAKE
MIX
2 Lb.

554

A
HAMA

GRAPE JELLY

18 oz.

69'

I

Quantity Rights
Reserved
It's The Total
On The Tape
That Counts!

We offer
a free chest full
of money
in our store every week

BANKROLL

2Bonk's
12 oz.

$

1

ED

ED

The record spell of wet two crests would have gone
weather that began four years nearly 14 and 10 feet above
ago in the Tennessee Valley flood stage, respectively.
region has paid dividends to These reductions averted
the region's power consumers damages estimated at about
low-cost $216 million.
terms of
in
Chattanooga flood damages
power
hydroelectric
averted by TVA flood control
production,TVA reports.
The period 1972 through 1975 operations now total $1,168
has been the wettest four-year million since completion of
period on record for the Norris Dam in 1936.
In March and October
Valley, with total rainfall over
Tims Ford Darn
TVA's
44
to
amounting
that span
inches above normal. As a reduced the Elk River flood
result, total hydroelectric crest at Fayetteville, Tenproduction through that nessee, by 4.1 and 1.5 feet,
period was more than 19 respectively. This prevented
billion kilowatthours above an estimated $550,000 in
normal at the 48 TVA,Corps of damages, making a total of
Engineers and Alcoa dams over $5.3 million in damages
supplying power to the TVA averted at Fayetteville since
systems — the equivalent of a the dam was completed in
1970.
normal year's hydro output.
Operation of the TVA
Despite an unusually dry
summer, 1975 rainfall across reservoir system helped
the region averaged 62.5 in- reduce three flood crests on
ches, the fourth highest the lower Ohio and Mississippi
amount of record and about 11 Rivers between February and
inches above normal. Among early May. The U. S. Army
Valley rainfall totals for the Corps of Engineers estimated
past 86 years, 1973 was the the damages prevented by
highest, 1972 the fifth highest, these TVA operations at $8.2
million, making a total of over
and 1974 the eighth highest.
generation $79 million in flood damages
Hydroelectric
for 1975 totaled about 23.2 averted along the lower Ohio
billion kilowatthours for the and Mississippi by TVA's
year, nearly equalling the control of the Tennessee River
calendar year record hydro since 1944.
generation of 23.4 billion
The tributary reservoirs
kilowatthours in 1973, and that provide the major storage
about 5 billion kilowatthours capacity for regulation
above normal. TVA said this Tennessee River floods were
excess hydro generation was lowered more rapidly than
equivalent to the electricity normal during the summer
produced by burning about 2.3 and fall due to the combined
million tons of coal, worth effects of below-normal
more than $40 million at the rainfall and continuing
power
coal cost prevailing during hydroelectric
1975, so it Wiped to offset a requirements. However, inportion of the increase in fuel creased streamflows from
expense that occurred.
heavy rains in September and
March was the Valley's October stopped this sharp
wettest month of 1975, with decline and these lakes
average rainfall amounting to generally were near planned
12.2 inches. This was also the levels at year's end.
highest amount of rainfall for
Last month's rainfall
any one month in the Valley in
average 4.2 inches across the
record.
on
the 86 years
Valley, compared to the
Two flood control operations
normal 4.5 inches for
March
in
system
TVA
the
on
. The highest
December
reduced the Tennessee River
December total reported to
crest at Chattanooga on both
TVA was 8.2 inches at Rosman
occasions to a nondamaging
En Western North Carolina,
stage of 25.6 feet, or 4.4 feet
and the lowest 1.9 inches at
below flood stage. Without
Swords
Creek, Virginia, north
regulation by the TVA system
of Bristoi.
of dams and reservoirs, these
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FRANKFORT, Ky.—State treatment to be used by
environmental laws are physicians.
That information must be
designed to protect Kenin the annual apincluded
tuckians from pesticide
poisoning similar to that plication for renewal of their
which recently occurred in registration that is required
Virginia, according to the for each pesticide sold in
state pesticide control agency. Kentucky. Reregistration will
Also, information on the be completed in mid-January.
treatment of poisoning from Last year, over 4,000
pesticides registered for sale pesticides were registered in
In Kentucky is being compiled Kentucky.
The information about toxic
by the pesticide control
agency in the Kentucky pesticides will be sent to the
Department for Natural state's 12 poison control
Resources and Environmental centers.
Locations of poison control
Protection. That information
will be provided to physicians centers are: Ashland—King's
Hospital;
by the poison control centers Daughter's
in Kentucky that deal with Berea—Porter Moore Drug
Co.; Fort Thomas—St. Luke's
pesticide poisoning.
National attention was Hospital; Lexington—Central
Hospital;
recently turned to the Baptist
possibility of poisoning from Louisville—Children's
manufacturing Hospitail Merrey—Murraypesticide
plants when employes of a Calloway County Hospital;
Baptist
Hopewell, Va. plant became ill Paducah—Western
0w e n from pesticide poisoning. The Hospital;
toxic pesticide, Kepone, was sboro—Owensboro-Daviess
County Hospital; Paintmanufactured there.
Hospital
A representative of the sville—Paintsville
y;
Pharmac
in
agency
pesticide control
Kentucky said, "It's unlikely Pikeville—Methodist
Prestonthat an incident like the one in Hospital;
Virginia would take place in sburg—Prestonsburg General
•
and
Kentucky because of the Hospital;
makeup of our environmental Whitesburg—Quillen Rexall
control department and our Drugs.
environmental laws." He
added that manufacturing
MORE COAL;
formulate
that
plants
RAILROADS READY
pesticides in Kentucky are
WASHINGTON (AP) — A
Inspected by his agency. An
of U.S. coal production
doubling
inspection would turn up any
within the next 10 years is forelike
dangerous conditions
cast by the National Coal
Assn., the Department ci
those at the Kepone plant," he
ion and other govTransportat
said.
and will proagencies,
ernment
Recommendations are
vide a major step to national
before the Virginia legislature
energy independence.
calling for creation of a single
Within the railroad industry.
agency—similar to the one in
there is no question about
enKentucky—to handle
"transportation capacity" to
meet the coal industry's invironmental responsibilities
dernanis for hauling
creasing
which
water,
such as air and
large additional quantities Of
are now handled by separate
coal each year According to
agencies.
the Association of American
Railroads, U.S. railroads air
The representative added
rind more than MO million tans
that in November that Kenof coal in 1574 and all the printucky pesticides agency began
cipal coal-hauling railroads are
collecting information on
now investing heavily in new
by
treatment of poisoning
equipment to handle the anticipated increase. New railroad
toxic pesticides registered for
equipment outlays over the
sale in Kentucky. The innext 10 years - to meet the
formation includes symptoms
needs of the coal industry alone
pesticide,
the
by
of poisoning
— are scheduled at more than
$1 billion.
first aid measures and
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Ham Radio Operators Cite
Differences From 'CBers'
ASHLAND, Ky. OP) —
"This is W4CID. We have a
Smokey in a plain wrapper
about one mile down the
road."
Calls like these, warning
motorists of a state trooper in
an unmarked cruiser, aren't
transmitted if you're a ham
radio operator in Kentucky.
"That sort of thing may be
all right for a CBer, but we're
against it," said Ted H.
Huddle. "Amateur operators
believe in service to the
Community, particularly
during disasters."
How good are they?
"Almost everyone knows
what we've done in the past
when floods hit Kentucky. And
we were pretty active while
that tornado was sweeping
through the state in 1974,"
replied Huddle, the state
sections communications
manager of the Amrican
Radio Relay League.
Huddle said amateur
operators will be in action
again this Saturday and
Sunday, taking part in a
national simulated emergency
test.
"We will be exchanging
messages with Civil Defense
officials, the Red Cross, and
mayors of various communities," he explained. "We
try to keep on our toes and to
make the public aware of the
fact that when help is needed,
a ham operator is available."
Huddle said there are a
great many differences
between the man who installs

a Citizens Band set in his car
and the ham operator, who
spends thousands of dollars on
his equipment.
"For one thing, we're
required by the Federal
Communications Commission
to take a proficiency test in the
international Morse Code," he
said. "We're also examined in
front of FCC people on theory,
rules and regulations covering
radio."
Huddle said ham operators
work hard to obtain their
licenses, adding that there are
about 250,000 in the United
States. We get the cream of
the crop and we want to keep
the airways clean."
He estimated that about 3.5
million CBers have permits
while five million others
"never bother to register.
There are a lot of abuses
practiced by CBers."
Huddle also said that hams
are interested in developing
new types of equipment,
pointing out that they've
already launched seven
communication satellites of
their own. Each costs about
$60,000 and each is nicknamed
"Oscar."
"The projects were financed
by
contributions
from
amateurs around the world.
Our sixth and seventh
satellites are still in orbit,
enabling amateurs to talk
across continents," Huddle
said.
"Have you heard of the
CBers doing anything like
that?" he asked."I haven't."

Your Individual Horoscope
Frances

4 11:f.

THIS
WEEK'S
BANKROLL

114

•.

.30

LEO
(July 24 to Aug. 23)
Avoid worry over "what
might have been" or "what
things SHOULD be." Consider
the over-all picture and you'll
find that you have no reason for
anxiety.
VIRGO
I Aug. 24 to Sept. D)
You can accomplish a great
deal now — unless you are
restricted by rigid habit or your
innate overmeticulousness.
Emphasize flexibility.
LIBRA
(Sept. 24 to Oct. 23) An
If you hear certain news or
receive some mail that's not too
pleasing, you may feel likely to
explode. But DON'T vent your
ill humor on associates.

44:g

zzAk

YOU BOFiN TODAY have
excellent staying power which
keeps you on course no matter
how many obstacles you encounter. This is a big factor in
the successes you achieve. You
are extremely versatile and
could especially make your
mark in literature or art. You
are gregarious by nature and
make friends easily, but are
sometimes thoughtless of
others' feelings, which alienates
those who would otherwise be
numbered among your closest
associates. Try to be more
considerate. Birthdate of: Wm.
McKinley, 25th Pres., U.S.A.;
Torn Paine, early Amer. author,
patriot.

Unemployment Tax not over
$100 for 1975 should be paid by
February 2, using Form 940.
Balances of tax due over $100
require the employer to make
a deposit with FTD Form 568.
As with Form 941, taxpayers
who deposit the full amount of
tax on time have until
February 10 to file the return.
IRS Publication 15, "Circular E—Employer's Tax
Guide," provides further
information on these taxes
and is available free from IRS
offices.
TWO GOLD RUSH .
STAIRCASES REMAIN
WEAVERV1LLE, Calif.(AP)
— Seven spiral staircases lead-.
ing from sidewalks to balconies
adorned the outsides of buildings in Weaverville more than
a century ago This architectural feature distinguished
Weaverville from all other California gold rush towns.
Today only two of these unusual staircases still stand.

SOUTHSIDE: $400c* NORTHSIDE: $400m

EVERY WEEK!

LAST WEEK

S

ausage 3 Lb Bag

SOUTHSIDE

$298
1

CARD NOT
PUNCHED

DEL M

CATS

AJA)
DETEI

NORTHSIDE

KING '

CARD NOT
PUNCHED
QuantitY

Rights Reserved
16 to 20 Lb. AVG.

BUTTERBALL
TURKEYS

ARROWHEAD

EXTRA LEAN

HALF or WHOLE

WIENERS
120z.
Pkg.

11.73C

GROUND CHUCK- - - - Lb. $ 108

SLICED•SMOKED

1/4 Country Ham

$ 188

CATFISH
STEAKS... Lb.88

PORK
STEAK

U.S. CHOICE

RIB-EYE
STEAK - - - - -Lb.$268
STORE MADE

$

Pimento Cheese Lb. $149

NO. 80 SIZE

6 FOR

Navel
Oranges

28

White
Potatoes

SEAL1
ICE CI
REGUL
FRUIT

.,.

.57;

Roya

FRESH
2BOAGLB.

Col
Plus Bo
Deposit

TOMATOES

$ 1 99

SEAL'

IGA SOUTHSIDE

OPEN
SUNDAYS

JUICY

RED
GRAPES

Employer's Quarterly
Tax Return Now Is Due
LOUSIVILLE — Kentucky
employers
have
until
February 2 to report Social
Security and withheld income
taxes for last quarter. The
February 2 deadline does not
apply to those employers who
make timely deposits in
Federal Reserve or approved
commercial banks of the full
amount of tax due. They are
allowed until February 10 to
file Form 941, "Employer's
Quarterly Federal Tax
Return."
"This year we'd like to
stress that those employers
who received the preaddressed Form 941 in the
mail should use it to file their
report,"
Paul
said
Niederecker, District
Director. "Those persons wlyi
did not receive the preaddressed forms can obtain
forms from their local IRS
office."
Any balance of Federal

FREE
CASH

HERMITAGE BRAND

FOR THURSDAY, JANUARY 29, LYN

ARIES
( Mar. 21 to Apr. 20)
A mixed kind of day in terms
of work. Your ideas are good,
but you can meet with obstacles. There may be more to
do than you expected. Take all
in stride.
TAURUS
(Apr. 21 to May DI ti4i,
An excellent day for all
creative activity. Superiors
may take an unusual interest in
your ideas. In fact. You should
receive welcome cooperation
from all.
GEMINI
May 21 to June 71) 11
4
11Real problems are likely to be
confused with imaginary ones:
Look thoroughly over your
schedule and weed out
nonessentials. To clear your
vision, you first must clear your
Path.
CANCER
—1-Juite 22 to July 23)
It's mostly up to you whether
you will gain ground, make ends
meet or just drift. Some usual
suggestions or directions will be
absent. Be ready to "muddle

$80000

CARD IS PUNCHED

7,7

SCORPIO
(Oct 24 to Nov. V) nto*
A day calling for the utmost
discretion. Taking issue with
associates — even if you KNOW
you are right — could have a
bitter ending.
SAGITTARIUS
(Nov. 2910 Dec. 21) 340
Certain situations may
disturb during the a.m. —
especially since you can't seem
to put your finger on the cause.
Try to get a little privacy and
TIWYDr! The answer will come.
CAPRICORN
(Dec. 72 to Jan. 20) 341
Some new events in the
making, perhaps a new contact.
Give rein to your liveliest hopes
now. Do not antagonize those
who are really well disposed
toward you.
AQUARIUS
(Jan. 21 to Feb. 19)
Avoid a present tendency
toward lethargy. Gear efforts to
achieve objectives more
quickly.
Improvise
occasionally. This day can be a
helpful challenge.
PISCES
(Feb. 20 to Mar. 20) XC
.
A good day for launching
plans for the future, giving
careful consideration to new
ventures. Do not let the
pessimism of others disturb
you.

-

MAKE SURE YOUR

Drake

Look in the section in which
your birthday comes and find
what your outlook is, according
to the stars.

I.

10 A.m.-8 P.M.
Featuring:

0,
41

i-

)

ROASTED CHICKEN
BAKED BEANS
POTATO SALAD
COLE SLAW

4•
1111141
1.

A*
so

•

MA Ole

ali l*

t!

ye'
"

r
t"-

4
6

ARGO

V4
1I

*

e

Sweet 4
Peas

BAMil
CANS

303 CAN

89;

It's The Total On The Tape That Counts

JIM ADAMS
FOODLINERS

GRA
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Excess Rainfall Benefits
Region Power Consumers

JIM ADAMS
F•OWNERS

?EE
ASH

Prices Good Tbru Tues., Feb. 3,1976
NORTNSIDE
10th & Chestnut
6 A.M.-12 P.M.
CLOSED
SUNDAY

SOUTHSIDE
S. 12th & Story
7 A.M.-10 P.M.
OPEN SUNDAY
10 A.M.-8 P.M.

DEL MONTE•CUT

GREEN
BEANS-

3 CANS

79;

303 CAN. -

DEL MONTE

DEL MONTE

g

CATSUP 14 oz

PRUNE
JUICE QUART

59'

AJAX
DETERGENT

CHICKEN OF SEA

KING SIZE

2 oz.
/
TUNA 61

59;

45

6 CANS•8 Oz

BISCUITS
TASTE-0-SEA•8 oz

CRISCO
OIL

$1 08

FISH STICKS

49c
69; ONION
RINGS- MOORE'S

CANDY

WM PEANUT- 1/2

$II29

1 88

LB.

Nestle's Quik

16 oz.

79

2 LB. CAN

ED

48 oz.

SEASONING

4 PKG.

MIXES

SAVE 50c

ED

Vegetable Oils

•

SEALTEST
ICE CREAM

48 OZ. m

894

FABRIC
SOFTNER

15C OFT
LABS

• $ 1 29

Pesticide Poisoning
Unlikely In Kentucky

BUNNY

1/2 GAL.
REGULAR FLAVORS . . $ 1 27
FRUCF

CORONET
PAPER

NUT FLAVORS

HOT BREAD
PKG.

63'

- - 5 1 37

Royal Crown

Cola

8P

16 ozkg

$

DIXIE LILLY

9

Plus Bottles Or
Deposit

SEALTEST DIP8 oz, -.

FLOUR

-55;

IDE

WEATHER or NOT

Hair
Spray

Ys

2Bottles
12 oz.

$1

ED
ALUMINUM
FOIL 12"

M.

55°
BAMA

GRAPE JELLY 18 oz.

69'

I

Quantity Rights I
Reserved
It's The Total
On The Tape
That Counts!

We offer
a free chest full
of money
in our store every week

BANKROLL

The record spell of wet two crests would have gone
weather that began four years nearly 14 and 10 feet above
ago in the Tennessee Valley flood stage, respectively.
region has paid dividends to These reductions averted
ate region's power consumers damages estimated at about
terms of low-cost $216 million.
in
Chattanooga flood damages
power
hydroelectric
averted by TVA flood control
production,TVA reports.
The period 1972 through 1975 operations now total $1,168
has been the wettest four-year million since completion of
period on record for the Norris Dam in 1936.
In March and October
Valley, with total rainfall over
Tims Ford Dam
TVA's
44
to
amounting
that span
inches above normal. As a reduced the Elk River flood
result, total hydroelectric crest at Fayetteville, Tenproduction through that nessee, by 4.1 and 1.5 feet,
period was more than 19 respectively. This prevented
billion kilowatthours above an estimated $550,000 in
normal at the 48 TVA,Corps of damages, making a total of
Engineers and Alcoa dams over $5.3 million in damages
supplying power to the TVA averted at Fayetteville since
systems — the equivalent of a the dam was completed in
1970.
normal year's hydro output.
Operation of the TVA
Despite an unusually dry
summer, 1975 rainfall across reservoir system helped
the region averaged 62.5 in- reduce three flood crests on
ches, the fourth highest the lower Ohio and Mississippi
amount of record and about 11 Rivers between February and
inches above normal. Among early May. The U. S. Army
Valley rainfall totals for the Corps of Engineers estimated
past 86 years, 1973 was the the damages prevented by
highest, 1972 the fifth highest, these TVA operations at $8.2
million, making a total of over
and 1974 the eighth highest.
generation $79 million in flood damages
Hydroelectric
for 1975 totaled about 23.2 averted along the lower Ohio
billion kilowatthours for the and Mississippi by TVA's
year, nearly equalling the control of the Tennessee River
calendar year record hydro since 1944.
generation of 23.4 billion
The tributary reservoirs
kilowatthours in 1973, and that provide the major storage
about 5 billion kilowatthours capacity for regulation
above normal. TVA said this Tennessee River floods were
excess hydro generation was lowered more rapidly than
equivalent to the electricity normal during the summer
produced by burning about 2.3 and fall due to the combined
million tons of coal, worth effects of below-normal
more than $40 million at the rainfall and continuing
coal cost prevailing during hydroelectric
power
1975, so it helped to offset a requirements. However, inportion of the increase in fuel creased streamflows from
expense that occurred.
heavy rains in September and
March was the Valley's October stopped this sharp
wettest month of 1975, with decline and these lakes
average rainfall amounting to generally were near planned
12.2 inches. This was also the levels at year's end.
highest amount of rainfall for
Last month's rainfall
any one month in the Valley in
average 4.2 inches across the
record.
the 86 years on
Valley, compared to the
Two flood control operations
normal 4.5 inches for
March
in
system
TVA
on the
December. The highest
reduced the Tennessee River
December total reported to
crest at Chattanooga on both
TVA was 8.2 inches at Rosman
occasions to a nondtunaging
in Western North Carolina,
stage of 25.6 feet, or 4.4 feet
and the lowest 1.9 inches at
below flood stage. Without
Swords Creek, Virginia, north
regulation by the TVA system
of Bristol.
of dams and reservoirs, these

29°

FRANKFORT, Ky.—State
environmental laws are
designed to protect Kentuckiaffil froth- -Pesticide
poisoning similar to that
which recently occurred in
Virginia, according to the
state pesticide control agency.
Also, information on the
treatment of poisoning from
pesticides registered for sale
in Kentucky is being compiled
by the pesticide control
agency in the Kentucky
Department for Natural
Resources and Environmental
Protection. That information
will be provided to physicians
by the poison control centers
in Kentucky that deal with
pesticide poisoning.
National attention was
recently turned to the
possibility of poisoning from
manufacturing
pesticide
plants when employes of a
Hopewell, Va. plant became ill
from pesticide poisoning. The
toxic pesticide, Kepone, was
manufactured there.
A representative of the
pesticide control agency in
Kentucky said, "It's unlikely
that an incident like the one in
Virginia would Lae place in
Kentucky because of the
makeup of our environmental
control department and our
environmental laws." He
added that manufacturing
formulate
that
plants
pesticides in Kentucky are
inspected by his agency. "An
Inspection would turn up any
dangerous conditions like
those at the Kepone plant," he
said.
Recommendations are
before the Virginia legislature
calling for creation of a single
agency—similar to the one in
Kentucky—to handle environmental responsibilities
such as air and water, which
are now handled by separate
agencies.
The representative added
that in Npwaker that Kentucky pftacides agency began
collecting information on
treatment of poisoning by
toxic pesticides registered for
sale in Kentucky. The inforauitton includes symptoms
of poisoning by the pesticide,
first aid measures and

treatment to be used by
physicians.
That information must be
included in the annual application for renewal of their
registration that is required
for each pesticide sold in
Kentucky. Reregistration will
be completed in mid-January.
Last year, over 4,000
pesticides were registered In
Kentucky.
The information about toxic
pesticides will be sent to the
state's 12 poison control
centers.
Locations of poison control
centers 'are: Ashland—King's
Hospital;
Daughter's
Berea—Porter Moore Drug
Co.; Fort Thomas—St. Luke's
Hospital; Lexington—Central
Hospital;
Baptist
Louisville—Children's
Hospital; Murray—MurrayCalloway County Hospital;
Baptist
Paducah—Western
OwenHospital;
sboro—Owensboro-Daviess
County Hospital; PaintHospital
sville—Paintsville
Pharmacy;
Pikeville—Methodist
PrestoaHospital;
sburg—Prestonsburg General
and
Hospital;
Whitesburg—Quillen Fteoll
Drugs.
MORE COAL;
RAILROADS READY
*ASHINGTON (AP) — A
&abaft of U.S. coal production
Mein the next 10 years is forecast by the National Coal
A. the Department of
Transportation and other government agencies, and will provide a major step to national
energy independence.
Within the railroad industry,
there is no question about
"transportation capacity" to
meet the coal industry's increasing demanis for hauling
large additional quantities of
coal each year. According to
the Association of American
Railroads, U.S. railroads carried more than 360 million tons
of coal in 1674 and all the principal coal-hauling railroods are
now investing heavily in new
equipment to handle the anticipated increase. New railroad
equipment outlays over the
next 10 years - to meet the
needs of the coal industry alone
— are scheduled at more than
SI billion.
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CB Truckers Taking Collections
For Widow Of State Trooper
ELIZABETHTOWIt. Ky.
AP) — Truck drivers are
responding to a Citizens Band
radio fund drive to benefit the
widow and son of a state
trooper slain in Central
Kentucky.
The fund raising effort was
the idea of three truck drivers
who prefer to be known only
by their Citizens Band radio
names — the Derby City
Hilltopper, the Double D and
the Tennessee Hillbilly.
It started after the
Hilltopper read last Thursday
of the death of William
Francis Pickard, 26, a Kentucky State Police trooper
killed by a shotgun blast from
a house in Hodgenville.
Pickard had gone to the
house with local police to
serve a warrant. A man has
been charged in the slaying.
Pickard was buried Saturday
in Hodgenville.
"I knew him by sight,
because I'd seen him in truck
stops, but I'd never met him,"
said the Hilltopper.
•••.`:, Still, he wanted to do
something to help Pickard's
widow, Mary, and their 18month-old son, Brian, and to
show that "not all truckers are
adversaries of the smokies."
Truckers are often por-

trayed as natural enemies of
state troopers, who are called
smokies because of their
"Smoke) the Bear" hats. But
the Hilltopper said he was
"sickened" to read of the
Pickard shooting.
As he drove out of Louisville
en route to Memphis, Tenn.,
Thursday night, the Hilltopper
talked to the Double D and the
Tennessee Hillbilly on his
radio.
They agreed to stop at three
the
in
stops
truck
Elizabethtown area and ask
the managers to set up
collection jars for Mrs.
Pickard and her son.
The Hilltopper said he spent
most of the weekend asking
other truckers to stop in and
contribute to the fund for the
Pickards.
By Sunday, Charles Welch,
owner of the Sonora Auto
Truck Stop, had turned over
$123 to state police in
Elizabethtown. The Big T
Restaurant at the Hodgenville
exit on Interstate 65 and Key's
Truck Stop at the Glendale
exit said they were still taking
donations.
"I'd like to see it last maybe
two weeks before we stop it,"
the Hilltopper said.

Right Name,Wrong Man
Jailed Over Holidays
LOS ANGELES (AP) —
Two Los Angeles men named
Ramon Flores were born the
same day, closely resemble
each other, have nearly
identical Social Security
numbers and each is married
with five children!
But one of them — the wrong
one — spent Christmas and
New Year's in jail.
The wrong Flores, 36, a
factory worker, was at home
napping last Dec. 19 when
police knocked on the front
door of his modest apartment.
He was told a warrant
charging him with murder
had been issued for his arrest
in connection with the death of
a 17-year-old boy in Fresno.
He was read his rights,
handcuffed and led away just
as his pregnant wife and
children, aged 2 to 12 were
returning from a church
function.
Flores told investigators he
had never been to Fresno and
that on the day of the killing he
was at work.
Police said if he was telling
. the truth, he would soon be
released.
. But Flores was taken to
•:Fresno on Dec. 72. He was
...arraigned Christmas Eve and
a public defender was appointed. A preliminary
hearing was not scheduled
until Jam 7, and his own attorney did not even interview
Flores in depth until New
Year's Eve.
On Jan. 6, after witnesses
said they did not recognize
Miss Yow Paper!
441Sobscribers who Woo not
boomtheir
rocoived
livorid copy of The
Morray Lodger I. Taos hy
5:30 p. m. ere greed to ail
753-1116 botwems 5:30 p. m.
mid 6 p. m. to lasers
delivery of the arospapor.
Calls most be placed before
6 p. m.

1

photos of the man in custody,
police
compared
his
fingerprints with those they
had on file from the previous
arrest record of a man named
Ramon Flores. The next day,
authorities admitted their
error.
After 19 days in jail, one
Rarnon Flores was free. The
other remains at large.
"I think sometimes they are
always trying too hard to find
the man," Flores said in
halting English. Although
born here, he lived in Tijuana,
Mexico,for several years.
Deputy Public Defender
Edward Sarkisian of Fresno
said he didn't interview Flores
immediately because of the
holidays and a tight schedule.
"When I interviewed the
guy, I was convinced he was
innocent
right
away,"
Sarkisian said. "He was such
a quiet, mild-mannered
fellow. A gentleman with a
capital'G."
Positive identification of
Flores as "the wrong guy"
could have been made by his
a
records
and
work
commendation letter from his
employer, Sarkisian said. But
relatives insisted on bringing
the documents personally and
didn't get to Fresno until Jan.
5.

SESAME ON ICE
CHICAGO (AP) — The Chicago Black Hawks of the National Hockey League lost a
tough exhibition game recently
at Chicago Stadium — to the
Sesame Street sliders.
Big Bird, Ernie, Bert Grover
and Cookie Monster, all featured in this year's Ice Follies,
challenged the Black Hawks
and squeesal by with a 3-3 victory. 'Me scenario for the contest called for the Sessme
Streeters to insure their lead by
having the Cookie Monster eat
the pock. The segment will be
shown later on one of the Children's Television Workshop
regular shows.

Youth Revivals
Jan. 26-Feb. 1

Murray Church of
the Nazarene
Dorm

Rd.

*1164 Graduate
of Calloway Nigh
San,
*Soo of Mr.&
Mrs. Shona= Borders
Rev. Michael Howard

Services: Monday thru Saturday 7:30 p.m.,Sunday 10:45 a.m.
and 6:00 p.m.
Don Hammond-Song Evongefist
on Friday, Saturday, IL Seedyy sensing services
Usage McCoffry, Poster

Bill Would Make Use Of Bible In Public Classrooms Clear
FRANKFORT, Ky.(AP) —
Confusion exists among many
public school teachers in
Kentucky who don't know
whether it's legal for them to
use the Bible as an instructional tool in their

classrooms, says state Sen.
Walter Strong, D-Beattyville.
Many teachers think they
can't use it at all without
jeopartizing their jobs, Strong
said Monday.
Strong said that's the reason

he is sponsoring a bill to make
it clear that the Bible may be
used in public schools under
certain circumstances. His
bill would permit its use in
teaching the Biblical theory of
creation if teachers also

Lear Skeptical Of 711 Guide
Survey On Family Viewing Time
LOS ANGELES (AP) —
Norman Lear didn't buy it
when TV Guide magazine
reported last December that a
nationwide survey it had
commissioned
found
a
whopping 82 per cent of the
adult population in favor of
television's controversial
"family viewing" policy.
That's the plan that restricts
TV programming between the
hours of 7 p.m. and 9 p.m. —6
p.m. and 8 p.m. in the Central
Time Zone — to material that
is "inoffensive to a general
family audience." The idea is
to reduce the amount of sex
and violence on the air.
The magazine's findings
must have been a blow to the
Writers Guild, Directors Guild
and Sefeen Actors Guild,
which have filed suit against
the policy on grounds it is
censorship and violates the
First Amendment. They
certainly looked to be in a
small minority.
Lear, who brought "All in
the Family" to American
television and currently
supervises production of six
other TV comedies as well
(including "Maude" and
"Good Times"), wasn't
convinced. He hired a former
MIT and UCLA professor who
specializes in testing the
validity of other people's
surveys to analyze the TV
Guide data, which the
magazine had sent him as a
courtesy.
"The region I did this was
that I looked at the article and
laughed at the
basic
foolishness on which the
research was based," Lear
was saying the other day after
he'd received his man's
report.
The conclusion of Lee
Christie: "The resounding
'yes' is.cattn haw',
What really got Lear was
the finding that 58 per cent of
the 1,024 persons interviewed
had never heard of Family
Viewing Time. It was only
after the policy was defined
for them that the subjects
were asked if they favored or
opposed it. Then the pro vote
was 82 per cent.
"That's like the other side of
the 'Do you still beat your
wife?' question," said Lear.
"What kind of an individual
who doesn't know that much
about it is going to say they
don't like something called
Family Viewing Time?
"They are the same people
who would say that they don't
like America, they don't like
Mom and they don't like apple

pie!"
And true enough, Christie's
breakdown does show that
about 59 per cent of the people
who said they approved of
Family Viewing Time had
admitted not knowing what it
was initially. Only 7 per cent
of the interview subjects had
said they were very familiar
with it.
Christie found further
evidence of what he said was

ignorance and confusion about
the policy's impact. For
although Pa per cent said they
favored the concept as it was
defined for them, 69 per cent
said they would rather see
each family decide for itself
what to watch rather than
allow someone else to impose
stricter control on television
content — precisely what
Family
Viewing
Time
represents.

OUANTITV FUGHTS at SERVED

PRICES GOOD

THRU

taught the theory of evolution
generally
accepted
by
science.

the Bible may not be used as a
book for reference in teaching
various subjects," Stephens
said.
Strong said there was some
He noted that Strong's bill
question over whether his bill
would
"permit" but not
would violate constitutional
restrictions regarding "require" the use of the Bible.
religious teaching. He said
"The state may not adopt
that's why he asked for an programs or practices In its
opinion on the subject from public schools and colleges
the state attorney general's which aid or oppose any
office.
religion," Stephens said,
Atty. Gen. Robert Stephens adding that "public schools
issued an advisory opinion must be kept neutral on
saying it was okay for religion."
teachers to use the Bible as
Strong said he realized when
long as they use it as a kind of
he filed the bill that it wasn't
textbook.
actually needed as far as the
Stephens said Strong's bill law is concerned. But he said
would not violate the it is needed to let teachers
constitution
because it know that they may, if they
"neither advances, nor, on the choose, use the Bible.
other hand, inhibits, religion.
"This will interpret the law
"While the Bible may not be for many school teachers and
given a place of preeminence students alike who aren't well
among books in a public enough acquainted with the
school, there is no reason why law to know this is per-
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Let us serve your
prescription needs
Although we offer many services to our customers. prescriptions

DRUG

STORES

ore the very heart of our business.

KEEP FRESH AIR
INSIDE CAR
LOS ANGELES(AP) — Carbon monoxide in the low levels
that are often found in the passenger compartment of a car
can narrow the driver's field of
vision, slow down his action
time and decrease his ability to
concentrate.
Even these smell amounts of
carbon monoxide can be lethal
because they can cause serious
accidents. The National Automobile Club advises motorists
to avoid driving for long periods of time in heavy traffic and
to keep fresh air circulating
through the car on open roads
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Adams Calls For
More Defense Funds
LOUISVILLE, Ky. ( AP) —
John W. Adams, Jr., national
vice commander of the
American Legion, says the
country needs "a military
program that promises the
enemy instant, overwhelming
retaliation and guarantees the
conventional strength needed
to carry out commitments to
friends and allies."
Adams, speaking Sunday at
the annual Winter Conference
of the Department of Kentucky American Legion, urged
more federal spending on
national defense.
Behind the "facade of
detente," Adams said, the
Soviet Union "continues to
seek ;world domination. . . by
establishing unquestioned
military-nuclear superiority
that would permit global
blackmail."
The conference, attended by
about
300
Kentucky
legionnaires, ended Sunday.
The Legion Auxiliary also met
during the conference.

inissible," Strong said.
"There have been a lot of
problems stenuning out of
teachers wanting to include
the Bible in school and many
times they were wrong.
"But since there has been so
much controversy over
quotations from the Bible and
statements by teachers, it has
created problems for teachers
so they have refrained from
using it, because they don't
like jeopardizing their jobs
and they don't like a lot of
controversial debates," said
Strong,a Beattyville minister.
"I think this will open up an
avenue where there is no
question, where they can
teach what the Bible has to
say about creation with no
fear or doubt in their mind
about them being in conflict
with the law."
A public hearing on Strong's
bill will be held at the Capitol
on Monday.
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From The Murray
Calloway County Hospital
As hospital personnel file all
in-patient insurance claims, it
is important that patients give
all insurance information to
the clerk at the time of admission. For this reason it is
important to have your most
current Blue Cross insurance
identification card with you at
all times. Periodically, Blue
Cross issues new cards. Old
cards should be destroyed
immediately upon receiving a
new card.
When a Blue Cross subscriber is admitted to the
hospital, notification of the
admission must be sent to
Blue Cross for approval.
Notification includes the
patient's name, certificate
number,and group number.
Blue Cross processes this
information and sends the
hospital a rejection or approval notice. A rejection
notice will be sent if any information was incorrect.
When this occurs, hospital
personnel have to contact the
patient and start the filing
process again.
If all information is correct,
the hospital will receive an
approval notice. The approval
notice reflects how many days
of hospital care the patient is
eligible for during the current
contract year, amount of room
coverage, and whether the
policy is comprehensive or
standard.
Upon receiving the approval
notice, hospital personnel
complete the billing portion of
the admission form and
supply the physician's final
diagnosis. The completed
form is then sent to Blue
Cross. Payment is usually
received by the hospital within
two weeks. After payment is
received, the patient is sent a
bill for any remaining
balance.
As Blue Cross pays directly
to the patient on any Extended
Benefits or Major Medical
claim, hospital personnel
cannot file such claims for the
patient. If the patient is
covered by Extended Benefits
or Major Medical, he should
pay the bill and then rile with
Blue Cross.
However,hospital personnel
will file claims for out patient
services such as minor
surgery or as a result of an
accident.
Blue Cross will not pay for
out-patient services if an
accident WU job related. To
determine this, Emergency
Room records must be
complete as to date, time, and
place of the accident. If
records are not complete, outpatients will receive a Blue
Cross form letter. Patients
should reply immediately
supplying the necessary information.
The procedure involved in
filing commercial insurance
claims will be covered in a
later article.

'21' RETURNS
TO ITS EARLY DAYS
NEW YORK (AP) — More
celebrities from the entertainment, political and social
worlds are said to have turned
out for the "Lucky Lady" party
here than for any other New
York party of 1975. The 21
Club, which was a speakeasy in
the Prohibition era, was turned
into a pseudo-speakeasy for the
party, held after an invitational
screening of the film about
rumrunners.
Liza Minnelli and Burt Reynolds, two of the stars, flew to
New York for the occasion.
Miss litinnelli and her husband,
Jack Haley Jr., arriving from
Rome, where she is making a
new film with her father, Yincente Miruielli. Other celebrities present were Mayor and
Mrs. Abraham Beanie; former
Mayor Robert Wagner, and his
wife, the former Phyllis Cerf;
Ryan O'Neal; Rudolf Nureyev ;
Lee Radziwill; Gloria Vanderbilt; Lauren Hutton; Joan
Fontaine; Hope Hampton;
Woody Allen; Monique Van
Vooren; Lorna Loft; Halston;
Elsa Martinelli; Pat Lawford;
Mrs. Jake Javits; Mrs. William
F. Buckley Jr.; Jane Pickens
Langley; Sidney Lumet; Andy
Warhol; Lois Chiles; Marisa
Berenson,and James Wyeth.
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Red Potatoes
Carrots
Sassafras
Navel Oranges

Prices Good Thru Feb. 3
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"FRIENDLY GIANT"
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Alamo Dog food
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Kernel Corn
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H
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